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Abstract 
he release f non-aqueous phase l iquids (NAPLs) to groundwater re ervoirs is a 
cnou and \i ide pread environmental problem. In 2000 free phase hydrocarbon was 
di c ered in Liwa aquifer under Bu Hasa Liquid Recovery Plant (LRP). Liwa aquifer is a 
hal loy unconfined aquifer and represent the main water upply in the camp area of Bu 
[ Ia a field. Dissol ed benzene i observed in at least one observation wel l  in the site. This 
re earch i conducted to s imulate the fate and transport of the dissolved benzene plume in 
the grOlmdwater of Liwa aquifer u ing the fini te element model (METAB IOTRANS). 
The mam objective of this thesis is to mmlmlze the flux of the dissolved 
contaminant into the neare t production wel l  downstream of contaminated Liwa aqui fer in 
the camp area. A en it ivity analys is study was perfOlmed to assess the sensitivity of the 
dis 01 ed plume migration to everal phy ical and biological parameters. Results of the 
ensiti i ty analysis show that the p lume migration is more sensitive to changes in 
m icrobial growth rate and substrate hal f  saturation constant and less sensitive to microbial 
y ie ld factor and dispersion. D ifferent remediation scenarios were performed in which 
electron acceptor are injected to enhance biodegradation. Remediation scenario with 
m inimum hydrocarbon flux into the camp production wel ls downstream of the source zone 
wi l l  be suggested as remediation option. The results of the remediation scenarios assured 
that highest biodegradation rate occurs at injection wel l s  located near the center of the 
plume where higher contaminant concentrations exist . P lacing an injection wel l  near the 
source zone helps in stimulating the bacterial growth for longer t ime and therefore, 
enhances biodegradation. I ncreasing e lectron acceptor flux in a wel l  located near the 
source zone enhances the plume core biodegradation. 
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1 . 1  Background 
Chapter 1 
Introduction 
Ground atel' contamination with petroleum hydrocarbons is one of the most senous 
problem that deteriorate groundwater quality. Nonaqueous phase liquids (NAPLs) are 
multicompon nt organic mi ture that ha e different water solubility when contact with 
water. N PL are cia sified into two group . The liquids in the first group have a density 
Ie than the water den it and are called light APLs (LNAPLs) such as fuel 
h drocarbons including gasoline and benzene. The liquids in the second group have 
density higher than the water density and are called dense NAPLs (DNAPLs) such as 
chlorinated solvent, PCBs and P AHs. Some of the light NAPLs dissolve in the water in the 
pore when introduced into the vadose zone, others may exist in the gas phase in the pores 
or adsorb onto aquifer materials. LNAPLs may not dissolve in unsaturated zone and reach 
the aturated zone forming a floated layer above the water table. When DNAPLs reach the 
water table; they continue their descending movement until they reach an impermeable 
layer a shown in Figure 1 . 1 .  Some of DNAPLs could form globules that trap in the pores 
and become hard to remove. D APLs remain on the aquifer bed and dissolve slowly into 
the moving groundwater which may take hundreds of years or even more (Masters, 1 997). 
P AHs are polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons which are composed of two or more 
benzene rings. They are considered to be the main composition of petroleum and it's by 
products. The soluble aromatic hydrocarbons could penetrate the vadose zone and reach 
groundwater through leakage from underground storage tanks and pi pes connections or 
valves. An attempt to overcome this problem by replacing steel tanks by fiber glass tanks 
failed because leakage may still occur due to faulty piping (Bedient et aI., 1 990). The 
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F igure 1 . 1 :  Tran p ort of DN APL int o  subsurface ( S ource :  EPN625-9 1 1028, 1 99 1 ) . 
sub trate by the act of microbial catalyst. It may occur at the leakage area or during the 
mo ement of contaminants in the subsurface. The biodegradation of P AHs relies on the 
contaminant chemical structure and the enzymatic conditions. Before degradation process 
starts, an acclimatization period normally occurs in which no degradation takes place. Its 
duration ranges from less than one hour to several months depending on the complexity of 
the contaminant structure and concentration, and also on the biochemical conditions in the 
sub urface (Suthersan, 1997). 
The degradation reactions of the contaminant should be identified before choosing 
bioremediation as a treatment technique. This requires the determination of the 
"metabolism modes" either aerobic or anaerobic. In the aerobic mode, oxygen acts as 
electron acceptor which is known as "aerobic respiration". In anaerobic mode oxygen is 
not available. Three kinds of reactions under anaerobic conditions may take place 
including, anaerobic respiration, fermentation and methane fennentation. In anaerobic 
respiration, oxidized inorganic or organic compounds act as electron acceptor and the end 
products are carbon dioxide and water. In the fermentation process, organic compounds act 
as electron acceptor and electron donor. In the methane fermentation, the substrate is 
3 
ubjected to oxidation- reduction reaction; therefore the end products are carbon dioxide 
and methane a ga e and organic compounds such as acid and alcohols. 
The tructure biodegradability relationship affects the degradation of P AH under 
aerobic and anaerobic conditions. Degradation of PAH is influenced by six factors, the 
olubilit of P I I , the number of fused rings, substitution types numbers, positions and 
nature of atom in heterocyclic compound. 
The cometabolism is the transformation process of contaminants, when they 
become econdary sub trate for the growth of bacteria. If the biotransformation removes 
the toxicity of contaminant , it is called' detoxification'. In the detoxification process the 
to ic ubstance becomes inactive. Detoxification includes several processes namely 
hydrolysi, hydroxylation, dechlorination and demethylation. The products from 
cometaboli m process done by one organism can be the energy source for another 
orgam m. 
Remediation is a process by which the movement and/or the toxicity of certain 
contaminants is reduced or removed at a specific site. Selecting appropriate remediation 
techniques should be based on the contaminant type, the hydrogeologic characteristic of 
the site and the contaminant source in the subsurface. 
One of the most important hydrogeologic parameters is the hydraulic conductivity, 
K, (or the transmissivity, T). Hydraulic conductivity shows how easey is the transportation 
of water, contaminants, nutrients, NAPLs and air or vapor. Figure 1. 1 illustrates the 
distribution of DNAPL, dense vapor and dissolved chemical plume in the subsurface. For 
effective bioremediation, the hydraulic conductivity of the subsurface is preferable to be 
higher than 10-4 cm/sec and abundant of microorganism is also required (Bedient et al., 
1990). 
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In bioremediation technique, microorgani ms are u ed for the degradation of 
orgalllc contaminants in unsaturated or aturated oil. This technique ha an advantage 
over the other that it is in site treatment; i.e "treat the problem rather than moving it to 
omewhere else". It is con idered to be a natural treatment process and a "cost effective" 
method ( harbeneau et aI., 1 992). 
There are some factors that cause biodegradation and bioremediation to cease such 
a the concentration of contaminant which may be toxic to the microorganism, 
microorgani m density the alue of pH of the liquid phase (water), the moistw-e content of 
the site of concern as well as the availability of nutrients and electron acceptors. 
e ral site specific factors affect the microbial population, biodegradation rates 
and the contaminant fate. These factors could be c\as ified into microbial, nutrients and 
phy ical-chemical factor. In soil there are five major different microbial populations; 
including, bacteria, actinomycetes, fungi, algae and protozoa. Bacteria are normally 
pre ent in large amounts and are characterized by high rate of growth and ability to 
degrade different kinds of contaminants (Suthersan, 1 997). 
Bacteria might be classified according to: availability of oxygen cell structure and 
the type of energy and carbon sow-ceo In term of oxygen availability, bacteria are 
categorized into three groups; aerobic when oxygen is present, anaerobic when oxygen is 
ab ent, and facultative in both situations. Bacteria's cell could be in rod shape which could 
be present in large amount, in spherical shape, or in spiral shape which are uncommon in 
soils. Based on energy type and carbon source, bacteria could be classified into 
heterotropic and autotropihic. Heterotrophic use the organics as energy and carbon sow-ce 
while the autotrophic use the sunlight as energy source or obtain it from the oxidation of 
inorganic compounds and use carbon dioxide for the carbon source (Suthersan, 1 997). 
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The microbial I i  ing cel l  can i ts mainly of carbon; 95% by weight are carbon, 
hydrogen a ygen and nitrogen and 70% of the rest are phosphorus and calc ium . The 
bacteria has chemical tructure of CsH702 . Carbon is provided from organic contaminant 
or inorganic source a carbonate or bicarbonate, water suppl ies 0 and H, whereas the other 
trace nutrient are pre ent in oi l  and aquifers. When one of these trace nutrients become 
deficient, it i cal led l im it ing factor as expressed by Liebig's Law of the minimum:" The 
es ential consti tuent that i present in the smal lest quanti ty relative to the nutritional 
requirement of microorganisms wi l l  become the l im it ing factor of growth." (Suthersan 
1 997). 
The physical- chemical factors are divided into four elements; temperature, pH, 
moisture content, and the redox potential . Arhenius behavior for the chem ical-biochemical 
react ions rate is i l l ustrated in F igure 1 .2 .  I t  increase as the temperature increases to certain 
extent. Temperature dependency (F igure 1 .3 )  shows how temperature affects the growth 
rate of different m icroorganisms. Psychrophiles have optimum temperature at 1 5±5°C and 
minimum at O°C or below, whi le Mesophiles have optimum temperature ranges from l OoC 
up to 40°C and they are resident in the subsurface.  Therophiles have optimum temperature 
above 45°C. The value of pH affects the function of the cel ls  of the m icroorganisms, the 
transportat ion of the ce l l  membrane and the catalyst reactions equi l ibrium . The natural 
en ironment has a value of pH between 5 and 9. However, a pH value between 6 and 7.5 is 
preferred. Ac idophi l ic  bacteria nmction near a pH value of 2 .5  whi le a lkalophi l ic bacteria 
function at a pH range from 1 0  up to 1 2 . The moisture content factor plays a v ital role in 
the bioremediation process; i t  affects the bioavai labi l ity of contam inant, the gas transfer, 
the toxic level of contaminant, the growth of m icroorganism, and movement and 
distribution of the species. A lso the redox potential which gives an idea about the chemical 















F igure 1 .2 :  The re lat i on between mic r obial activ ity and te mperature (S ource: Suthersan, 
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F igure 1 .3 :  Temperature dependency of gr owth rate of vari ous m icr oorgan isms 
(S ource:  Suthersan 1 997) .  
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the micro rgani m metabol i  m and the activity of the enzyme. Redox potential i denoted 
b H. I f  El l  i higher than zero; then oxidizing condition is prevailed, whereas reduc ing 
condition i prevai led hen II is lower than zero. Natural ly, the environment has redox 
potential of -400 m V and up to +800 m V .  
1 .2 Tran port Proce s i n  t h e  S u bsu rface 
The tran port of the hydrocarbon contaminant in groundwater systems is governed 
by di fferent ph sical, chemical and biological proces es such as d iffusion, advection, 
di per ion, ad rption, olat i l ization and biodegradation. Volat i l ization IS the 
transformation of the chemical from the aqueous phase into the gas phase. This process is 
insigni ficant v hen compared to other processes; the organic vapor depleted from the 
ub urface espec ial ly in the shal low water table case over the time. The expected 
contaminant mass loss due to volat i l ization is lower in the case of less volat i le 
hydrocarbons (Parcher, 1 999). 
D issolved solutes in the subsurface transport from high concentration areas to the 
low concentration areas. This k ind of the transport, which requires gradient in the 
concentration, is cal led diffusion. However, the d iffusion process is more complicated in  
the case of the adsorbed solute which makes the diffusion process s low. F ick s first law 
explains the relation between the solute d iffusing in one dimension and the gradient in the 
concentration as fol low: 
de 
F= -Dd ( - ) 
d:'( 
( 1 . 1 )  
where F is flux of solute per unit area per unit t ime, Dd is the d iffusion coefficient ( L2fT) ,  C 
is the solute concentration (MJL3) and dCfdx is the concentration gradient (MJL3 fL) . The 
negative sign indicates that the direction of the solute movement is from the higher 
concentration area to the lower concentration one. The d iffusion coefficient changes with 
the temperature, but does not depend on the solute concentration. 
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When olute concentrations in one dimension vary with t ime, Fick's second law is 
gi en a : 
( 1 .2)  
where aClfJt is the change of solute concentrat ion with respect to t ime (MIL3 IT) . 
It i ob erved that the transpOli of solute in porous media takes long pathway and 
become 10 er than that in plume. Therefore, an effective diffusion coeffic ient should be 
( 1 . 3 )  
where 0) i tortuosity coefficient which considers the pathway shape in the porous media 
that water fol lows through. The tortuosity coeffic ient is always greater than one. When the 
water flo s arOLmd sediments, a d iversion of its path occur . It wi l l  be shorter in the case 
of wel l  sorted sediment and larger in poor sorted sediment. 
The dissolved solutes in the subsurface move with the flowing water in a process 
cal led advection or convection. The average rate of the movement of water in the 
subsurface in one dimension is higher than the average l inear velocity (vx) which is the rate 
of water flux through a unit cross sectional area in the porous media where the tortuosity is 
considered and the flow occurs through the effective porosity. The average l inear velocity 
I S  gIven as: 
K dh 
vx= (-) ( - ) 
ne dl 
( 1 .4) 
where Vx is the average l inear velocity ( LIT), K is  the hydraulic conductivi ty ( LIT), I1e is  
the effective porosity ( 1 )  and dhldl i s  the hydraul ic gradient ( LIL).  
the flux of solute in  one dimension due to advection can be calculated as: 
( 1 . 5 )  
the advect ive transport in one dimension i s  given as :  
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-= - v  -
at " ax  ( 1.6) 
The ite het rogeneity plays important role in the movement of dissolved solutes in 
the ub urface a it affects the spreading of the olute . 
At the macro copic scale, where large cale of volume that influence single pores is 
con idered, the groundwater moves faster in the centre of pores than in its edges. Also, 
orne of water particles wi l l  take a longer path and others wi l l  fol low a l inear path, and 
when large pore occur, the flow of water becomes faster. 
When groundwater with dissolved solutes moves at d ifferent rates; mixing happens. 
Such process is cal led mechanical dispersion and it results in the di lution of solutes at the 
ad anc ing edge of flow. Longitudinal dispersion happens along the flow path direction; 
whereas tran verse dispersion happens in the normal direction of the flow path. Both can 
be described by the fol lowing equations: 
longitudinal mechanical dispersion coefficient = aj Vj (1.7) 
transverse mechanical dispersion coefficient = aj Vt (1.8) 
where Vt is the average l inear veloc ity in i direction ( LIT) and at and aj are dynamic 
dispersi it ies in i and j directions (L), respectively. 
The diffusion process i s  l inked to the mechanical dispersion process in groundwater 
and the combination of these two processes is cal led hydrodynamic dispersion process. 
The hydrodynamic dispersion coefficient, D, is  defined as fol lows: 
(1.9) 
(1.10) 
where DL and DT are longitudinal and transverse hydrodynamic dispersion coefficients 
(L2/T), respectively, and aL and aT are longitudinal and transverse dynamic dispersivities 
(L), respectively. 
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When the dis olved olute sorbed onto the surface of the aquifer materials, a slow 
olute mo ement wi l l  re ult in comparison to the groundwater movement causing what is 
cal led retardation. The orption proce inc lude ad orption, chem isorption, absorption and 
ion exchange. d orpt ion occur when the olute is hold tightly to the sol id surface, whi le 
the cation e change is encountered when the cation i attached to c lay mineral surface that 
ha negat i e charge. Cherni orption occurs when the chem ical reaction between solute and 
ol id surface happens, while ab orpt ion i due to d iffusion of the solute into the interior 
urface of the porou part ic le .  
The direct relationship between the mass of the sorbed solute and i ts concentrat ion 
can be de cribed b a l inear sorption isotherm as fol lows: 
( 1 . 1 1 )  
I,: here C' i the solute mass sorbed per unit dry weight of the sol id (MM- 1 ), C is the solute 
concentration (ML-3) and Kd is the distribution coefficient ( L3M- 1 ) .  
the retardation factor could be calculated from the fol lowing relation: 
( 1 . 1 2) 
where R i s  the retardation factor (dimensionless) Pb i s  the bulk density (ML-3) and e is the 
porosity for saturated media (dimensionless). 
Another sorption i sotherm i s  the Freundl ich which describes the non l inear 
relationship between the mass of the sorbed solute and its concentrat ion: 
C '= KC- ( 1 . 1 3 ) 
where K and are dimensionless constants. 
In the biodegradation process, the contaminant is consumed by the m icroorganism 
through redox reactions. The biodegradation of the contaminant under aerobic condition, 
when oxygen is used as electron acceptor, can be expressed by the modified Monod 
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function. The equation of the microbial growth due to the contaminant removal IS  
d cribed a : 
dAI = l AI ( -- )( A ) - EM df ;.. max K ,  + K" + A 
( 1 . 1 4) 
where i the aqueous ub trate (electron donor) concentration (ML-\ A is the aqueous 
pha e electron acceptor (oxygen) concentration (ML-\ M is aqueous phase concentration 
of biomass (ML- ) , �lma'\ i the bacterial maximum specific growth rate (r J ), Ks is the 
ub trate hal f  saturation coefficient (ML-\ Ka is the electron acceptor (oxygen) hal f 
aturation coeffic ient (ML-\ B is  the endogenous bacterial decay rate coefficient (rJ ). 
1 .3 Remed iation Tec h n iques 
When a contaminated s ite undergoes remediation process, two important factors 
hould be considered the possibi l ity of soluble contamination plwne to migrate off site and 
the location of the contaminant source. A study conducted by EPA in 1 989 to evaluate 
tv enty two different groundwater remediation systems indicated that the mass of the 
hydrocarbons contaminant decreased significantly. However, the rate of the decrease in 
concentration of the contamination was slower than expected. 
There are many factors that affect groundwater remediation. The contaminant 
related factors include the presence of APLs, highly sorbed contaminant and the 
continuous leaking from the contaminant source; hydrogeological factors and design 
factors. The hydrogeological factors inc lude the heterogeneity of the s ite the low 
permeabi l ity and the existence of fractures. The design factors inc lude the rate of the 
pumping and the locations of the recovery wel l s  ( Bedient et a I . ,  1 990). 
The main goals of groundwater remediation systems are to control the soluble 
migration of contaminant plume off site, stop the leaking from the contamination source, 
and treat the contaminated water to be suitable for drink ing purpose. The pump and treat 
system shows a good performance in contro l l ing off site or at s ite boundary. 
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function . The equation of the microbial growth due to the contaminant removal IS  
de cribed a : 
d 1 = IlmaJvJ( S )( A ) _ BAJ dt K ,  + K" + A  ( l . 1 4) 
'W here the aqueou ubstrate (electron donor) concentration (ML-J) ,  A is the aqueous 
pha e electron acceptor (oxygen) concentration (ML-J ), M is aqueous phase concentration 
of bioma (MC\ J.lma\ i the bacterial maximum spec ific growth rate (T 1 ), Ks is the 
ub trate half saturat ion coeffic ient (ML-J ), Ka is the electron acceptor (oxygen) half 
aturation coeffic ient (ML-3), B i the endogenous bacterial decay rate coefficient (T1). 
1 .3 Remed iation Tech n iques 
When a contaminated s i te lmdergoes remediation process two important factors 
should be considered, the possibi l ity of soluble contamination plume to migrate off site and 
the location of the contaminant source .  A study conducted by EPA in 1 989 to evaluate 
enty two d ifferent groundwater remediation systems indicated that the mass of the 
h drocarbons contaminant decreased signi ficant ly. However, the rate of the decrease in 
concentration of the contamination was slower than expected. 
There are many factors that affect groundwater remediation. The contaminant 
related factors inc lude the presence of NAPLs, highly sorbed contaminant and the 
continuous leaking from the contaminant source ' hydrogeological factors and design 
factors . The hydrogeological factors inc lude the heterogeneity of the s i te, the low 
permeabi l ity and the existence of fractures. The design factors inc lude the rate of the 
pumping and the locations of the recovery wel l s  ( Bedient et a l . ,  1 990) . 
The main goals  of groundwater remediation systems are to control the soluble 
m igration of contaminant p lume off site stop the leaking from the contamination source, 
and treat the contaminated water to be suitable for drinking purpose. The pump and treat 
system shows a good performance in contro l l ing off site or at site boundary. 
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The most accepted trategie for the contaminant remediation in subsurface layers 
inc lude c mplete removal of the ource such as excavation, control l ing contaminant ource 
by barriers or hydraulic control ,  and finally reducing the contaminant mass by 
bior mediation, soil apor extraction and natural attenuation ( Bedient et a ! . ,  1 990) .  
There are many con entional remediation methods and new technologies avai lable 
for groundv ater remediation. A combination between chemical technologies, biological 
methods and phy ical technologies (Appendix A) can be powerful to remove contam inant 
from ource zone or reduce the contamination in groundwater. Table 1 . 1  presents 
ad antages and di sad antages of physical techniques. 
1 .3. 1 Chemical Tec h nologies 
Chemical Oxidation 
I n  itu chemical oxidation technique is based o n  adding oxidant reagent through the 
injection wel l s  into soi l  andlor groundwater as c larified in Figure 1 .4 .  The most popular 
oxidant reagents are hydrogen peroxide-based Fenton s reagent and potassium 
permanganate while ozone is non common oxidant reagent . 
Fenton's reagent could be produced on si te by adding iron catalyst to hydrogen 
peroxide solution however this reagent works perfectly in ac idic condition; therefore pH 
should be adj usted. Also potassium permanganate solution could be prepared on site using 
potassium permanganate crystals  ( Motsch et a1 . 2002). The Persul fate is also very strong 
oxidant that is widely used in industrial processes and commerc ial products as chemical 
destruction of organic contaminant such as BTEX, MTBE, chlorinated solvents and PCBS 
from soi l  and water. However, heat, metal ions (e .g .  Fe2+) or another catalyst are needed to 
achieve oxidation (Al l iance Remediation Solution Inc . ,  2007). 
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Table 1 . 1 :  Ad antage and disad antage of phy i cal te chniques. 
Technique Advantages Disadvantages Reference 
Air parging I .  Stim ulate 1 .  Not effective in treat ing Bedient et 
bioremediation. free phase. a l . ( 1 990) 
2 .  In tal lation caused 2. Uncontrol led 
few di turbances in movement of dangerous 
the operat ion ite. vapor can occur. 
3 .  o treatment required 3. Not suitable for 
above surface. stratified soi l .  
4 .  Effective in treat ing 4.  Deep injection required 
VOC. high pressure and 
therefore high cost. 
B io lurping 1 .  Minimize water and l .  Low temperature Motsch et 
ga discharge into caused slow a l .  (2002) 
environment. remediation. 
2. Few disturbances in 2. Low vacuum 
water table elevat ion efficiency in high 
and smal l smear zone permeable soi l .  
in created. 3 .  Mixing between 
uitable for deep phases can occur i f  
groundwater. removed in one stream. 
4 .  LNAPL trapped in 
pores are down over 
groundwater. 
Dynamic 1 .  No treatment required l .  Smal l  part ic les and Motsch et 
Underground above surface.  decayed al .  (2002) 
tri pping with m icroorganisms can 
Hydrous c log the system. 
Pyrolysis 2 .  H igh consumption of 
Oxidation energy. 
3 .  DNAPL migrat ion can 
occur. 
4. Treated soil can 
remain at high 
temperature for long 
t ime after treatment. 
Skimming 1 .  Litt le  discharge of 1 .  Low rate of recovery. Motsch et 
water. a l .  ( 2002) 
2 .  Thin layer of LNAPL 
can be recovered. 
Soi l vapor 1 .  Performed under l .  H igh vacuum for high Motsch et 
extraction bui lding and moisture soi l .  a l .  ( 2002) 
structures. 2 .  Can raise groundwater 
2 .  Used in  high depth, 9 1  level and dissolve 
m .  contaminant. 
3 .  Not suitable for 
saturated zone 
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F igure 1 .4 :  Chemical oxidat ion technique (Source:  Motsch et a l .  2002). 
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1 .3.2 Biological Tech nologie 
Bioremediatio n 
Microorgani m can degrade petroleum hydrocarbons in the subsurface, under 
certain conditions, and produce carbon dioxide and water as end products. B ioremediation 
has advantage over other technique that the destruction of the contaminant results in less 
harmful end product . Under the proper conditions, this process could occur without the 
infl uence of human beings which is cal led intrinsic bioremediation or natural attenuat ion. 
In thi case, s ite monitoring i required to fol low up any defic iency in nutrients or electron 
acceptor . Additional ly, bioremediation is less expensive and can be powerful in removing 
contaminants that are orbed to aquifer materials or dissolved into groundwater. 
Furthermore, it can work where construction fac i l ities hinder the use of other techniques . 
Two important points should be considered before choosing bioremediation as a 
technique to remove contaminant. The first point i s  related to the hydrogeological 
conditions of the subsurface. H igh hydraul ic conductivity is required, so that the nutrients 
and electron acceptor can transport easi ly through the aquifer. The second point is  that 
presence of m icroorganisms should be assured. Laboratory experiments, s imulating the 
transport and delivery of nutrients, should be conducted to assess the technique'S  
efficiency. 
Before start ing bioremediation in  a contaminated site, i t  should be confirmed that 
m icroorganisms present in the s ite are capable of degrading the contaminant. Soi l  analysis 
could give information about nutrients avai labi l ity in the site, however groundwater 
analysis could indicate further nutrients requirement in the site. For instance, the existence 
of s i l t  and c lay layer increases the nutrient sorption properties of the aquifer materials and 
therefore increases the required amount of nutrients needed for the bioremediation process 
to proceed. 
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Bioventing 
Bioventi ng an effective sy tern in s imulating the natural biodegradation 
aerobical ly in the oi l . The system consists of injection wel ls and air blowers. The injecting 
wel l  are to  introduce the nutrients, a i r  and moisture to induce the bioremediation process 
(Figure 1.5). Howe er, bioventing is effective in the bioremediation of ground water at a 
depth of 3 m ( Motsch et a l .  2002) .  
E n h a n ced Bioremcd iation 
The enhancement of the bioremediation process requHes the addition of 
microorganisms such as fungi and supplying nutrient and air .  The nutrients are introduced 
to the subsurface though injection we l ls, Figure 1 .6 .  There is an alternative way for 
pumping oxygen which is the injection of d i luted hydrogen peroxide solution. It is  
effecti e in removing its extra oxygen atom and form water and free oxygen. Furthermore, 
adding nitrate solution as addit ional electron acceptor in the contamination zone can 
accelerate the biodegradation process. Also, the addition of suitable m icroorganisms to the 
soil wi l l  increase the biodegradat ion rate ( Motsch et a I . ,  2002). 
Phytore mediation 
I n  phytoremediation process, p lants are used for removmg, transforming, 
stabi l izing and or destroying organic and inorganic contaminants. It is  effective in the soi l  
remediation within 1 .0 m and i n  groundwater remediation to a depth of  3 m .  The plants in 
certain cases should be treated as waste. phytoremediation process inc ludes four steps; 
enhancing rhizosphere biodegradation, phyto-extraction! phyto-accumulation, phyto­
degradation and phyto-stabi l ization. There is natural substance released by the p lant roots 
it suppl ies the nutrient to the microorganisms. This is known as enhanced rhizosphere 
biodegradation. 
Phyto-extraction! phyto-accumulation is the process of up-taking the contaminant 
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Oxygen & Nutnent lnJection 
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F igure 1 . 5 :  B i oventing syste m ( S ource:  M otsch et a l .  2002). 
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F igure 1 .6 :  Enhanced bi ore mediat i on ( S ource:  M otsch et a I . ,  2002). 
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by plant roots to the plant lea es and hoot. The third step is phyto-degradation in which 
contaminant metabolism proce by the plant ti sues. The contaminant immobil ization at 
the interface between soi l and roots is the forth step which is defined as phyto-stabi l ization 
(Mot ch et a i . ,  2002). 
1 .4 Scope and Objectives 
Ince 1 900s di fferent chemical waste have been generated as a result of 
de elopments In industrial field that serve human needs. Most of these chemicals 
represent potential threat to the groundwater quality. Many organic and inorganic 
chem icals are recognized as contaminant sources for the groundwater. Different trace 
metal , nitrates and brine are examples of inorganic contaminants, while synthet ic organic 
chemicals such as ch lorinated solvents, pest ic ides and fuels  are examples of organic 
contaminants. 
The most common organic contaminants in groundwater could be categorized into 
groups; inc luding, fuel and derivatives' benzene, toluene ethyl benzene and xylene 
( BTEX), polycyc l ic aromatic hydrocarbons ( PAHs),  alcohols and ketones, halogenated 
al iphatics (trichloroethylene), halogenated aromatics (chlorobenzene), and polychlorinated 
biphenyls (PCBs) .  Normal ly, halogenated hydrocarbons are assoc iated with DNAPL 
releasing. 
The nonaqueous phase l iquids (NAPLs) are organics that exist as separate phase 
when coming into contact with water. The di fferences in the physical and chemical 
properties between NAPLs and water lead to the formation of immisc ib le layer and make 
the process of water restoration d ifficult .  N APLs are composed of either s ingle chemical or 
complex m ixture of chemicals . BTEX compounds are typical ly associated with LNAPL 
releasing. 
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The improper \i ay of di posing petroleum byproduct into the surface may cause 
contamination in both saturated and un aturated zones as separate phases due to their 
olubi l i ty .  When urface water infiltrates into subsurface groundwater flows through the 
entrapped PL;  partial dissolution of APLs occur and results in the formation of the 
dis olved contam inant p lume downstream of the source zone. Most of the research 
regarding thi problem focused on removing the source mass (NAPL) or treating the 
contam inant p lume to reduce it concentration to a safe leve l .  
The release of nonaqueou phase l iquids (NAPLs) to groundwater systems in  
petroleum oi l  fields is a serious and widespread problem . Bu Hasa is the first GASCO 
atural Gas L iquid Extraction Plant in U AE and was commissioned in 1 98 1 .  I t  processes 
associated gas from the neighboring Bu Hasa oil field operated by ADCO in the central 
desert . It i s  located 50 km from Habshan - Bab Gas Complex and 1 75 km from Abu Dhabi 
c ity. I t  extracts natural gas l iquid (NGL) from rich sour gas and delivers lean gas to ADCO 
gas injection compressor. The extracted NGL is transported to Ruwais along with NGL 
from the other s ites to the GASCO GL fract ionation p lant, to produce C2 (Ethane), C3 
(Propane) ,  C4 (Butane) and C5+ (pentane p lus). 
S ince 1 999, GASCO contracted d ifferent companies to assess groundwater quality 
and to ident ify the possible contamination of the aquifer. In 2000, hydrocarbon 
contamination in the Liwa aquifer, in the vicini ty of former warm blowdown area in Bu 
Hasa LRP was detected CURS Corporation, 2006). Currently, URS Corporation i s  carrying 
out a remediation project in this area. 
I n  this thesis, the numerical model M ITABIOTRANS ( Mohamed, 200 1 Mohamed 
et a i . ,  2006, Mohamed et a i . ,  2007) is used to assess the fate and transport of the dissolved 
hydrocarbon p lume in L iwa aquifer originated from the residual free phase contaminant in 
Bu Hasa LRP.  The main goal of this thesis is  to assess the extent of contamination and 
20 
de elop a trategy to minim ize the concentration of dis olved contaminant reaching the 
production wel ls in the camp area downstream of the source of contam ination. Towards, 
that goal ,  and due to the ab ence of accurate data, sensitivity analysis wi l l  be performed to 
tud the effi ct of e eral control l ing phy ical and bio logical parameters on the natural 
attenuation of the pl Lune. Based on such an analysis the degradation process can be 
enhanced by improving the conditions leading to thriving bacterial activities. In addition, 
more efforts should be placed on data col lection regarding parameters that have more 
influence on the degradation of the product. Several bioremediation scenarios wi l l  be 
evaluated in order to select the best one that sat isfies the main goal of this study. 
1 .5 Orga n ization and Con ten ts 
The thesis is composed of seven chapters. Chapter one presents term inologies 
related to the biodegradation process inc luding reaction modes and physical, chemical and 
biological s ite factors that affect biodegradation. It also reviews the transport processes in 
groundwater systems such as advection diffusion and adsorption. A description of the 
common remediation technologies of  groundwater contamination with NAPLs such as 
physical and biological are inc luded. Some of the latest studies that focused on 
groundwater contamination with NAPLs are presented in Chapter two. A review of the 
k inetic expressions for model ing biodegradation such as Monod and instantaneous reaction 
and previous studies that used common numerical models  in the simulation of the 
biodegradation is presented. Chapter three is devoted to the description of Bu H asa site, the 
contamination incident and the natural gas processing in Bu Hasa L RP.  Chapter four 
presents a brief description of METABIOTRANS that is used in this thesis and the 
governing equations that describe the transport processes of the electron acceptor and the 
e lectron donor in the subsurface. I t  discusses the hydrological information and the 
l ithology of Liwa aquifer, as wel l  as the model parameters. Chapter five presents a 
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en iti ity tudy of the expected di 01 ed plume migration to several parameters uch as 
the rna imum peci fic growth rate, bacterial decay rate, half aturation constant microbial 
yield coeffic ient, flu and di spersi ity. In Chapter six, the model is used to simulate 
e eral remediation cenarios in order to assess their effects on contaminant migration to 
the production v e l l  in the camp area. Summary and conc lusions of the work are presented 
In hapter even. l i st of references i inc luded at the end of this thesis . 
1 .6 Lim itations 
umerical model simulate physical systems such as groundwater systems, but 
e eral l imi tation are inherent in any numerical model .  The model used in this thesis is 
u efu l  in predicting the d issolved plume m igration under several flexible conditions, 
however l imi tations do exist. These l im itations inc lude data avai labi l i ty and model 
l imi tations. For example, the model considers attached biomass and does not consider 
biomas transport . Al 0, al though the model can simulate heterogeneous aquifer, i t was not 
considered in the thesis .  A s impl ified homogenous aquifer was assumed. Another 
assumption is that only benzene plume is considered and no chemical reaction between 
different contaminants that may exist in the aquifer is assumed. 
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CHAPTER 2 
L ITERATURE REVIEW 
Chapter 2 
Literature Review 
2. 1 Mathematical  and N u merical Model ing of Hyd rocarbon Biodegradation 
bout t 0 mi l l ion of underground torage tanks out of ten mi l l ions in the U.S are 
u ed for toring gasol ine (Zhang et a l .  1 995) .  Leakage problems assoc iated with corrosion 
and fracture re ult in groundwater contam ination with petroleum hydrocarbons. 
Therefore, remediation of the contaminated sites is required (Zhang et a l . ,  1 995) .  
Molz et a l .  ( 1 986) and Widdowson et a l .  ( 1 987)  developed aerobic biodegradation 
model for organic contaminants considering one and two dimensions and advect ive and 
di per i e processes which were known as m icrocolony models .  In this mode l, the bacteria 
microcolonies were assumed as disks that had simi lar radius and thickness attached to 
aquifer materials .  I t  was also assumed that the substrate and the oxygen were d iffused to 
the bacteria colonies through aquifer boundaries. 
The mode l ' s  observations demonstrated that the biodegradation process p layed an 
effecti e role in  the contaminant transports under suitable growth conditions. The results of 
the 2-D model indicated that biodegradation under aerobic condition caused a reduction in 
the sub trate concentration in the longitudinal direction of the plume and retardation was 
observed. However, in the plume centre anaerobic condition prevai led due to the lack of 
the oxygen and bacteria. I n  1 988  W iddowson et a l .  modified their work to inc lude the 
heterotrophic and facultative bacteria. The metabol ism process is affected by the lack of 
substrate, the e lectron acceptor; oxygen and/or nitrate and the nutrient, either individual ly 
or simultaneously. The oxygen and the substrate transports in  the porous medium were 
control led by advection, d ispersion and adsorption processes (Bedient et a l . ,  1 990). 
Minsker and Shoemakor ( 1 998), Hunter et al .  ( 1 998)  1 ,  and Tebes-Stevens et al .  
( 1 998) neglected the interaction between the substrates .  However, some researchers 
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con idered the ub trates interaction such as MacQuarrie ( 1 997) who developed a three 
dimen ional model con idering the substrate and the geochemical interactions. Also Zhang 
et a 1 .  ( 1 995) con idered the interaction between the attached biomass to the solid phase and 
the orbed organic contaminant to soil or aquifer materials and their effect on the 
biotran fonnation rate. Minsker and hoemakor ( 1 998), Hunter et at. ( 1 998) I ,  and Tebes 
te en et a 1 .  ( 1 998)  de cribed the advection, dispersion, sorptive retardat ion and chemical 
or biological react ion e i ther in 1 0, 2D or 3D taking into account the biodegradation 
proce s with one substrate or more. ( chinner, 2000). 
Zhang et al. ( 1 995) addressed the biofi lm theory as an approach to describe the 
bioremediation process in the field. They used the biotransfonnation model (B iofilm 
Accumulation Model ;  BAM) in the subsurface which is originated from the m ixed culture 
biofilm model (B IOS 1 M) .  It was assumed that the surface is completely surrounded by film 
to ensure arne substrate flux and therefore s impl i fy the mathematical derivations. They 
performed a batch experiment in order to examine the effect of attached biomass on the 
biodegradation rate of naphthalene. The biodegradation rate was lower in the presence of 
soil than in  the absence of  soi l .  They discussed the k inetic of biofilm through mass balance 
equations for the organic compound and the biomass within porous soi l medium , biofilm 
and bulk l iquid phase. I t  was conc luded that biotransformation rates of strongly 
hydrophobic compounds such as polyaromatic hydrocarbons, are affected by the 
bioavai labil i ty of m icroorganisms. The biost imulation process by which a l l  suitable 
conditions for growing m icrobes are suppl ied was powerful when the biodegradation rate 
is s lower than the desorpt ion rate ( Zhang et a I . ,  1 995) .  
Zhang et a 1 .  ( 1 995)  conc luded that supplying nutrients and trace metals had smal ler 
effect on the biotransformation rate of benzene, naphthalene, phenanthrene and pyrene as 
compared to the effect of increasing the temperature. However, Hol l iger et a1. ( 1 997) 
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bel ieved that uffic ient nutrient L n  the subsurface are adequate to provide aerobic 
condition for biodegradation to take place . They conc luded that anaerobic biodegradation 
preferred due to Ie s production of biomass and the a ai labi l i ty of the electron acceptors. 
When biodegradation i cormected with the transport processes in certain systems, 
the rate of biodegradation depend on the existence of act ive m icrobes and the avai labi l i ty 
needed for microbial growth. Physical propert ies such as hydraulic residence time 
di p r ion -di ffu ion proce ses and the site heterogenei ty could affect the biodegradation 
proce . I f  the site is contaminated with DNAPL products such as trichloroethene (TCE)  
and tetrachloroethene (PCE), DNAPL products could migrate into saturated zone of  
aquifers ery fast causing contam ination in the regions which wi l l  act as  source of 
contaminant for long t ime. 
Wang et a l .  ( 1 999) used ParSSim:  a paral lel  s imulator of subsurface flow transport 
and reaction to i l lustrate the physical and chemical processes that affect the performance of 
the intrinsic bioremediation and consequently on the APL contaminant concentration 
trapped in the saturated zone. The NAPL was assumed to be a mixture of trichloroethylene 
(TCE) and pechloroethylene ( PCE) .  Also, Clement et a l .  (2004) studied the combined 
influence of D APL dissolution transport process, the sorption process and the 
biodegradation process on the contaminant mass 111 saturated porous media using 
mathematical model ing. L iL i  et al. (200 1 )  examined the effect of hydraul ic residence time 
and initial substrate concentrations on the m icrobial growth and biodegradation by using 
d imensionaless transport model associated with Monod equations. C lement et al . (2004) 
solved the equations using RT3D;  a general purpose reactive transport code. It was 
assumed that the trapped DNAPL in the subsurface remain stationary and the DNAPL had 
no effect on porosity and hydraulic conductivity of aquifer. These assumptions are 
accepted in the case of low saturat ion level of DNAPL. PCE was selected to represent 
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D PL pecies becau e it i a common indu trial contaminant . PCE can be biodegraded 
under anaerobic condition to ethene as fol low : PCE ---. TCE ---. DCE (dichloroethene)-+ 
V (vinyl chloride)---. ethene (C lement et a l .  2004). 
Wang et al. ( 1 999) conc luded that physical processes such as injection and 
extraction rate affected the di olution and biodegradation rates .  They also found that the 
contam inant rna transfer and it attenuation are affected by the dispersion process 
depending on the flo In the field and the location of the contam inant source. They 
observed that the high dissolution rate can hinder the activity of the microbes earlier. On 
the other hand, 10 dissolution rate combined with the biodegradation process gave 
optimistic predication of the time required for the treatment; the existence of low NAPL 
concentration in the downstream in spite of the remaining of large contaminant mass. 
C lement et al. (2004) conc luded that area c lose to DNAPL source is contaminated 
with PCE, while "daughter products" were distributed over wider areas. However, VC 
profile was wider than DCE, thus monitoring the bioremediation is required to avoid the 
accumulation of toxic compound such as VC . It is also observed that when high 
biodegradation rate for PCE was appl ied high reduct ion in PCE and TCE was observed, 
while the concentrations of DCE and VC were high. The concentration of aqueous phase 
was lower when the degradation rate was assumed to occur in solid and l iquid phases . This 
may happen as a result of the consumption of the contaminant mass on solid phase leading 
to the decrease of  the contaminant concentration in the solid phase (C lement et ai., 2004) .  
L iL i  et al (200 1 )  considered two situations. I n  the first case, the bacteria transport 
and the existence of byproducts that inhibit biodegradation was considered, while in the 
second case, inhibition was ignored. They modeled benzoate and salicylate ignoring 
sorption and assum ing oxygen acts as an electron acceptor. They concluded that at fixed 
pore-water velocity, the maximum growth rate coefficient is inversely proport ional to the 
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initial ub trate concentration. fixed initial ubstrate concentration, maximum growth 
rate coefficient i di rect l  proportional to the pore-water velocity and inversely 
prop rtional to re idence time. They c laimed that the cel l  transfer and the existence of the 
inhibitory b product could affect the modeled benzoate . 
The complete rna s removal of DNA PL is unlikely to happen. Mayer and Endres 
(2007) conducted a stud to build up a framework to assess source removal and plume 
remediati n at the same time. To achieve their goals, they asswned physical DNAPL 
ource heterogeneit . Therefore, the rate of contaminant mass release into the plume and 
the efficiency of the efforts for the source removal are governed by the degree of 
heterogeneit . In  their study they assumed high and low capital and operating costs for 
using source removal techniques (chemical flushing removal), because it is site dependent . 
The framework was he lpfu l  in the decision making for the source removal 
technique and the implementation of p lume remediation. Mayer and Endres considered 
pump and treat methods (PAT) as plume remediation technique and flushing with 
chlorinated solvent for source removal .  The distribution of the funds to source removal or 
p lume remediation was highly affected to the unit costs related to the teclmique of the 
remediation. When low cost of chemical flushing was assumed, it was found that the 
distribution of funds to source removal or plume remediation was highly affected by the 
source heterogeneity. When they change the time required for a period between the source 
removal and the implementation of the remediation, the process become effective for the 
partial removal of source coupled with the plume remediation except for longer time. 
Molsen, 2000 developed B lONAPL; a three dimensional model used to assess the 
efficiency of humic acid as natural organic carrier in enhanc ing the dissolution and the 
biodegradation of the res idual diesel fuel in groundwater. While Huang et a l .  (2006) 
s imulated an enhanced in situ biodegradation (E lSB) process coupled with three 
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dimen ional mult ipha e rnulticomponent ( 3DMM) contaminant flow and transport by 
de eloping numerical and phy ical mode ls .  Huang et al (2006) designed a pi lot-scale 
physical model and u ed its re ult for mode l ing purposes. Dissolved non aqueous phase 
l iquid PL ) wa used as contaminant and the biodegradation was simulated under 
aerobic cond ition. The model was powerful in simulat ing E ISB process in homogenous 
and non fracture medium and under equi l ibrium temperature. The di fference in the results 
was mal l when compared to the results obtained from the physical model .  
Molsen (2000) tudied the effect of ethano l as  gaso l ine fuel addi tive In  the 
persist ing of BTEX compounds in groundwater contaminated with gasol ine. Also, Chen et 
a l .  (2008) tudied the effect of the ethanol on the biodegradation of BTEX under anaerobic 
condit ions. Chen et a l .  (2008)  conducted a microcosm experiment using aqui fer materials 
and groundwater col lected from Canadian Force Base Borden.  Molsen ( 2000) concluded 
that the humic acid is effective in decreasing the t ime required for the complete dissolut ion 
of the contaminant diesel source to the fifth. H is finding was verified quantitively by 
carrying out a pi lot scale experiment. Molsen also carried out a sensitivity analysis to study 
the effect of ethanol in the persist ing of benzene in gasol ine contaminated groundwater. 
The results showed that ethanol has low influence on the persistence of benzene; a present 
of 1 0% ethanol can increase the persistence of benzene by up to 1 50% after twenty years, 
where the persistence of benzene is determined by the distance trave l led by benzene with 
concentration of 1 0  ppb. He found that increasi ng the persi stence of benzene in the 
presence of ethanol was due to the l imi tation of the electron acceptor and biodegradation 
competition. 
Chen et al. (2008)  developed fust an experiment to study the biodegradation of 
aromatic hydrocarbons in  the absence of ethano l .  They conc luded that natural attenuat ion 
occurred and resulted in the degradation of all BTEX and trimethylbenzene (TMB)  isomers 
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under the combined condition of nitrate and ferric iron. They found that benzene and 0-
ylene biodegrad d under D rric I ron condition, but only after the biodegradat ion of 
toluene, ethylbenzene and m/p- lene under derutri fication condition. Also, the results 
sho\! ed that 1 ,2 ,3-TMB or 1 ,2,4-TMB biodegraded slowly under iron reducing condition. 
Hov ever, the biodegradat ion of 1 3 ,5-TMB occurred first under denitri fication condition 
then under ferric iron condition. 
In the second stage, hen et a l .  studied the effect of ethanol addition on the 
biodegradation of aromatic hydrocarbons with and without adding electron acceptors . In 
the ca e of  u ing 500 mg/l ethanol without adding electron acceptors, they noticed a quick 
decl ine in the concentration of ethanol and its mineral ization intennediate (acetate) with a 
major product of methane. However, s low biodegradation rate of high concentration of 
ethanol (5000 mg/I) observed under ferric iron condit ion with the remaining of unidenti fied 
olati le fatty ac ids and low methane concentration. However, the addit ion of nitrate or 
ferric iron promoted the bioremediation of ethanol at low and high concentrat ion. The 
unidentified fatty acids hinder the biodegradation process of BTEX components espec ial ly 
with high ethanol concentration. Denitrification of minor toluene was noticed when low 
ethanol concentration presented but after the uti l ization of ethanol and acetate. 
2.2 Laboratory and  Field Stu d ies of Hydrocarbons B ioremediation 
Parcher (1 999) discussed the assessment of the remediation techniques of an 
aquifer contaminated with the dissolved hydrocarbon from phase separated hydrocarbon 
using numerical groundwater flow and transport models .  Four remedial techniques were 
considered' natural attenuation, groundwater extraction, groundwater flushing and 
m icrobial fence. However, many researches noticed that natural  attenuation is effective in 
reducing the threat of toxic compounds to groundwater qual ity. Scow and H icks (2005) 
agreed that natural attenuation of organic contaminants in groundwater is influenced by 
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microbial proce e that are re ponsible for contam inant biodegradation and can be 
enhanced through bio t imulation and/or bioaugmentat ion. Also, Chen et a I .  (2005) carried 
out re earch on two petroleum contaminated sites to evaluate the occurrence of natural 
attenuation of MTBE (Methyl tert-butyl ether). 
Parcher ( 1 999) selected a fuel distribution terminal where the contamination was 
ob erved in the unconfined aquifer beneath the term inal and extended off site. She used 
B IOTRA S model ;  a two dimensional finite element model that s imulates mult iple 
di solved peC les in heterogeneous and anisotropic aqui fers. She selected benzene and 
TEX compounds as d issolved speCIes .  The effectiveness of the remedial techniques 
depended on predicted contaminant concentration in the aquifer and the mass removed 
from the source after twenty years . She conc luded that the groundwater flushing showed 
the best result of benzene and TEX constituents ' mass removal from the source and the 
reduction in the dissolved spec ies concentration in the aquifer. 
Observations of Chen et al (2005 ) in two sites indicated the effectiveness of 
intrinsic biodegradation; depletion of electron acceptors such as dissolved oxygen, nitrate 
and sulphate; production of dissolved ferrous ion, sulphide, methane and carbon dioxide; 
increasing in m icrobial population and the appearance of Tert-butyl alchol (TBA) which is 
a byproduct of MTBE biodegradation (Chen et a I . ,  2005) .  Martienssen et al. (2006) 
depended on the byproducts to trace the natural attenuation of MTBE and conc luded that 
TBA is an indicator for aerobic MTBE biodegradation, however, it required larger reaction 
zone because of  the depletion of  oxygen (Mart ienssen et aI . , 2006) .  
I n  situ bioremediation is one of the remediat ion techniques of s ites contaminated 
with petroleum hydrocarbons. Although this technique is considered to be a chal lenge; due 
to the complexity of understanding the s ituation in the subsurface, many model ing systems 
were developed and used. 
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Rifai and Rittaler (2005 ) presented a paper that howed methodologies for natural 
attenuation model development through data analysis and interpretation. They used 
B IO CREE as analytical model and B IOPLUME I I I  as numerical natural attenuation and 
appl ied it on BTEX plume model to achieve their purpose. A petroleum product storage 
i te located in central Te as was elected as study site, where decommission of three tanks 
took place, ga o l ine tank, diese l tank and waste oil tank. The investigation in the s ite 
a ured the pre ence of dis olved hydrocarbon plume that migrated off site area. 
B IO C REE model requires input parameters such as seepage velocity, biodegradation 
parameter and somce ariable . However, the col lected data about site geochemistry was 
not enough to estimate the electron acceptor capac ity; therefore, first order decay was 
e t imated for biodegradation of benzene. In contrast to B IOSCREEN, B IOPLUME I I I  was 
able to s imulate the excavation and its affect on the groundwater plume. They conc luded 
that there are d ifficulties related to estimation of both, biodegradat ion rate in the field and 
omce parameters essential for natural attenuation models .  
Schafer and Therrien ( 1 995)  used a three dimensional model to s imulate the 
transport of reactive spec ies and the biochemical interactions in former refinery site where 
xylene contamination was observed in groundwater. The distribution of the measmed 
reactive spec ies assured that xylene biodegradation took place in the site. F ie ld 
observations suggested that aerobic and denitrifying bacteria were involved in xylene 
degradation. The results of the simulation showed low xylene concentration in s ide plume 
around speci fic wel l  a long with high m icroorganisms activity at the upstream boundary of 
the plume. 10 this wel l  m ixing between contaminated water and oxygen and nitrate- rich 
water enhances the biodegradation rate. The biodegradation was enhanced by increasing 
e lectron acceptors flux at the wel ls .  They concluded that the contribution of biodegradation 
in xylene removal is effective as extraction by wel l  did. A lso, they found the m icrobial 
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activity can be enhanced by injection of  electron acceptor . However there were many 
tudie dealing \l ith the effect of changing physical parameters on biodegradation inc lude 
Keijzer et a l .  ( 1 998), EI- Kadi (200 1 )  and EI- Kadi (2007). Keijzer et a t .  ( 1 998) suggested 
that changing physical and biochem ical parameter wi l l  affect the behavior and efficiency 
of the injected electron acceptor through numerical simulation. Also, El- Kadi (200 1 )  
tudied the effect o f  heat and the aturat ion on the biodegradation of hydrocarbon using 
UTRA ba ed model that can simulate multi spec ies fate and transport combined with 
submodel for m icrobial growth in tidal aquifer. He conc luded that the effic iency of 
biodegradat ion may reduce due to changes in water saturation using dissolved oxygen. 
However, he suggested that the cycl ic  wetting and drying in the case of subjecting the soi l  
to aeration to supply oxygen can have positive impact on degradation. Also, he conc luded 
that heat as inhabi tation factor affected the biodegradation, the biomass concentration 
increa ed at the earl ier time but with low rate. 
Keijzer et al . ( 1 998) used one dimensional model that simulates advect ive, 
disper ive transpOli, biotransformation and m icrobial growth and supplying electron 
acceptor is l imit ing factor for biodegradation. They dist inguished three regimes, low 
oxygen consumption regime intermediate and fast oxygen consumption regimes. They 
assumed that init ial concentration of oxygen was zero ( t=O) and gasol ine concentration was 
constant whi le m icrobial mass was constant but smal l .  F irst regime was characterized by 
low biodegradation rate because m icrobial mass was c lose to its init ial value and could not 
consume the suppl ied oxygen. During the second regime, high oxygen concentration was 
consumed and rapid m icrobial growth was detected unt i l  balance between the suppl ied 
oxygen and the consumed oxygen. A fter balance occurred, no evaluation was needed for 
b iodegradation k inetic, but instantaneous reaction between oxygen and gasol ine is 
appl icable. They found that interaction between advective mixing enhanced by 
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biodegradation and orption of contaminant could affect the distribution of electron 
acceptor and contaminant. EI-Kadi (2007) tudied the effect of the variation in 
permeabi l i ty in hydrocarbon biodegradation through stochast ic analysis .  He found that 
uncertainties in the re ult increased with the time which makes the dec ision of c leanup 
difficult .  
Many studies indicated that the biodegradation of BETX depends on the terminal 
e lectron acceptor proce s (TEAP);  the benzene degrades under aerobic condition with a 
rate higher than that of  anaerobic conditions. General ly, BETX compounds could be 
biodegraded under aerobic condition but this is highly s ite spec ific .  Although the 
degradation byproduct could be used as indicator for the biodegradation process, i t does 
not quant ify the loss in BETX mass due to biodegradat ion and therefore its comparison 
with the decrease in BETX concentration as the transport processes such as dispersion and 
adsorption are impossible (Schreiber et a l .  2004) .  
Studies dea l ing with model ing hydrocarbons plume migration inc lude Schirmer e t  
al .  (2000) and Schreiber e t  a l .  (2004) .  A study was done by Schreiber et al . (2004) a t  Fort 
McCoy field site, in Monroe, Wisconsin.  The objective of this study was to use a 3D, 
mult ispecies reactive transport model ,  B ioRedox-MT3DMS, in order to simulate the 
BETX plume at the site which has an average age of 20 years . This plume resulted from a 
leakage in  an underground storage tank . Sensitivity analyses were performed to ident ify 
the losses in  B ETX mass due to increasing and decreasing despersivity initial 
concentration of  Fe I I I , effective porosity and plume age. 
The idea of TEAP is that the e lectron acceptor which provides high energy wi l l  be 
consumed first before the lower in sequential manner. Therefore, methanoenic process wi l l  
happen a t  the source. S imulation results showed that BETX losses at the field were due to 
the biodegradation under aerobic condition mainly, beside the b iodegradation under the 
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reduc ing condition; Fe I I I  and sulfate, and methanogenic condition. When the 
concentration of Fe I I I  decrea e , m thanogenic condition prevai l .  It is ob erved that the 
c nfiguration of the plume depends on the effective porosity and the rate constants of the 
Fe I I I  and methanogenic .  Howe er, the BETX losses depend on the plume age and rate 
constant under Fe I I I  reducing condition (Schreiber et a I . ,  2004) .  
chreib r et a l .  (2004) tudied the Fe-methane overlap. The results showed that the 
overlap depends on the effective porosity, init ial concentration of Fe I I I ,  rate constants 
w1der Fe I I I  and methanogenic condit ions and the plwne age. 
chirmer et a l .  (2000) carried out research on model ing the biodegradation of 
dissolved ga ol ine plwne using laboratory experiment and field parameters. Laboratory 
and field scales were l inked by using B I03D model to simulate the dissolved gasol ine 
plwne at Canadian Force Base Borden. They used Monod parameters derived in the 
laboratory in the nwnerical model and compared the results with field measurements. 
They found that degradation rates obtained using zero and first order decay models 
at laboratory scale were higher than that interpreted in the field because the laboratory 
conditions are usual ly  optimized. Also the zero and the first order models  can not describe 
the developed p lume process because some of field parameters are ignored such as 
equ i l ibrium at the field scale and non equi l ibriwn sorption, avai labi l ity of the nutrient and 
the spat ial heterogeneit ies .  
In  most react ive transport models, vertical distribution of the contaminants 
concentration is ignored when appl ied in 2 D  simulations. However, the transversal vertical 
mixi ng caused by the seasonal hydrologic fluctuations could affect the length of the 
contaminant plume (Prommer et a i . ,  2002) .  
Prommer e t  a l .  (2002) carried out a study using 3D advective transport numerical 
scheme cal led H MOC "hybrid method of characteristic" in which finite difference (FD) 
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and total ariation diminishjng (TVD) with a reactive transport model (MT3DMS) were 
u ed to imulate tran ient flow condition at a field s i te in Perth, Western Australia . They 
ob erved that HOMe cherne did not exhibit numerical dispersion under different 
tran ver al disper iviti . Result of TVD scheme were quite acceptable, will ie results of 
FD showed igni ficant numerical dispersion. Further studies were performed to investigate 
the effect of increasing tran ient flow on the transverse dispersion and therefore on the 
natural attenuat ion rate . A simulation of concentration for advective, dispersive non 
reactive transport model wa conducted and compared with l inear equi l ibrium sorption 
mode l .  It i ob erved that the later reduced the vertical plume movement and caused a 
reduction in the vertical spreading of the plume. 
Prom mer et al .  (2002) studied the affect of the transient flow on reactive processes 
in the field using the reactive mult icornponent transpOlt model PHT3 D.  The model is based 
on the effect of the seasonal flow changes in i ncreasing the transverse dispersion and 
mixing the substrate (toluene) and the elec tron acceptor (sul fate) .  As a result, 
biodegradation rate increases especia l ly when sorption rates of the electron donor and 
electron acceptor are different . I t  is concluded that the coupled process of toluene sorption 
and seasonal changes p layed effective role in  enhancing biodegradation of the 
contaminant . 
2 .3 Avai lable Models for Conta m i n a n t  Fate, Tra nsport and Biodegradation i n  the  
Su bsu rface 
The biodegradation process p lays an effective ro le in decreasing the contaminant 
concentration in the subsurface.  It is very difficult to quanti fy such process, however, using 
a model ing approach would help  to fol low the progress of the biodegradation process. 
There are three main k inetic expressions for model ing biodegradation, Monod 
k inetics, first order decay k inetics and the instantaneous reaction k inetics (Bedient et a I . ,  
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1 990). Di fferent e pre ion for Monod equations are found, inc luding single, double and 
the mUltiple. I f  the rate of the biodegradation i affected by the concentration of al l  
ub tances involved in the reaction, then mult iple Monod equation is used. If the substrate 
and one electron acceptor are con idered then double Monod equation is used. ingle 
Mon d equation with first order reaction is u ed when the concentrat ion of substrate is 
mal ler than the hal f  aturation constant, Ks. However, zero order reaction is considered 
when K i smaller than substrate concentrat ion. Therefore, any incorrect values in the 
sub trate concentration and hal f  saturat ion constant wi l l  result in error in the model results . 
lthough Monod kinetic helps in s imulat ing and estimating the k inetic parameters of the 
biodegradation of BETX, it is observed that few of these parameters under anaerobic 
condition could be estimated by experiments (Schreiber et a i . ,  2004) .  
Another widely used k inetic expression for model ing biodegradation is the first 
order decay : 
C=Coe-kt (2 . 1 )  
where C IS  the biodegraded contaminant concentration (ML-3 ), Co is  the init ial 
concentrat ion of the contam inant, k i s  the rate constant and t is  the t ime. The first order 
decay is used most ly in model ing the biodegradation of dissolved hydrocarbons plumes .  I t  
is  a s  umed that there i s  a direct proport ional relationship between the concentration of the 
contaminant and the biodegradation rate. The first order decay coefficient is used as a 
parameter for cal ibration; the decay coeffic ient is changed unti l  results of model match 
field data. 
The third k inetic expressIOn IS the instantaneous reaction k inet ic, "also cal led 
electron acceptor l imi ted model". This model was suggested first by Borden and Bedient 
( 1 986), when model ing hydrocarbons degradation under aerobic condition. It was assunled 
that the rate of the contaminant b iodegradation is very high, shorter t ime is needed for 
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oxygen con urnption and microorgani ms grow fa ter. Thi l imited the u e of such models .  
The biodegradation could be calculated using the relation; 
o 
g - - -F (2 .2) 
here Cg is the change in the concentration of the contaminant as a result of the 
biod gradation, 0 i the oxygen concentration and F is the ratio of oxygen to the util ized 
contaminant (Bedient et a I . ,  1 990 ) .  
Biodegradation rates determ ined in the laboratory are not good representation of 
the real field situation because m icrobial processes are not explained wel l  in the laboratory 
and the geochemi try of the site is di fferent from one location to another. Determ ining the 
bi degradation rate in the field is coupled with understanding the complex transport 
processes. Reduction in contaminant concentrat ion does not reflect biodegradation 
( Bedient et al. 1 990). 
Many of the researchers est imated the biodegradation rate using first order model .  
I n  1 996, Wiedemeir e t  al .  estimated the decay rate from the normal ized field data and then 
determined the decay constants after correct ion of B ETX concentrations for the d ispersion, 
di lution due to the recharge volatization process and sorpt ion depending on the tracer 
experiment (Bedient et aI . ,  1 990). 
Another method to determine BETX decay rate is by assummg a steady state 
condition. In 1 995,  Buscheck and Alcantar developed a method considering one 
dimensional contaminant transport · advection, dispersion, sorption and biodegradation 
processes under steady state conditions whi le the volatization was not considered, and then 
made a regression of the contaminant concentration for the analyt ical solution. The 
fol lowing expression was obtained: 
(2 .3 )  
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where A i the I Sl order biological decay rate, Vc is the retarded contaminant velocity in the 
x-direction, ax i the disper ivity and KJvx i the slope of the l ine by plott ing the 
contaminant concentration rsus the distance downgradient (Bedient et a I . ,  1 990). 
Ri fai et ai. ( 1 988 )  and hiang et a l .  (1 989) determ ined the biodegradation constants 
at t\: 0 field si tes in Michigan by calculating the contaminant mass change with respect to 
the time depending on the average plume concentrat ion 
DM t = avg,t b n L  W (2.4) 
where DMt i the dis o lved mass at time t, C avg,t is the average plume concentration b i s  
the thickne of the aquifer, n is the porosity L is the plume length and W is the plume 
width (Bedient et a l . ,  1 990). 
In  1 997 Remediation Technologies Deve lopment Forum (RTDF) presented a 
graphic method for the s ite of  concern based on preparing i soconcentrat ion maps. The 
RTDF method draw perpendicular l ines to the flow from different d istance with respect to 
the ource. After that, depending on the aquifer thickness and the velocity of the 
groundwater, the grOlmdwater mass that passes each l ine annual ly is estimated (Bedient et 
aI . ,  1 990) . 
In  order to understand the biodegradation process, many models were developed 
such as B IOPLUME which considers aerobic condition in 1 D  problems, B IO I D  which 
considers aerobic and anaerobic conditions and B IOPLUM I I  which considers two 
dimen ions, instantaneous and aerobic conditions. 
There were many studies deal ing with simulation of biodegradation such as 
McCarty et a I .  ( 1 984), S irivasan and Mercer ( 1 988)  and Schirmer et a i .  (2000) .  McCarty et 
aI. ( 1 984) developed Biofilm model assumi ng that the attached bacteria to the solid surface 
are fixed in one place and suppl ied by nutrients from the flowing groundwater. In the 
biofilm that is  formed by those bacteria, two processes happen at the same time; substrate 
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uti l ization b the bacteria fol lo ing Monod k inetic and the diffus ion process of the 
ub trate through the biofi lm fol lowing Fick '  Law. However, S irivasan and Mercer 
( 1 988)  de eloped a one-dimen ional finite d ifference model,  ( B l O I D),  to represent a 
biodegradat ion and orpt ion processes in saturated porou medium. I t  was extended from 
Borden and Bedient model ( 1 986) .  The model wa powerful because di fferent boundary 
condit ion and pr ce e could be simulated. For example, aerobic biodegradation could 
be imulated using Monod kinetic. By using Michael is-Menten k inetics anaerobic 
biodegradation could be imulated. Also, Baek et a l .  ( 1 989) developed B IOSOIL model to 
imulate the reduction of the contam inant concentrat ion due to m icrobial activity in the 
un aturated soi l .  It wa observed that the unsaturated depth had less influence in the 
bioremediation. MacQuarrie et a l .  ( 1 990) and MacQuarrie and Sudicky ( 1 990) fol lowed 
the arne approach of Borden et a l .  ( 1 986) and Rifai et a l .  ( 1 988)  to develop their model .  
The considered advection and dispersion processes and used dual Monod kinetic to 
describe biodegradat ion. 
Schirmer et al. (2000) used B I03D model to simulate the biodegradation of the 
d issolved gasol ine at Canadian Force Base fie ld experiment . The model originated from 
20 principle direction model by MacQuarrie et a l . ,  ( 1 990) and 3D single substrate finite 
e lement model under aerobic condition by Frind et al. ( 1 989). The aerobic biodegradation 
process is governed by dual- Monod k inetic and the oxygen concentrat ion is considered as 
a l imit ing factor. Groundwater flow and multiple mass transport equations are solved by 
Galerk in finite element technique and Leismann t ime- weight ing method to keep matrix 
symmetry condition. I t  is observed that the avai labi l i ty of the oxygen as electron acceptor 
and the measured Monod parameters in the laboratory are important factors that affect the 
prediction of biodegradation rates of the BETX at the field scale. Schirmer et a l .  (2000) 
improved the work by adding the Haldane inhabitat ion term (S2p/ k iP )  in the substrate 
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equati n t reduce the mi  r bial gr wth rate a the degradation proce depend on the 
a ai labi l i t  of one electr n acceptor (0 ygen). The al 0 con idered the Haldane 
inhabitation term in the micr bial population equation to control the growth of the 
micr be du to the e i tence f the ub trate. The added the teIDl ( l -M/Mma,,) to re trict 
the microbial growth, due to other rea on rather than the ub trate uti l ization. They 
a umed l inear orpti n f r the organic sub trate . 
n the other hand, Pr mmer et a l .  (2000) bel ieved that the avai labi l i ty of the 
el ctron acceptor can ntr I the biodegradation proce s of the organic contam inant; 
therefore the addition f the electron acceptor would enhance the biodegradation proce . 
Kinze lbach et a l .  ( 1 99 1 )  uggested that nitrate i the be t electron acceptor when compared 
to 0 'ygen and u lfate becau e oxygen is not avai labl in ufficient amount and has low 
olubi l ity, whi le u lfate i highl soluble in water but produce hydrogen u l fide. 
Prommer et al . (2000) u ed a two dimen ional model (PHTRN) to imulate the 
degradation of BETX compound that re ult from APL contamination ources. Thi 
AP 1 a urned to be tationary and dissolved into the moving groundwater. They 
a umed that the uncontaminated groundwater contains oxygen, nitrate and sulfate and two 
types of bacteria namely; facultative aerobes/denitrifying and sulfate reducing bacteria. At 
the beginning BETX undergoes aerobic degradation, when oxygen i depleted, 
degradation under nitrate condit ion wil l  start and then m icrobes switch into sulfate 
reducing agent. 
The Method of Characteristic ( MOC) model is a two dimensional transport model 
de eloped by US Geologic urvey. B IOPLUME I I  was developed by modifying MOC. 
The main concept to modify MOC and develop B IOBLUME I I  i s  using a dual part ic le 
mo er procedure to model the oxygen and the contaminant transport in the subsurface. 
B rOPLUME I I  could be u ed to simulate biodegradation using two expressions; fir t order 
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decay and in tantaneou reaction. The transport equation is 01 ed twice for each time step 
to detennine the distribution of the oxygen and the substrate. However, in 1 997, Rifai et a l .  
upgradeed B IOPLUME I I  model into B IOPLUME I I [  model,  which was also based on 
MO . In B IOPL ME I I I  model the biodegradation is simulated under aerobic and 
anaerobic condition u ing different electron acceptors' oxygen, ni trate, Fe ( I I I )  sul fate 
and carbon dioxide. This model was basically developed to account for natural attenuation 
of organic contaminant in the subsurface .  The biodegradation k inetic expression was used 
under aerobic and anaerobic condition with first order decay, instantaneous reaction and 
Monod kinetics. Beside the natural attenuat ion, the B IOPLUME I I I  can simulate the 
bioremediation of the hydrocarbons contaminant in the subsurface and air sparging for low 
rate of air flow (Bedient et a l .  1 990). 
Sun et al .  ( 1 996) developed Reactive Transport model in three dimensions ( RT3D).  
This model could simulate mult ispec ies reactive transport in the subsurface .  The model 
can s imulate multiple sorbed and aqueous phase spec ies with any react ion or natural 
attenuation and could be used to evaluate b ioremediation. It can s imulate different types of 
contaminants; inc luding, heavy metals, explosives, petroleum hydrocarbons and 
chlorinated solvents ( Bedient et a l . ,  1 990). However, Schreiber et a l .  (2004) suggested that 
information on terminal electron acceptor processes (TEAPs) is required for model ing 
reacti e transport of contaminants in the subsurface.  They used B ioRedox-MT3DMS; a 
3D, mult i  species reactive transport model to simulate the biodegradation of BETX 
compounds and the distribution of the e lectron acceptors. The theoretical distribution of 
the TEAPs would produce the methanogenic condition in the source, fol lowed by sulfate 
reduc ing agent, then ferric Fe ( I I I) and final ly the nitrate (Schreiber et a l . ,  2004). 
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The con ervative equation for the 0 idation-reduction react ion in BioRedox is done 
b balanc ing the tran ferring rate of electrons from the electron donor with the electron 
acceptor . 
The fol lo ing are some of the avai lable so ftware models that s imulate contaminant 
tran port and biodegradat ion in groundwater: 
B I OMOC 
BIOMOC is  a two-dimensional model that can simulate the transport and 
biotransformation of multiple reacting solutes . The program is general and flexible, 
al lowing for any combination of biodegradation processes. A number of expressions for 
bio logical transformation rate have been inc luded as options in the code. These include 
ingle, mult ip le, and minimum Monod k inetics and competit ive, noncompetitive, and 
Haldane inhibition. The k inet ic parameters can be formulated to s imulate zero-order or 
first-order approximation of biodegradation rates .  The growth and decay of several 
m icrobial populations performing the transformations is also accounted. The m icrobial 
growth can be disabled, l im i ted by biomass inhibition or l im ited by the avai labil ity of a 
spec ified nutrient . 
RT3 D 
R T3D is a software package for s imulating three-dimensional, multi species, 
react ive transport ill groundwater. The code is based on the 1 997 verSlOn of MT3D 
(DOD_ 1 .5 ) ,  but has several extended reaction capabi l i t ies .  RT3 D can accommodate 
mult iple sorbed and aqueous phase species with any reaction framework that the user 
wishes to define . RT3D can simulate a multitude of scenarios. For example, natural 
attenuation processes can be evaluated or an active remediation can be s imulated. 
S imulations could potentially be appl ied to scenarios involving contaminants such as 
heavy metals ,  explosives, petroleum hydrocarbons, and/or chlorinated solvents. RT3D is 
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highl flex ible .  The u er can enter their own reaction kinetic expressions or choo e from a 
uite of eight preprogrammed reaction package . Preprogrammed packages inc lude : ( 1 )  
Two peC le Instantaneou Reaction (Hydrocarbon and Oxygen); (2)  Instantaneous 
H drocarbon B iodegradation U ing Multiple Electron Acceptors (02, 0)', Fe2+, 0/', 
H.j); ( 3 )  Kinetica l l  Limited Hydrocarbon Biodegradation Using Multiple Electron 
Acceptor (02, NO)', Fe
2+, O./" C H4) ;  (4)  K inetically Lim ited Reaction with Bacterial 
Tran port ( Hydrocarbon, Oxygen, and Bacteria) '  ( 5 )  Non-Equi l ibrium Sorption/Desorption 
(can al 0 be u ed for Non-Aqueous Pha e Liquid Dissolution); (6) Reductive Anaerobic 
Biodegradation of PCE/TCEIDCENC . 
MOC3D 
This model imulate three-dimensional olute transport in flowing ground water. 
The mode l compute changes in concentrat ion of a s ingle dissolved chemical constituent 
o er t ime that are caused by advective transpOli, hydrodynamic dispersion ( inc luding both 
mechanical dispersion and diffus ion), mixing (or di lution) from fluid sources and 
mathematical ly s imple chemical reactions( inc luding l inear sorption, which is represented 
by a retardation factor and decay). The model can also s imulate ground-water age 
tran port and the effects of double porosity and zero-order growth/loss . 
M F2 K-GWT 
Three-dimensional ground-water flow and solute-transpOli model integrated with 
MODFLOW-2000. This model is  an enhanced version of MODFLOW-2000 that 
incorporates the additional capabi l ity to simulate solute-transport processes and compute 
changes in concentration of a dissolved chemical constituent due to advection, 




BU HASA L I QUI D RECOVERY P LANT 
Chapter 3 
Bu H asa Liquid Recovery Plant 
3. 1 ite Description and H i  tory 
Bu Hasa area i located about 1 50 km southwe t of the capital ciy; Abu Dhabi 
(F igure 3 . 1 ) . Bu Hasa L iquid Recovery P lant (LRP ) was established in late 1 970 , and 
tartcd production in 1 980. The plant treats 1 1 . 2  mi l l ion metric standard cubic meters per 
da (MM CMD) of raw ga and produces approximately 1 1 ,000 tones of natural gas 
l iquid dail . The inlet gas consists of 1 ,000 part per m i l l ion (ppm) hydrogen sulfide (H2S )  
and 0.03 to  0.05 carbon d io  ide (C02) .  I t  is  considered to  be  s l ightly sour, but the plant 
doe not complete the sweetening process for the gas (Fonest and Amel l  200 1 ) . Gases 
free from H2S and C02 are cal led sweet .  These kinds of gases undergo sweetening process 
to convert undesirable mercaptans into disulfide. Desulfurization process is required to 
convert the sulfur gas into e lemental su lfur due to its toxicity. 
In 2000, Abu Dhabi I ndustries Ltd. (GASCO) conducted phase II of the 
groundwater assessment study at Bu Hasa LRP to assess the extent of the hydrocarbons 
release in the subsurface of L iwa aquifer at Bu Hasa LRP.  GAS CO contracted Matrix 
olut ions I nc .  to complete this assessment. Free and dissolved hydrocarbons were 
observed in the subsurface. I n  2005, URS  Corporation was contracted to undertake 
groundwater remediation at the s i te CURS Corporat ion, 2006) . 
3.2 Natu ral  Gas P rocessi ng  
The natural raw gas is extracted from the underground gas field through the 
wel lhead. It undergoes purification processes in the natural gas processing plants . The 
characteristics of the natural raw gas depend on the type, depth of producing wel l ,  
underground deposi t  location and the geologic properties of the area. 
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Figure 3 . 1 : B u  Hasa Liquid Recovery P lant locat ion ( Source: Forrest and Amel l ,  200 1 ). 
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The main comp iti n of th ra\ natural ga i methane. Howe er, it ma con i t 
f 'v ar ing amount f hea ier ga eou hydrocarbon uch a ethane, pr pane, normal 
butane, i butene, pentane and other higher mol ular weight hydrocarbon . Al 0 the raw 
ga may contain acid ga e l ike carbon dioxide and hydrogen sul fide be ide other ga e 
uch a nitrog n and he l ium. Ra\ natural ga ma al include water vapor and l iquid 
water, l iquid hydr carbon , mall amount of mercury and chloride. The puri fied raw 
natural ga mu t meet the qual i ty standards and pec i fications establ ished by the major 
pipel ine tran mi ion and di tribution companie ( nergy Information Administration, 
2006) .  
There are mainl three type of wel l  that produce raw natural ga ; a soc iated ga 
wel l ,  n n a soc iated ga \ e l l  and condensate wel l .  A soc iated gas wel l  i the common one 
where oi l  and ga can be found eparately or the ga is dissolved in the crude oi l  in the 
ame re ervoir. However, in the pre ence or ab ence of l i ttle amount of o i l ;  it is termed as 
non a oc iated ga w 1 1 .  The conden ate wel l  de cribe the s ituation of small  hydrocarbon 
molecule presence in ga eou state at underground pressure which becomes l iquid at 
normal atmo pheric pressure (Energy Information Administration, 2006) .  
The processing of wel l  gas into pipel ine qual i ty dry natural gas require everal 
tep to remo e oi l .  water, e lements such as sulfur hel ium and carbon dioxide as wel l  as 
the removal of natural ga l iquids (NGLs) .  There are important stages prior to the removal 
processes of oi l ,  water and e lements; these stage take place near or at the wel lhead. These 
tage require scrubber and heaters instal lation. The scrubbers are used to remove sand 
and other large part ic le impurit ies. The heaters are used to assure that the temperature of 
the natural gas does not drop down and avoid the formation of the hydrate with the water 
vapor content of the gas stream and therefore, ob tacles the movement of the natural gas 
through the pipes and alves (Energy Information Adm inistration, 2006).  
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The t) pe f te hnique and the number of tage u ed in the proce of pipe l ine 
quality natural ga depend on the ource and the c mpo it ion of the we l lhead production 
tream . In orne ituation , di fferent tep may be integrated into one unit or performed in 
di fferent order, or rna) n t be required. 
The fi r t tage of the ga pr ce jng ( Figure 3 .2 )  i the gas-oi l  eparator . Due to 
relea ing pre ure; natural eparat ion of the ga from the oi l  u ing conventional c lo ed tank 
take' place. The ga eou hydrocarbons are separated from the heavier hydrocarbons by 
gra it) differenc . I lowe er, in other ca e a mult i  tage of gas-oil separation i required to 
cparate the ga tream from the crude o i l .  The econd tage i the conden ate separator. I t  
deal \\ith the remo al of the conden ate from the ga tream. This proces u ual ly takes 
place at the wel lhead b u ing the mechanical eparators. The extracted conden ate is 
routed to on- ite torage tanks. 
Deh dration proce s i the next tage to a ure no hydrates are formed by removing 
the water from the produced natural gas through everal methods. Ethylene glycol (glycol 
injection) i used as an ab orpt ion ystem to remove the water and other solid from the 
gas tream. 
There i s  another stage to remove the hydrogen sul fide, carbon dioxide, water vapor, 
hel ium and oxygen \ hich i s  cal led contaminant removal .  The common technique for this 
purpo e is by passing the flow through tower containing an amine solution. 
The fol lowing stage i the nitrogen extraction in which the stream is routed to 
i trogen Rejection Uni t  (NRU) through a column and a brazed aluminum plate fin heat 
exchanger. There is another type of N RU that separates methane and heavier hydrocarbon 
from nitrogen using an absorbent solvent . 
The fract ionation tep is the last stage where the separation of the natural gas 
l iquids remaining in the gas steam takes place depending on the difference of the boi l ing 
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F igure 3 .2 :  General ized natural gas processing schemat ic (Source:  Energy Information Admin istrat ion, 2006). 
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p int r indi idual h dr carb n in the ga tream. The ga tream i pa ed through 
e eral tower where the heat ing unit increa e the tream temperature and cau e the 
eparat ion that exi t the t \i er into h iding tank. ( nergy Information Admini tration, 
2006). 
In the l iqu tying proce , the natural ga i tored and tran ported through the 
pipe l ine for a long di tance in a form of l iquid. Turning the natural gas into l iquid form is 
cal led refrigeration proce in the l iquefaction plant by which the volume is reduced by a 
factor of 6 1  O. Later on. the l iquefied natural ga ( LNG) i converted into gas tate through 
a rega ifier ( nergy Market uthority, 2005) .  
Bu Ha a LRP i recei ing a oc iated ga from Abu Dhabi Company for Onshore 
Oi l  peration ( DCO) through pipel ines in three streams;  high pressure, intermediate 
pre ure and 10 pres ure . The plant remove the natural gas l iquids from the incoming 
ga through different proce ses. The incoming treams are boosted to the initial processing 
pre ure b u ing compre or . The refrigeration. pres ure different ials and fractionation 
proce are u ed for the conden ation and the separation of the natural ga l iquid. After 
compre ion, the two paral le l  gas processing trains which have a total capac ity of 1 5 .3 
m i l l ion metric standard cubic meter per day (MM CMD) refrigerate the gas to a 
temperature a Iow a -87 °C to en ure a high propane recovery which is above 99%. 
Later on, the natural gas l iquids are col lected and transported through the pipe l ine 
to Abu Dhabi Gas I ndustrie (GA CO) fac i l ities in Ruwais for additional processes and 
hipping. The dehydration process takes place onsite to remove the water from the gas and 
l iquid trearns. The removed water is treated and/or disposed of on site. The residual lean 
gas IS ent to by pipes to Abu Dhabi National Oi l  Company (ADNOC) and ADCO 
faci l ities for use as fuel gas or for reinjection operation in  the petroleum reservoirs ( Forrest 
and Amel l ,  200 1 ) . 
5 1  
There are man faci l it ie In Bu Ha a LRP (Figure 3 .3 ) ;  process bui lding , 
c mpre chi l ler , ab egr und and underground torage tank , pipel ine , burn! 
di po al pit and water treatment faci l itie . I 0 there i a camp near to the plant for 
acc mmodating 530 per on . The camp inc lude a ev age treatment faci l i ty. There are 
eight ource -.: e l l  ( R  WI  to  RW8) I cated 40 m below the land urface of l iwa aquifer. 
The \' ater wel l  u ed  [or camp requirement rather than drinking uch as 
i rrigati n and wa hing. Water wa tes containing hydrocarbons resulted from the plant 
pr ce' ing are di po ed at the ite and the area overlying l iwa aquifer ( Forre t and Amel l ,  
200 1 ). 
There are three un l ined izable bum pit located ea t of the plant. The most western one is 
cal led former arm blowdo-.: n area that receives knock out l iquids, whi le the other two 
pit receIve mainly flare ga es ,. ith some l ight hydrocarbons such as C3 and C4 
component . The i ual ob ervat ion of the former warm blowdown area indicate the 
exi tence of the hydrocarbon \' i thin the fenced p rimeter. The collected o i l  am pIes  from 
thi area had hydrocarbon odor and they were tained black, dark brown and l ight brown. 
The} can be distingui hed from the non-effected soi l s  having yel low, reddish-yel low and 
yel lowi h-brown color ( Forre t and Amel l  200 1 ). 
Change in the temperature and pressure in the gas gathering and ga compressIOn 
ection re ulted in l iquid wa tes;  water and hydrocarbons which are knocked out in the 
ve el . The hydrocarbon i recovered as natural ga l iquids whi le the residual water is 
d isposed of on site. Also there is knock out drums upstream that receives any l iquid from 
the flare sy tern s  to ensure moving dry gases to the flare (GASCO, 2006). 
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Figure 3 .3 :  Bu Hasa L iqu id Recovery p lant ( Source: www .gasco.ae. 2008). 
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The kn ck out of the proce ed ater from the ga gathering and ga compre ion 
ection i ent to a e ag treatment plant. At thi point, there \i ere two problem r lated 
to the qual ity of the di po ed water; the eparation of the hydrocarbon and its di posal at 
the ewage treatment plant after the eparat ion. here fore, there i a ve el identified as 
Pr cc ' Water Drum to en ure proper eparation of the o i l  and water a wel l  a to dega ify 
the water/ hydrocarbon before the di po al to ewage treatment plant (GA CO, 2006). 
3.3 Pha e of  Hydrocarbon in  Btl H asa Field 
Matrix (200 1 )  indicated the pre ence of free pha e hydrocarbon floating on the 
water table in monitoring e l l  98-2, 00-2, 00-3 and 00-5 .  The thickne s of free 
h) drocarbon in \. e l l  98-2 \. a 1 .2 1  m .  In wel l  00-2, it wa 1 .65 m, and in wel l  00-3 i t  was 
1 m ( Figure 3 .4) .  
The pre ence of free pha e hydrocarbon tain on the top of the water table is 
con idered a a continuous ource of groundwater contamination. The partial dis olution of 
the dis 01 ed con t ituent re ult in the formation of the dis olved hydrocarbon plumes. 
Forest and merl l (200 1 )  reported that a volume of 2,830 m3 of free phase hydrocarbon 
wa detected in the former warm b lowdown area. URS Corporation (2005) estimated the 
volume of free pha e hydrocarbon as 1 0 225 m3 . Forest and Amerl l reported al 0 the 
pre ence of 0.03 mgll of the dissol ed benzene in monitoring wel l  00-8 ( Figure 3 .4) .  
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CHAPTER 4 
MODEL ING CONTAM INANT 
TRANS PO RT IN L I W  A AQUI F ER 
Chapter 4 
M odeling Contaminant Transport in Liwa Aquifer 
4. 1 I n trod uction 
BTEX compounds; benzene, toluene, ethylbenzene and xylene are partial ly soluble 
mon aromatic hydrocarbon . They are re lati ely mobi le in groundwater and have high 
�ater-air partit ion coefficient. When the contaminated water, containing hydrocarbons in 
Bu Ha a LRP is released on the surface, it moves vertical ly  toward the saturated zone 
under the force of gravity. The conceptual model for the dissolved hydrocarbons transport 
inc lude the dis olution, m igration, retardation and biodegradation. 
4.2 M ETA B I OTRANS 
4.2 . 1 Model  Descriptions 
The model used in this study is cal led METAB IOTRANS ( Mohammed, 200 1 ). 
MET ABIOTRANS i s  a 3-D finite element model .  It s imulates the transport of multiple 
olutes in anisotropic heterogeneous saturated aquifers, as influenced by advection 
dispersion adsorption, and biodegradation/biotransformation ( Mohamed and Hatfield, 
2005,  Mohamed et a I . ,  2006, Mohamed et a I . ,  2007). B iotransformation fol lows the Monod 
k inetics equation modified to inc lude the effect of electron acceptor avai labi l ity. Solutes 
dissolved in the aqueous phase may adsorb to the solid phase fol lowing a l inear isotherm, 
or they may diffuse into m icrobial phase where biotransformation occurs. 
MET ABIOTRANS has the fol lowing features : 
1 - Mult i-component aqueous advective and dispersive transport ill saturated 
groundwater aquifers. 
2- S imulates 1 -D 2-D, and 3-D problems. 
3- Linear adsorption isotherm for al l  the solutes (e lectron donors and acceptors) 
4- Biodegradationibiotransformation using Monod k inetics. 
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5- patial variation in recharge/injection. 
6- Multiple pumping and/or injecting wel l s .  
7 - S im ulation of heterogeneous and/or anisotropic porous media. 
8- Biotransformation by multi -bacterial-spec ies. 
9- Two inhibition factors that affect the behavior of the bacterial species. 
In  METABIOTRA , any nwnber of solutes can be simulated. In addition, the m icrobial 
phase i assumed to consist of any number of independent bacterial spec ies, which have 
the abi l ity to r duce electron acceptors and oxidize electron donors. These bacterial species 
are asswned to exist as scattered m icrocolonies attached to the porous media. 
METAB IOTRANS assumes that mobi le organisms have a negl igible effect compared to 
the attached ones. Microbial growth is assumed to depend on the avai lab i l i ty of substrates 
(electron donors), nutrients and the electron acceptor being reduced. 
-t.2.2  M ET A B IOTRANS Governing Equations 
Transpo rt Eq uations 
Aqueous phase transport is  described by the advection-dispersion equation; the first 
for electron donors and the second for electron acceptors. These equations are coupled 
through source/sink terms for biodegradation. For each electron donor or e lectron acceptor 
the transport equation may be wri tten as (Borden and Bedient, 1 986) :  
R 
a S k  = � (D �J - v a Sk + QblO 
S a a IJ a  I a S t X I  X J X I  
R 
a Ak = � (D a A J _ v a A k + Qblo a a t  a IJ a .  J a a X I  X J X I  
(4. 1 )  
(4.2) 
where S is the aqueous phase concentration (ML'3) for electron donor (contaminant) , A is 
the aqueous phase concentration (ML'3) for the electron acceptor, Vi is  the average pore 
water velocity in the i direction (LTI ) ,  XI is the distance in the i direction ( i  = 1 ,  2 or Xi = X 
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y) (L )  DIJ i the 2nd order ten or for hydrodynamic dispersion ( L  2r\ Q blO is  a 
biodegradation sink term (ML-Jr' ), R i the retardation factor (dimensionless), and t is  
t ime (T) .  
ou rce/ ink Equ ations 
The biod gradation oUIce/sink terms are evaluated by ( Borden and Bedient, 1 986) 
� = Q blo ( A M) = - M Xs 
dt S 
" () 
dA = Q blo ( A M) = - M X a 
dt 3 
" () 
(4 .3 )  
(4 .4) 
where M is  the microbial biomass concentrat ion (ML-J ) , e is  the aquifer porosity 
(dimen ionless), and XS and Xa are the uti l ization rate of electron donor and electron 
acceptor, respectively, by the bacteria l  species (r ' ) .  
U ti l ization Equations 
Uti l ization rates are related to the spec ific growth rates ( 11 )  for the bacterial species 
uti l izing electron donor and electron acceptor (r ' ). Uti l ization of electron donor and 
electron acceptor by the bacterial species can be written as fol lows (Borden and Bedient, 
1 986): 
j..l X ,  = -y 
s 
j..l Xa = 
Y 3 
(4. 5 )  
(4 .6) 
where Ys and Ya are the yield coefficient (dimensionless) representing the mass of bacterial 
spec ies produced per unit mass uti l ized of electron donor and electron acceptor, 
respectively. 
M icrobial  G rowth E q uations 
The specific growth rate of the m icrobial species uti l izing e lectron donor and 
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e lectron acceptor can be wri tten a ( Borden and Bedient 1 986): 
(4 .7)  
where j.1 •• is  the microbial rna imum spec ific growth rate (Tl ), Ks and Ka are the half 
aturation coefficient for electron donor and electron acceptor, respectively, (ML-\ The 
rna balance equation for growth and death of the microbial population can be written as : 
dM 
- = M(j.1 - B) 
dt 
where B i the first order decay rate which accounts for cel l  death. 
4.2.3 I n pu t  and Output  
(4 .8 )  
I n  preparation for using MET ABIOTRANS the user should prepare a data fi le  
containing the fol lowing: 
1 .  Problem dimens ions : 1 2 or 3-D_ 
2 .  D iscretization: 
Nodes data: node number and its corresponding Cartesian coordination. 
E lements data: number of each e lement and the corresponding nodal numbers. 
Materials data: the different aquifer material properties at each element . 
3 .  Boundary conditions: 
F low boundary conditions 
a. Speci fied head. 
b. Specified flow. 
Transport boundary conditions :  
c _  Speci fied solute concentration. 
d .  Specified solute flux. 
4.  Init ia l  conditions for transport equation. 
5. I njection/discharge data: 
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a. umber of inject ion/di charge wel ls .  
b. Time function 
6. olutes data: 
a. umber of solute . 
b. Chemical propertie for each solute. 
7. Bacterial pec ies data: 
a. umber of bacterial spec ies. 
b. olutes that are being uti l ized by each bacterial spec ies. 
c. Growth parameters for each bacterial spec ies. 
METABIOTRA uses time spl itting algorithm to solve the system of non-l inear 
part ial differential equations. First, the model solves the steady-state saturated groundwater 
equations for the head values at each node in the problem domain. Secondly, the flow 
velocity is calculated in each element. Then for each t ime step, the transport equat ions are 
o lved (v ithout the biological terms), for each solute, using the velocity values obtained 
previous ly. For each bacterial species, solutes and bacterial concentration values are then 
modified by solving the biological equations using the fourth-order Runge Kutta method 
with smaller t ime steps ( 1  % of the original t ime step) .  After modifying al l  the solutes and 
bacterial concentration values, the model moves to the next time step. The model 
term inates when the speci fied number of t ime steps is completed. Several output fi les are 
then created which inc lude the nodal e lemental values of: 
1 .  Init ial  and boundary condition values of hydraul ic  head and solute concentration. 
2. Hydraulic head. 
3. Flow velocity. 
4 .  Solute concentration for each solute at the spec ified t ime steps. 
5 .  M icrobial concentrat ions for each microbial species a t  the specified t ime steps. 
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6 .  Total rna of the olutes and bacterial species at each t ime step. 
4.3 Geology of Bu R asa Field 
The United tate Geological urvey conducted a study on the hydrogeologic unit 
of Bu Hasa field. There are two separated main hydrogeologic units named the 
gr undwater reservoir and the petroleum reservoir (Figure 4 . 1 ) . The groundwater reservoir 
is  composed of a number of aquifers that extend to a depth of about 1 ,640 m below the 
ground urface. The unconfined Liwa aquifer is the shal lowest one and is used as the main 
ource of camp water supply. The water table of L iwa aqui fer is at a depth of 40 m,  and the 
productivity of the upper portion of the aquifer is high. The transmissivity varies between 
2.4 and 7 .5 x 1 03 and the total d issolved sol ids (TDS) vary between 3 ,000 and 1 7,000 mg/ I .  
The underlying aquifers have higher sal inity (70,000- 1 00,000 mg/l)  as  compared to the 
L iwa aquifer ( Forrest and Arne l l, 200 1 ) . The vert ical flow of water is prevented due to the 
presence of evaporite-rich Loer Fars confining layer which has a TDS value of 30,000 mg/l 
(Forrest and Amel l ,  200 1 ) . 
4.4 Precipitation a n d  Recha rge 
The mean rainfa l l  in the U AE is about 1 00mmiyear, covering approximately an area of 
77,700 km2 (Forrest and Amel l ,  200 1 ) . The rainfal l  occurs during winter t ime; mostly 
between December and March.  February is considered the wettest month on average, 
however, the rainfa l l  distribution vary over t ime. The mean annual rainfal l  in the Westem 
region is less than that in the Eastern region by about 30 mm/year (AI Katheeri, 2007) .  The 
runoff represents about 1 .9% of the mean annual rainfa l l ,  whi le the recharge represents 
about 1 . 5%. About 96.6% of the rainfa l l  is lost due to the evaporation. It was indicated 
from the water e levation data that the direction of the reg ional groundwater flow in L iwa 
aquifer is to the northwest of Bu Hasa LRP area (Forrest and Amel l ,  200 1 ). 
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Figure 4, 1 :  The l itho logy and hydrostratigraphy of L i wa aq u ifer ( ource : Forrest and 
Amel l ,  200 I ) . 
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4.5 ro und,  ater 
1 he gr undwater re ervoir in We tern region are dune and and dune aqui fers. 
fhe) c er a 2,400 km2 in the reater Liv a area. Fre h groundwater can be found in the 
'hal l  \-\e t aquifer and th al i  nit ith the depth (AI Katheeri , 2007). 
rhe continu u pumping f \ ater from Bu I fa a LRP uppl wel ls  re ul ted in a 
igni ficant depre ion in the water table of Liwa aquifer. From 1 978 to 1 998, an apparent 
drop in the water tabl e l  ation b about 1 m could be ob erved. The depre s ion in the 
\\ater table urface could be c lear! noticed in the area near urce wel ls ( RW I  to RW6) as 
hO\\TI in (F igure 4 .2) .  
4.6  M odel  etup 
4.6. 1 Model  Domain  
The model domain hown in  ( Figure 4.3) .  I n  thi area an e timated volume 
( 1 02-5 m3) of free pha e hydrocarbon has been detected (URS Corporat ion. 2005) .  The 
model domain co er an area of approximately 292250 m2, it e tend 350 m in x-direction 
and 83 - m in  y-direction (F igure 4 .3 ) .  A two dimensional finite e lement grid of 1 1 690 
element is u ed for spatial di cretization of the study area. The finite element me h is 
con tructed of quadri lateral e lements; each e lement cell has 5 m length and 5 m width. The 
number of the element in the x-direction is 70 and in y-direction is 1 67 e lements (F igure 
4 .5 ) .  The domain wa selected to contain the ource area in the southeast comer and the 
neare t production wel l  ( RW l )  in northwest comer. ection A-A in Figure 4.4 represents 
conceptual cros sectional iew of hydrocarbon occurrence ( Forest and Amel l ,  200 1 ) . 
4.6.2 G ro u n dw ater Flow M odel  
The hydraul ic head gradient of the groundwater in Bu Hasa field i variable. The 
head gradient increases toward the pumping wel l ;  therefore the groundwater velocity also 
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F igure 4 .3 :  The site plan of BlI H asa L iquid Recovery Plant showing study domain (Source: Forrest 
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increa es In the arne area. The hydraul ic head gradient between the fonner warm 
blowdown area and the upply water we l l  R W I  is almost 0.25%. The effect ive porosity is 
0 .3 and the hydraulic conduct ivity is 1 x 1 0-4 m/s . The average l inear veloc ity is estimated to 
be 25 m/year (Forest and Arnel l ,  200 1 ) . The water level elevation in monitoring wel ls  
indicated that the direction of the groundwater flow in Liwa aquifer is to the northwest in 
the area of Bu Hasa L RP si te ( Figme 4.6) ( Forest and Arnel l ,  200 1 ) . Due to lack of 
a ai lable data regarding pumping rates and flow boundary conditions; the flow module in 
MET AB IOTRA S was not used to calculate the groundwater veloc ity. I nstead, the 
estimated magnitude and direction of groundwater flow by Forest and Amel l  are used in 
the transport module of MET AB IOTRANS to s imulate the transport of the dissolved 
benzene. 
4.6.3 Transport Model  
The contaminated p lume i s  expected to m igrate from the somce zone in the 
direction of groundwater as estimated by Forest and Arne l l  (200 1 ) . The exact direction of 
groundwater was estimated using the hydraulic head map (F igure 4 .6) .  Due to lack of data 
col lected from the site, the physical, chemical and biological input parameters along with 
the init ial and boundary conditions were selected to best qualitatively match the field 
condit ion. Detai l s  are given in  the fol lowing section 
Assuming ideal NAPL mixture in contact with water the aqueous phase 
concentration of a component in NAPL is equal to the product of its pure aqueous 
solubil ity and its mole fraction. McNab and others ( 1 997) assumed that the mole fraction 
of benzene is equal to 0.5% of its weight fraction, the pure benzene solubi l i ty is equal to 
1 770 mg/I ' therefore the aqueous phase concentration of the benzene in NAPL mixture i s  
8 .85  mg/I . However, Johnson e t  a i .  (2000) reported that the equi l ibrium concentration of 
BETX resulted from typical gasol ine mixture in contact with water has benzene 
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F igure 4.6 :  Groundwater flow d i rection in the study domain of  Li  a aqu ifer ( ource: Forre t 
and Amel l ,  200 1 ). 
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concentration of 1 8  mg/I . As uming the benzene concentration is equal to 8 . 5  mgll and the 
mean annual rainfal l  within the UAE is approximately 1 00 mm/year, the mass flux of 
benzene wi l l  be equal to 2 .3  mg/day. Thi value wi l l  be used as a constant flux over the 
hole ource zone becau e this value is highly dependent on the rainfal l  which is not 
con tant over the years . Sensitivity analysis study was performed in chapter five to 
demon trate the effect of mass flux variation on the m igration of contaminant plume. 
The shortage of data in the study area led to the use of common hydrogeological 
parameters of sandy aquifers. The groundwater flow is mostly in the y-direction 
(northwest). The longitudinal dispersivity is selected to be 2 . 5  m and the transverse 
dispersivity is taken as 0 .25 m ( Weaver and Charbeneau (2000) suggested aT equals 0.23 
m) .  A l  0 the effective porosity is assumed to be 0.3 and the bulk density is suggested as 
1 . 67 g/cmJ . The retardation factor is set equal to 2 and the calculated d istribution 
coefficient is set equal to 0. 1 8  (e .g .  C lement et a1. 2004 · Choi et a I . ,  2005) .  
The biological parameters used in this chapter are set as  given in table 4 . 1 .  These 
parameters are selected based on l iterature values for these parameters which vary 
depending on the contaminant and bacteria spec ies (Table 4.2) .  
Table 4 . 1 :  Input data for biological parameters 
Parameter Value 
Maximum bacterial spec i fic 
0.005 dafl 
growth rate (Ilmax) 
M icrobia l  decay coefficient ( B )  0 
B iomass i ni t ia l  concentration 
0.00 1 mg/I 
( Mo) 
Yield coefficient (Ys) 0.0 1  
Half saturat ion coefficient (Ks) 250 mg/I 
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Table 4 .2 :  Literature values for biological parameters 
Reference 
Schafer (200 1 )  













Kindred and Cel ia ( 1 989) �lmax 
K 
Parlange et a l .  ( 1 984) and �max 
Essaid and Bekins ( 1 995)  Ks 
B 





Schirmer et a l .  (2000) �max 
Ks 
B 
Wang and Shen ( 1 997) �lmax 
Ks 
Ys 
Schirmer et a l .  ( 1 999) �max 




0.004 1 67 h-' 
0 .2-70 mg/l 
0.02-0. 1 
In most 
0.004 1 67 h- I 






O . l lmax 
they concluded 
of B becomes 
when B > 
0.04-0.2 h- I 
0 .003- 1 .25 mmoUI 
0.02-0. 1 
O. l lmax 
0.004-0.04 h- I 
0 .0 1 -0 . 1 mg/l 
2E-5 h- I 
0 .5  mmolll 
Neglected 
0.0387- 1 . 35 h- I 
I E  4-2.2E 3 mmoUl - -
7 .5  mg/l 
1 . 3E  4-2.0 
Neglected 
0.0083-0. 1 72 h- 1 
0. 1 -2 .0 mg/l 
Neglected 
0.02745-0.064345 h- 1 
5 .43- 8 .64 mg/l 
1 . 39E 1 1 -4.80E 1 1 (cel l/mg) 
0. 1 72-0. 1 875 h- I 
0. 79-4.7 mg/l 
Neglected 
Model ing two simulat ions are considered as base cases for later comparisons in 
chapter five and six .  These two cases represent the expected scenario of the plume 
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migration. In  the fir t one, the model i used to simulate the benzene plume in the absence 
of bacteria a suming no bioremediat ion. In the second base case, natural attenuation is 
simulated. In both ca e , it is assumed that the benzene mass flux through the top boundary 
equal to 2 .  mg/day as  discussed earlier. 
The comparison between the contaminant p lume in both cases is shown in Figure 
4 .7 .  At earlier time ( Ie s than ten years), the effect of the bioremediation was sl ightly 
noticed near the source zone, but became obvious after twenty years. After thirty years, the 
ource zone IS exposed to high biodegradation rate whi le some of the contaminant 
e caped. It IS noticeable that the highest value of contaminant concentration IS 
continuously decreasing due to bioremediation. Also, more biodegradation is observed at 
late times especial ly near the source zone. 
Natural attenuat ion starts to be effective after twenty years . The high simulated 
biodegradation rate is probably due to the relatively low groundwater velocity. With low 
groundwater velocity, p lume  is exposed longer to bacterial spec ies and; therefore, more 
contaminant mass is b iodegraded near the source zone. Despite this, the groundwater 
veloci ty was not slow enough to stop some of the contaminant to escape away from the 
source zone. It is c lear also that most of biodegradation occurs at the tai l i ng edges of the 
p lume (F igure 4 .7) .  Thi s  is probably because the leading edge of the p lume stimulates 
bacteria and by the t ime the tai l ing edge of the p lume passes through the same location it 
encounters higher bacterial concentration. 
Figure 4 . 8  shows the biomass concentration. After twenty years the bacterial 
growth rate increased especia l ly in  the plume core, the maximum biomass concentration is 
noticeably increased compared to that generated at earlier t ime. Ten years later (at thirty 
years), the bacteria i s  st imulated and grow rapidly especia l ly in the tai l ing edge of benzene 
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F igure 4 .8 :  B iomass contours for the benzene plume base case. 
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Figure 4 .9 :  The ratio of contaminant mass s imu lated in  the base case in  presence and absence 
of bacteria to the contam inant mass of base case. 
biomass is observed in the plume core (Figure 4 .7) .  Sti l l  some of the contaminant escaped 
to the leading edge of the plume. After fifty years, high b iomass concentration 
accumulated near the tail ing edge of the p lume . 
Figure 4.9 supports the previous finding that is biodegradation process is more 
effective after ten years. The rate of contaminant mass loss was very low before ten years 
due to s low b iomass growth .  Then, the m icrobial growth rate increased and was highest 
between ten and twenty years . That ' s  why highest contaminant mass loss is observed in  
this period (Figure (4.9) .  By the end of twenty years, about 70% of the contaminant mass 
was biodegraded. Between twenty and fi fty years, high biomass concentration is observed, 
but the high reduction in the contaminant mass (about 90% of contaminant mass) reduces 
the biodegradation rate again. In summary, highest contaminant biodegradation occurs near 




S EN S ITIVITY ANA LY S I S  STUDY OF 
NATURA L ATTENUATION 
Chapter 5 
Sensitivity Analysis Study of N atural Attenuation 
A en it i  ity analy i tudy was performed to investigate the sensitivity of 
contaminant plwne migrat ion to veral physical and biological parameters in Bu Hasa 
Liquid Recovery P lant. The pre ence of electron acceptor was assumed . These parameters 
inc lude the dispersi ity coeffic ient (a), the rna imum spec ific growth rate ( �tmax) ,  the ini tial 
biomass concentration (Mo), the m icrobial decay factor ( B) ,  the contam inant half  
aturat ion coeffic ient (Ks) and the microbial yield coeffic ient (Ys). Also the effect of 
applying di fferent values of flux in the presence and the absence of bacteria is examined. 
Table 5 . 1 present the different cases of sensitivity analy is s imulations. 
Table 5 . 1 :  imulations of sensitivity analysis 
Parameter Base case Case 1 
Di pers iv it ies 2 .5  & 1 .25  & 
(aL & aT) 0.25 m 0. 1 25 m 
Contaminant mass flux 2 .3  5 
mg/day mg/day 
Bacterial maximum spec i fic 0.005 0.0025 
growth rate ( Ilma.x) dai l dail 
I n it ia l  biomass concentration 0.00 1 0.0005 
( Mo) mg/l mg/l  
Bacterial decay rate ( B )  0 0.000 1 25 
Half saturat ion constant ( Ks) 250 1 25 
mg/l mg/I 
M icrobial y ie ld  coefficient (Ys) 0.0 1 0.005 
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Case 2 Case 3 Case 4 
- 5 . 0  & 0 .5  1 0.0 & 0. 1  
m m 
1 5  3 0  60 
mg/day mg/day mg/day 
0.00 1 25 0.0 1 0.02 
dail dail dai l 
0 .00025 0.002 0.004 
mg/l mg/l mg/l 
0 .0005 0.00 1 0.002 
63 500 1 000 
mg/I mg/I mg/l 
0.0025 0.02 0.04 
5. 1 en itiv ity of  Natu ral  Attenuation to Change in  Dispersiv ity 
M T B IOTRA is used to investigate the influence of increasing or decreasing 
the longitudinal and the transver e dispersivity coeffic ients of the aquifer on the 
contaminant concentrat ion through three scenarios. The values 2 . 5  m and 0 .25 m of aL and 
a T  were a smned, respect ively in the base case . The effects of increasing a by 25% (case 3)  
and 50% (ca e 4) of i ts  base alue and decrea ing it by 50% (case 1 )  on the contaminant 
concentrat ion were e amined and the results were compared with the base case result .  
Figure 5 . 1 a how the contaminant contour l ines after ten, twenty and forty years for the 
fir t cenario when aL and aT have values of 1 .25 m and 0. 1 25 m, respectively.  It i s  
ob  erved that ince the earl ier time, some changes occurred in the source zone core. These 
changes became obvious after twenty years (F igure 5 . 2a) .  Applying 50% less than a of the 
base case value caused low contaminant dispersion; therefore the contaminant spread 
lowly in the plume zone as compared to the base case after forty years . In the second 
scenario, increasing a in scenario one by 50% caused faster spreading of the contaminant 
contour in the plume zone since the earlier t ime. 
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F igure 5 . 1 :  Effect of decreas ing (a) and increas ing (b) despersiv ity on the contam inant 
concentrat ion. 
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Figure 5 . 1 b show the effects of increasing a to two and four folds of the base 
cenario alue on the contaminant contour. When the values of aL and aT were 1 0 m and 1 
m, respecti ely, the plume extended to the plmne zone faster than the base case after ten 
years. However, u ing values of 5 and 0 .5 for aL and aT respectively, caused the pLume to 
extend for Ie distance than the highest value of dispersivity .  Aquifer with higher values 
of di per Lvitie may have lower biodegradation rates as whole. This may cause the plume 
to reach the production wel l  faster leaving less t ime for natural attenuation. Figure 5 . 1 b 
hows that with highest values of dispersivit ies, the leading edge of the plume reached 
about 750 m along y-axis after forty years, whereas it reached 700 m in the base case. 
F igure 5 .2a shows the effect of decreasing the dispersivity on the biomass 
concentrat ion. When aL and aT values equal to 1 . 25 and 0. 1 25 ,  respectively, less biomass 
accumulation in the plume core is modeled, but higher than the base case. 
The effect of increasing the dispersivity to four times the base value appeared after 
ten year (F igure 5 . 2b) .  Less b iomass concentration is observed in the plume core, whi le in 
the base case the growth of bacteria was higher in the plume core (F igure 5 .2b). 
The effect of decreasing the dispersivity value by 50% after twenty years is shown 
in Figure 5 .3a. In the case of using aL and aT values equal to 1 .25 and 0. 1 25 ,  respectively, 
more biomass growth in  the plume core i s  s imulated as compared the base case ( Figure 
5 . 3a). 
The effect of increasing the dispersivity four and two times the base value after 
twenty years is shown in F igure 5 .3b .  When aL and aT values equal to 1 0  and 1 ,  
respectively, more bacterial growth i s  observed i n  the bottom of the plume. This may be 
due to the effect of high dispersion coefficient as more contaminant spread out. Also, low 
biomass concentration in the p lume core can be noticed as compared to the other two cases 
(F igure 5 .3b) .  
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After forty ears, the bacterial growth in the core and the tai l ing fringe of the plume 
increa ed in the case when aL and aT values equal to 1 .25 and 0. l 25 ,  respectively (F igure 
5 .4a). 
Figures 5 .4b shows the results of using high dispersivity coeffic ient values. The 
bacterial growth in the bottom of plume become ob ious after forty years when aL and aT 
values equal to 1 0  and 1 ,  re pectively. The biomass concentrat ion increased in the plume 
core and the tai l ing edge when using a L  and aT values a 5 and 0 .5 ,  respectively. 
Figure 5 . 5  shows the effect of the dispersivity on the contaminant mass . In all 
imulations, biodegradation became effective after ten years . The s lope of the mass ratio 
curve hown in F igure 5 . 5  increased in almost a l l  cases provided highest biodegradation 
rate between ten and twenty years . Then the biodegradation decreased after twenty years. 
The contaminant mass reduct ion was about 97% by the end of fi fty years . This Figure 
indicate that the contam inant p lume m igration is not much sensitive to changes in the 
dispersivitie , aL and aT. Changing d ispersivities caused changes in plume longitudinal and 
transver e dispersion. I n  a l l  s imulated scenarios, 0 .3  of contaminant mass ratio was 
remaining after twenty years except for scenario that has value of d ispersivit ires 1 0  & 1 ,  
about 0 .35 contaminant mass rat io left. However, after fi fty years, al l s imulated scenarios 
resulted in the biodegradation of more than 0.9 contaminant mass ratio .  
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F igure 5 .4 :  Effect of decreas ing (a) and increasing (b) d ispers iv ity on the biomass 
concentration after 40 years. 
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5.2 Sensit ivity of Natura l  Attenuation to Changes in Conta m i n a n t  Mass F lux  
In  this section the effects of changes in  mass flux (ML-2rL)  value on the 
contami nant concentration in both cases and the presence and the absence of the bacteria 
are examined. The contaminant mass flux is calculated as 2 .3  mg/day as c larified in 
chapter four. Then other selected mass flux values of 5 (case 1 ), 1 5  (case 2), 30 (case 3 )  
and 60  (case 4)  were tested and the results were compared with those of the base case. 
F irst, contaminant mass fluxes of 5 and 1 5  were simulated in the presence of 
bacteria. F igure 5 .6a describes the effect of increasing the mass flux to almost two and six 
times of the base case on the contami nant contour. The effect of using mass fluxes of 5 
and 1 5  on the contaminant contours started at earl ier time in source and plume zones, more 
contaminant is introduced to these zones as compared to the base case. After twenty years, 
more significant changes are observed especia l ly in the source zone, the contaminant 
undergoes biodegradation process, whi le  some escaped to the plume zone (Figure 5 .6a). At 
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the late time, mo t of the contaminant in the source zone was biodegraded and less mass 
e caped to the plume zone when using a mass flux of 1 5 . 
H igher mass flux values of 30 and 60 were u ed. It is observed that at earl ier time, 
the contaminant in the ource zone exposed to high biodegradation rate and less 
contaminant escaped to the plume zone. After twenty years, the resultant contaminant 
contour a ures the effect of using high mass flux values in the source zone, whi le at late 
t ime most of the contaminant in the ource zone disappeared ( Figure 5 .6b). From results in 
F igures 5 .6a,b, it is observed that the outer contam inant contour l ine ( 1 0  ppm) reached a 
di tance of 700 m along y-axis .  This indicates the biodegradation is less sensitive to this 
parameter. 
In the second case, mass flux values of 5 and 1 5  in the absence of bacteria were 
simulated. It i s  noticeable that higher mass flux ( 1 5 ) results in more contam inant that 
introduced to the p lume zone since the earl ier t ime ( Figure 5 . 7a) .  The same was observed 
when mass flux was increased to 30 and 60 (Figure 5 . 7b) .  The outer contour l ine of 1 0  in 
the case of using a mass flux of 1 5  reached to a distance of 750 m along the y-axis after 
forty years (F igure S . 7a) whi le the same contour l ine exceeds 750 ill when a mass flux of 
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F igure 5 .6 :  Effect of d ifferent flux values on contami nant concentration in the presence of 
bacteria. 
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the late time mo t of the contaminant in the source zone was biodegraded and less mas 
e caped to the plume zone when u ing a mas flux of 1 5 . 
I I igher rna s flux values of 30 and 60 were used. It is observed that at earlier time, 
the contam inant in the ource zone exposed to high biodegradation rate and less 
contam inant e caped to the plume zone. After twenty years the resultant contaminant 
contour a mes the effect of u ing high mass flux values in the source zone, while at late 
t ime mo t of the contaminant in the source zone disappeared ( Figure 5 .6b). From results in 
Figure 5 .6a,b, it i observed that the outer contaminant contour l ine ( 1 0  ppm) reached a 
di tance of 700 m along y-axis .  This indicates the biodegradation is less sensitive to this 
parameter. 
In the second case, mass flux values of 5 and 1 5  in the absence of bacteria were 
simulated. It is noticeable that higher mass flux ( 1 5 ) results in more contam inant that 
introduced to the plume zone s ince the earl ier t ime ( Figure 5 . 7a) .  The same was observed 
when mass flux was increased to 30 and 60 ( Figure 5 .7b) .  The outer contour l ine of 1 0  in 
the case of using a mass flux of 1 5  reached to a d istance of 750 m along the y-axis after 
forty year (F igure 5 .7a), whi le the same contour l ine exceeds 750 m when a mass flux of 
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5.3 en itiv ity of  atural  Atten uation to  Change 1 0  Bacteria l  Maxim u m  Specific 
G rowth Rate 
MET AB IOTRA is used to investigate the influence of increasing or decreasing 
the rna imum growth rate /lmax ( T ' )  on the contaminant concentration through four 
cenario . It wa a swned that /lma\. ha value of 0.005 day" ' in the base case, the effects of 
increa ing and decrea ing /lma\. by 25% and 50% of its base value were considered and the 
outputs were compared with the results of the base case. The contaminant contour l ines for 
different alues of /lilla\., 0.0025 (case 1 )  and 0.00 1 25 (case 2) after ten twenty and forty 
ear are given in F igure 5 . 8a. It is c lear that at earl ier time the two shown contour l ines 
are almost identica l .  This means that the effect of decreasing /lmax values is not yet 
observed after ten years . However, differences in the contaminant concentration near 
p lume core are noticed at a late t ime. After forty years, the /lmax value of 0.0025 caused 
orne changes in the contaminant concentration near plume core and the leading edge as 
the effect of biodegradation process appeared. The lowest /lmax value of 0.000 1 25 did not 
sho\: significant changes in the expected p lwne after forty years (F igure 5 .8a) . 
The value of /lmax is  increased to two (case 3 )  and four (case 4) folds of the base 
case alue (0.0 1 and 0.02). The effect of increasing /lmax on the expected plume core 
appeared at the earlier t imes, when /lmax value is 0.02, high biodegradation rate occurred 
near the source zone and some of the contaminant escaped to the plume zone ( Figure 5 . 8b) .  
At late times the effect of increasing biodegradation rate in the plume core resulted in less 
contaminant concentration that escaped to the plume leading edge, I t  is  not iced that in the 
source zone bacterial biodegradation was higher with /lmax value of 0.02 as compared to the 
base case. 
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bioma concentration i sho n in Figure 5 .9a. It i noticeable that decreasing �lmax value 
to it quarter value resulted in a slow biomass growth. However, in the case of using I1max 
alue of 0 .0025, the bacterial growth increased. t the tai l ing edge, the bacteria growth 
tarted and re ulted in low biomas growth. In the core the bacterial concentration 
increa ed and a a result less contam inant escaped to the leading edge; thus less biomass 
concentration was imulated at the plume leading edge ( F igure 5 .9a) . 
The effect of increasing I1max to two and four fo lds of the base case value on 
biomass contours is shown in F igure 5 .9b. I ncreasing �lmax value to double caused the 
bioma concentration to increase in the core, while less contaminant escaped to plume 
leading edge. In the case of increasing I1max value to 0.02, the bacteria growth was 
accelerated in the plume tai l ing edge and in the core after ten years as compared to the case 
of using I1ma'\. equals 0 .0 1 with less contaminant escaped to the leadi ng edge resulting in 
low biomass concentration at that edge. This matches with the results discussed in F igure 
5 . 8b. 
After twenty years, the microbial growth rate was sti l l  slow when �max value was 
0.00 1 25 .  However, the bacteria l  growth rate increased in the plume core with some 
contaminant escaped to the plume zone when �max value was 0.0025 (F igure 5 . 1 0a). It is 
obvious that the b iomass growth is higher in the base case as compared to the case of using 
�max value 50% less than base value (F igure 5 . 1 0a). 
More bacterial spreading could be observed as �max value increased. The low 
bacterial concentration at the leading edge of the plume is due to the escaped contaminant 
which was less in the case of h ighest �max due to the higher bacteria growth at the core of 
the plume ( Figure 5 . 1 0b) .  
After forty years, the d ifferences in  the biomass concentration In the case of 
decreasing �max became more evident. Very low bacterial growth is s imulated when �max 
9 1  
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F igure 5 . 1 0: Effect of decreas ing (a) and i ncreasing (b) J..Lmax on the b iomass concentrat ion after 20 
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was 0.00 1 25 .  The source zone e po ed to bacterial growth but agam not enough to 
prevent contaminant migration (F igure 5 . 1 1  a) .  
Figure 5 . 1 1  b represent biomass growth in the case of using higher values of /J.max 
(0 .0 1 and 0.02) which simulated more biodegradat ion as compared to the base case . H igher 
bacterial concentration is observed when /J.max value is increased. The bacterial 
concentrat ion at the leading edge of the plume is becoming less after forty years (Figure 
5 . 1 1 b) .  Thi indicates the of higher biodegradation rate in the core of the plume; therefore 
Ie s amount of the contaminant escaped espec ial ly in the case of the /lmax was 0.02. 
The effect of  changing /J.rnax on the ratio of contam inant mass in any simulat ion to 
contaminant mass of the second base case is represented in F igure 5 . 1 2 . It is very c lear that 
with higher values of /lmax, higher bacterial growth rates are simulated and consequent ly 
more biodegradation occurs. I t  is  observed that less than 50% of the contaminant mass was 
b iodegraded after fifty years when /J.rnax value was reduced to its quarter. On the other 
hand almost 98% of the contaminant mass was reduced when /J.max value was increased 
four times (Figure 5 . 1 2) .  The s lope of the curve in F igure 5 . 1 2  represents over a l l  
biodegradation rate . B iodegradation rate in the case of  /J.max equals 0.02 at  earl ier t ime was 
the highest, but decreases after twenty years and stabi l izes unt i l  the end of the fifty years . 
On the other hand, biodegradation rate in  the case of /lmax equals 0.0025 is almost zero in 
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5.4 Sensi tiv ity of Natura l  Attenuation to Changes in I n it ia l  Biomass Concentration 
I n  this section, the effect of increasing and decreasing init ial  biomass concentration 
Mo (ML'3) on contaminant concentration are studied. Initial biomass concentration were 
decreased and increased to two and four folds and the results were compared with that of 
base case. 
In order to investigate the sensitivity of the predicted contaminant concentration to 
the changes in init ial value of M, three s imulations were performed with Mo equals 0.00 1 
(base case) 0.0005 (case 1 )  and 0.00025 (case 2) .  F igure 5 . 1 3a shows the contami nant 
contours for the three cases after ten years. S mall changes are observed in the source zone 
when decreasing Mo to half  and quarter of the base case value. However, noticeable 
difference is observed after twenty years in the source zone, more contaminant is observed 
in the p lume core .  
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F igure 5 . 1 3 : Effect of decreas ing (a) and i ncreas ing (b) Mo on the contam inant concentration.  
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fter forty years it is c lear that the reaction in the SOllce zone were fast enough to 
remediate the contaminant. It is not iced that as Mo decreased the bacterial growth rate 
decrea ed and more contaminant escapes biodegradation (F iglle 5 . 1 3a) . 
On the other hand increa ing Mo two and four folds caused increasing in the 
biodegradation when compared to the base case. F iglle 5 . 1 3b shows that at earl ier time the 
source zone of the contaminant is exposed to high bacterial growth, but it increased more 
after forty years especia l ly in the source zone. However some of the contaminant escaped 
to form a plume  down tream . It is evident that with higher values of Mo, more 
contaminant is biodegraded. 
The biomass contour in F igure 5 . 1 4a represents the simulation results after ten 
years. It assures that when the Mo decreased to 0 .0005, less b iomass concentration were 
produced as compared to the base case. Higher biomass concentrations are observed near 
source zone. When Mo value is further decreased to 0.00025,  lower biomass concentration 
is produced. The low bacterial concentration at the tai l ing edge indicates low bacteria 
growth rate. The lowest bacteria concentrat ion in the source zone is observed in the case of  
Mo value of 0.00025 .  This i s  because i t  takes longer t ime for the biodegradation react ion to 
begin and therefore less biomass is produced, and some of the contaminant escaped to the 
plume front leading edge. 
The b iomass contours after ten years in the case of increasing Mo value by 1 00% 
and 300% are displayed in Figure 5 . 1 4b .  The biomass concentration in  the base case is the 
lowest and the concentrat ion i s  increased when the value of Mo was increased espec ial ly in 
the source zone. The highest biomass concentration in the source zone in the case of Mo 
equal s 0.004 gives indication of high bacterial growth rate. 
The biomass contours after twenty years in the cases of decreasing Mo to 0.0005 
and 0.00025 are shown in (Figure 5 . 1 5a) .  Less biomass concentration in p lume  core is  
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1 00 
produced with orne contaminant escaped to the p lwne zone when Mo equals 0.00025 as 
compared to the case when Mo equals 0.0005 . 
Figure 5 . l 5b repre ents the ituation of increasing the value of Mo to 0.002 and 
0.004. After twenty year the concentration of bacteria increased more in the source zone 
due to high microbial growth rate when Mo equals 0.004 . The increase of biomass 
concentrat ion led to high contaminant biodegradat ion. However, less biomass is produced 
in the p lwne core when Mo equals 0.002 as compared to 0.004. As the init ial biomass 
concentration increased, the biodegradation of the contaminant increased too. 
The effect of decreasing the value of Mo to 0.0005 and 0.00025 on the biomass 
concentrat ion after forty years is displayed in Figure 5 . l 6a. H igher biomass concentrat ion 
is observed in the p lume core when Mo equals 0.0005 as compared to 0.00025 .  The 
bacterial growth at the plume tai l ing fringe was slow when Mo equals 0.00025,  while it is 
higher when Mo equals 0.0005 with some contaminant escaped to the plume zone. The 
effects of increasing Mo value to two and four folds after forty years are shown in Figure 
S . 1 6b .  The highest biomass concentration is produced in the case of highest value of Mo 
espec ial ly  in the plume core. The bacterial growth was faster at the p lume tai l ing edge 
when Mo equals 0 .004 ( Figure 5 . 1 6b) .  
In F igure 5 . 1 7  the changes in the contaminant mass with respect to t ime c larified 
the effect of the initial biomass concentration on the contaminant biodegradation rate. I n  
the case of increasing Mo to the double (0.002), mfmo base case equals to  approximately 0 .3 
by the end of twenty years. I n  the case of decreasing Mo to the half (0 .0005) after twenty 
years, mfmo base case equals to approximately 0 .45 .  The higher init ial b iomass concentration 
led to h igher contaminant mass reduction. However, i f  the same situations were 
considered after forty years, the d ifference between the two ratios in  these cases wil l  be 
less than 0. 1 .  This is because the overal l biodegradation rate increases after ten years and 
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F igure 5 . 1 7 : The rat io of contaminant mass s imu lated with d ifferent Mo val ues to the 
contam inant mass of base case. 
then decreases gradual ly after twenty years as shown in Figure 5 . 1 7 . 
5.5 Sensit ivity of Natura l  Atten uat ion to C h a n ges i n  Bacterial Decay Rate 
The decay rate, B (rl ), is inversely  proportional to the m icrobial growth rate as 
i l lustrated in modified Monod equation (equation 1 . 1 4) .  The effect of changing the 
microbial decay rate on biodegradation is investigated hereafter. 
In most studies, the decay rate has a small  value, almost equal to the zero; 
therefore, we choose the base case value of B to be zero ( Mohamed and Hatfield, 2005, 
Schafer, 200 1 ) . The first value is selected to be 0. 1 of the growth rate ( �ma ... :) or 0.0005 . 
Another two values of 0.000 1 25 and 0.0005 were selected. Figure 5 . 1 8a shows the effects 
of using d ifferent values of B on the contaminant contours. It is observed that after ten 
years no significant difference as compared with the base case has occurred (Figure 5 . 1 8a). 
However, this difference becomes evident after twenty years near the source zone, when 
high B was simulated, less biodegradation occurred and more contaminant escaped to the 
plume zone. B value of 0.0005 results in less biomass, as expected, and therefore, more 
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F igure 5 . l 8 : Effect of decreasi ng (a) and i ncreas ing ( b) B on the contaminant concentrat ion. 
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contaminant e caped to the plume zone. fter forty years, the source zone is exposed to 
high biodegradation rate than the plume zone especial ly when B equals O. Higher biomass 
concentration was pre ent when B equals 0.000 1 25 ·  thus less contam inant escaped to the 
plume zone. 
Figure 5 . 1 8b repre ents the imulation usmg B equals 0.00 1 and 0 .002. It is  
not iceable that the effect of changing B value on the contaminant concentration started in 
the OUIce zone at earl ier t ime. The highest value of B caused less concentration of 
biomas and a a result more contaminant escaped to fOlm the plume which becomes c lear 
after twenty years . After forty years, B equals 0 .002 showed no changes in the contaminant 
contour most of the contaminant escaped to form the plume (F igure 5 . 1 8b) .  
The effect of the decay rate on the biomass contours at the earl ier time is i l lustrated 
in Figure 5 . 1 9a. The rapid decay of the bacteria is s imulated and caused the appearance of 
smal ler biomass concentrat ion in the case of B equals 0.0005 . In the case of using B equals 
0.000 1 25,  the biomass contour assures the accumulation of bacteria in the source zone, but 
Ie s than that in the base ca e .  The rapid bacterial decay when compared to the base case 
did not al low the bacteria to grow as compared to the base case ( Figure 5 . 1 9a). 
Figure 5 . 1 9b displays the biomass contour in the case of increasing B to 0.00 1 and 
0.002. The highest decay rate of bacteria (0.002) results in less biomass concentrat ion with 
more contaminant escaped to plume zone. I f  the base case is compared with the case that 
has a B equals 0 .00 1 ,  highest biodegradation rate especial ly in the source zone of the base 
case is observed (F igure 5 . 1 9b). 
The biomass concentration in source zones increased after twenty years (F igure 
5 .20a). The density of the bacterial community in the core increased when B equals 
0 .000 1 25 ,  but some of the contaminant escaped to the plume zone as the effect of decay 
rate appeared ( Figure 5 .20a). Less biomass accumulation can be observed in the plume 
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F igure 5 .20 :  Effect of decreasi ng (a) and i ncreasing (b) B on the biomass concentrat ion after 20 
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core when B equals 0.0005 due to the high bacterial decay rate. 
The result of increasing B to 0.00 1 and 0.002 after twenty years are shown in 
Figure 5 . 20b. Setting B equals 0.002 resulted in minimum biomass concentration and 
therefore minimwn biodegradation rate . In the case of B equals 0.00 1 ,  very low biomass 
concentration i observed in the plume core. This gives indication of slow biodegradation 
rate due to the e f ect of high bacterial decay rate ( Figure 5 .20b). 
The ob ervations in Figure 5 . 2 1 a  and b assures the inverse effect of using highest B 
on the biodegradation process after forty years . Low biomass concentration in the case of 
u ing B equals  0.00 1 is observed in the source zone and it decreased gradual ly  toward the 
core (F igure S .2 1 b) . The higher bacterial decay rate in case of B equals 0 .00 1 led to lower 
bacteria concentrat ion and therefore more contaminant escaped to the plume zone. On the 
other hand, using B equals 0 .000 1 25 which is almost ten times less than 0.00 1 ,  resulted in 
higher biomass concentration in the source zone (F igure 5 .2 1 a) . .  When B was set to 
0.0005, the concentration of bacteria was high at the beginning and then it decreased 
gradual ly and more contaminant escaped to the plume zone due to high bacterial decay rate 
after forty years (F igure S .2 1 a) . At a late time the simulated result of using B equals 0.002 
was the worst among the others . Very low biomass concentration in the source zone is 
observed (F igure 5 .2 1 b), whi le most of the contaminant escaped to the plume zone. This 
fmdings match with the results discussed in (F igure 5 . 1 8b). 
The ratio between the contaminant mass and the init ial mass of the base case with 
respect to time in the case of using B equals 0.002 is identical to the base case ( Figure 
5 .22) .  In the case of setting B equals 0 .000 1 25,  the biodegradation became effective at 
earlier t ime, whi le in the case of setting B equals 0.00 1 ,  the biodegradation started after ten 
years . The s lope of the biodegraded mass in the case of B equals 0.000 1 25 was high 
between 1 0-20 years. Then i t  decreased gradual ly and resulted by the end of fi fty years in a 
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contaminant mass of base case. 
90% contaminant mass reduction. Using B equals 0.0005 resulted in a 70% contaminant 
mass reduction after fi fty years while only 50% of contaminant mass is biodegraded in the 
case of B equals  0.00 1 .  This indicates that, as expected, the lowest B results in the highest 
contaminant mass reduction (Figure 5 .22) .  
5.6 Sens itiv ity of Natura l  Atte n u ation to Changes in  Half  Satu ration Consta n t  
Half saturation constant, K s  (ML-\ i s  defined as  substrate concentration when the 
maximum substrate reaction with m icroorganism equals to its half value.  There is an 
inversely proportional relationship between Ks and m icrobial growth rate as indicated in  
Monod equation (equation 1 . 1 4) .  
I t  is  assumed that Ks in the base case was set equal to 250.  The effect of other Ks 
values of 1 25 and 63 were investigated. F igure 5 .23a shows the effect of using Ks equals 
63 and 1 25 on the contaminant concentration. I t  is  noticed that decrease Ks to 63 affected 
the contaminant concentration earl ier in the source zone as compared to the case of Ks 
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F igure 5 .23 :  Effect of decreas ing (a) and increas ing (b) Ks on the contam i nant concentration. 
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equal 1 25 .  fter twent ear , the effect of the u ing K equal 1 25 ,  becomes e ident in 
b th z ne ; ource and plume. M re bi degradation occurred and Ie contaminant escaped 
to the plume zone . t the late time, mo t of the contaminant contour di appeared 
e pec ial ly \ ith K equal 63 in ource and plume zone . However, more contaminant 
e caped in to the plume zone in the ca e of u ing Ks equal 1 25 because of low microbial 
gro\\th a compared to the ca e f u ing Ks equal 63 .  The smal lest K value led to high 
bioma gr w1h rate. 
Ks i increa ed to t\ and four times fold in the next two simulations to be 500 
and 1 000. I t  i noticeable from Figure 5 .23b that the effect of u ing Ks of 500 and 1 000 
appeared l ight! at arl ier time in the ource zone. After twenty year , both Ks allies of 
500 and 1 000 affected the contaminant contour ad erse ly as compared to the ba e case as 
mo t of the contaminant e caped t the plume zone . The contaminant p lume undergoes low 
biodegradation proce s after forty year compared to the ba e case in both Ks s imulation 
due to the pre ence of low bacteria (Figure 5 .23b) .  I ncrea ing Ks ceased the biodegradation 
and al lo\' ·ed contaminant concentrat ion to become high. 
In Figure 5 . 24a, high bioma concentration in  the ource zone can be ob erved at 
earl ier time when using Ks of 63. Ks represents the ub trate concentration at which 
m icroorgani m grow with half of maximum growth rate; that' why when Ks was increased 
to 1 25 ,  low microorgani ms growth i observed. The maximum biomass concentration in  
the base ca  e i s  much less than that the other two cases ( F igure 5 . 24a). 
F igure 5 .24b represents the biomass concentration in the cases of increa ing Ks two 
and four times of the base case alue.  It is very c lear that the base case showed the highe t 
bioma s growth. The biomass concentration in the case of using a Ks value of 500 is much 
Ie than that of the base case. The simulated biomass concentration when Ks was set as 
1 000 show lowest concentration. Lower m icroorganisms i s  simulated at tai l ing edge in the 
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ca e of 500 i due to due to high Ks value as compared to the base case. Low biomass 
concentration i observed when Ks equal 1 000, while high microbial growth i observed 
in the core . 
The ob ervation after twenty years in Figure 5 .25a assure that using lowe t value 
of K· enhanced the biodegradation proces earl ier. Using a Ks value of 63 resulted in high 
concentration of the microorganism in the source zone, but st i l l  some of the contaminant 
e caped to the leading edge of the plume. The microbial growth in case of using Ks of 1 25 
wa also higher than the base case ( Figure 5 . 25a) .  It is  noticed that the highest value of K 
( 1 000) ignificantly reduce bacterial growth and; therefore, most of the contaminant 
e caped to the leading edge of the plume. 
Figure 5 .25b represents bacterial growth in the aquifer in  the case of increasing Ks 
to 500 and 1 000 after twenty years . When Ks was set equal to 1 000, very low biomass 
concentration in the source zone is observed in F igure 5 .25b ·  this is  due to the presence of 
low microorganism in the region. However, high biomass concentration in the core is 
observed. In the case of using a Ks value of 500, higher microbial accumulation in the core 
is observed as shown in F igure 2 .25b .  The high biomass concentration can be noticed in 
the plume core of the base case. 
F igure 5 . 26a shows the effect of decreasing Ks value to half and quarter of its 
original value after forty years . The simulated results when Ks equals 63 and 1 25 show 
high biomass concentrat ion in the core of these cases, but sti l l  the highest bacterial growth 
was observed when Ks was set as 63, F igure 5 . 26a. 
After forty years, the biomass concentration increased in the core when Ks value of 
was increased to 1 000. This  m ight be due to the effects of the highest Ks value on the 
biomass contour started after long t ime ( Figure 5 .26b). In the case of using Ks value of 
500, more bacteria accumulation in the core is observed. The effect of highest Ks value 
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contam inant mass of base case. 
appeared at late t ime' more m icrobial growth can be observed. 
In Figure 5 .27, the biodegradation in  the case of using Ks of 63 started earl ier, 
whi le in the case of using Ks of 1 000 the effect of biodegradation on the contaminant mass 
started after twenty years. It is  obvious that the lowest half  substrate constant caused the 
highest contaminant biodegradation almost 98% of the contaminant mass undergoes 
biodegradation after fi fty years . When Ks was 1 25 ,  the contaminant biodegradation started 
earl ier but later than the case of Ks equals 63 .  Ks equals 1 25 results in almost 97% 
contaminant mass reduction by the end of fifty years (F igure 5 . 27) .  I n  the case of using Ks 
of 500, biodegradation becomes effective after fi fteen years, the s lope of the reduced mass 
increased t i l l  forty years. When Ks equals 500, almost 80% of contaminant mass 
biodegraded by the end of fifty years (F igure 5 . 27) .  When Ks of 1 000 was used, the slope 
of the reduced mass increased after twenty years, about 60% of the contaminant mass is 
reduced by the end of fi fty years. This finding is compatible with results for F igure 5 .26b. 
1 1 7 
5.7 en itiv ity of  Natu ral  tten uation to Cha nge in  M icrobia l  Yie ld  Coefficien t 
The microbial ield coeffic ient, Ys, represents the biomass produced per unit mass 
of substrate biodegraded. The effects of the microbial yield factor and the accumulation of 
the bioma on the contaminant biodegradation in the subsurface are investigated in this 
ection. There is an inver e relationsh ip between biomass growth rate and the yield 
coe11ic ient (equation 4 .5 ) .  
The alue of yield factor in the base case was assumed 0.0 1 .  Other values of 0.005 
and 0.0025 ere simulated and the results were compared with base case. Figure 5 .28a 
c larifie that the contaminant contour exposed to l i ttle changes in the source zone after ten 
year hen Ys wa 0.0025 .  These changes become more evident in source and plume 
zones as the effect of b iodegradation appeared after twenty years for both Ys values (0.005 
and 0.0025) .  At the late time, most of the contaminant in the source zone was biodegraded 
and less contaminant escaped to the plume zone ( Figure 5 .28a) .  
F igure 5 .28b represents the effects of increasing yield factors (0 .02 and 0.04) on the 
contaminant contour. The contaminant contour exposed to l i tt le  changes in the source 
zone. The effect of the using higher yield coeffic ient on both source and plume zones of 
the contaminant becomes clear at the late t ime. The highest yield factor (0 .04) led to less 
contaminant b iodegradation, however most of the contaminant in the source zone 
disappeared when Ys was set as 0.02 and 0.04 (F igure 5 . 28b) .  H igher yield factor led to 
less biomass growth and; therefore, less contaminant biodegradation. 
The effect of the yield coefficient on the biomass concentration after ten years i s  
shown in  F igure 5 . 29a. I t  i s  obvious that using Y s  of 0.005 and 0.0025 d id  not have a 
significant effect on the b iomass concentration as compared to the base case at an earl ier 
t ime. Also when the yield factor is increased to 0.02 and 0.04, no changes were observed 
as compared to the base (Figure 5 .29b). It is noticeable that the maximum biomass 
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concentrat ion in the ca es of u ing Ys of 0.005 0.0025, 0.02 and 0.04 is almost the same 
( Figure 5 .26a and b) .  
After twenty years, d ifferences in the biomass concentration become more evident 
( Figure 5 . 30a . The 10 est yield factor (0.0025)  produced the lowest biomass 
concentration in the source zone a hown in Figure 5 .30a. I n  the base case the bacterial 
growth wa highe t in the core, but orne of the contam inant escaped to the plume zone 
( Figure 5 .30a). When the highest yield coeffic ient (0 .04) was used, high biomass 
concentration was observed especial ly in the core, whi le some of the contam inant escaped 
to leading edge of the plume ( Figure 5 .30b). Using Ys of 0.02 resulted in less biomass 
concentrat ion espec ial ly in the tai l ing and leading edges of the plume. 
In  F igure 5 . 3 1 a, setting Ys to 0.005 resulted in less m icroorganisms accumulation 
as compared to the base case. I n  the case of using Ys of 0.04, higher microbial growth is 
ob erved especia l ly in  the source zone after forty years, but some of the contaminant 
escaped the leading edge of the plume ( Figure 5 . 3 1 b) .  
F igure 5 .32 shows the effect of the yield coeffic ient on the contaminant mass . I n  a l l  
s imulat ions biodegradation started as early as  five years, however the process started 
earlier when Ys was set to 0.0025 .  The s lope of the mass ratio curve shown in F igure 5 .32 
decreased after twenty years In  almost a l l  cases provided contaminant mass reduction 
between 94%-96% by the end of fi fty years. The least mass contaminant reduction 
produced a fter fifty years when Ys was 0.04. This F igure indicates that the contaminant 
plume migration is not much sensitive to changes in yield coefficient parameter, Ys. 
Based on the previous discussions i t  is conc luded that the contaminant p lume 
migration is sensitive to changes in  microbial growth rate and substrate hal f  saturation 
constant parameters that showed significant effects on the biomass growth and 
consequently on the contaminant contours. On the other hand, the plume m igration is less 
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F igure 5 .30 :  Effect of  decreas i ng (a) and increasing (b) Ys on the biomass concentration after 20 
years. 
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F igure 5 .32 :  The ratio of contaminant mass s imu lated with d ifferent Ys values to the 
con tam inant mass of base case. 
sensitive to changes in microbial decay rate and the initial microorganisms concentration. 
However changes in microbial decay rate affected the biodegradation rate after ten years, 
while changes in init ial biomass concentrat ion affected contaminant mass biodegradation 
between ten and twenty years . A lso, changes in microbial yield factor affected the 
biodegradation rate between ten and twenty years . The least sensitive parameter regarding 
contaminant biodegradation was the dispersivity. 
In  order to examine the effect of applying different biological and physical values 
on contaminant concentration at certain points, two points were selected. The first one is 
located near source zone and the other one is  located at plume leading edge near the supply 
wel l .  The first point has coordinates of x equals 1 85 m and y equals 300 m, whi le the 
second point (at p lume leading edge) has coordinates of x equals  1 20 m and y equals 645 
m .  Contaminant concentrations were traced over fi fty years. 
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Figure 5 .33  how the effect of u mg di fferent �lma alues on c ntam inant 
concentrati n near urce z ne (fir  t point) 0 er fifty ars . It i very c lear that �lma'( 
equal 0.02 h \i ed the minimum concentration peak, about 25 mg/l after ten years. As 
�lma alue decrea ed the rna imum concentration peak increa ed and shi fted to the right 
ide of peak a wel l  a it becam wide peak. Thi i becau e that the effect of the lowe t 
a lue of �lma parameter n contam inant concentration appear lately the contam inant peak 
concentrati n wa 250 mg/I appro imately after thirty years. 
Figure 5 .34 ho\: half  aturat ion con tant impact on contaminant concentration at 
t1 r't point. The lowe t Ks alue (63 mg/I )  re ulted in the lowe t contaminant concentration 
peak. The effect of K tarted earl ier ince the earl ier time for a l l  simulated values, 
howe er highe t contaminant concentration (about 225 mg/I) was simulated u ing ks equals 
1 000 mg/l after 25  years. Thi indicate that the effect of ks on contaminant concentration 
wa fa ter than �lma" .  
F igure 5 .35 pre ented the effect of applying different Mo values on contaminant 
concentration at the first point. The m inimum contaminant concentration was simulated 
u ing Mo value equals 0.004 mg/I . However, a l l  imulated Mo values near source zone 
howed narro\ and sharp contaminant concentrat ion peak compared to that in the previous 
two parameter . The effect of a l l  imulated Mo values appeared a fter ten years and ceased 
b, the end of thirty years in contra t to the effect of Mmax and Ks . The difference between 
the minimum contaminant concentration (about 90 mg/l ) s imulated using Mo equals 0.004 
mg/l and the max imum contaminant concentration (about 1 40 mg/I) s imulated using Mo 
equal 0.00025 mg/l is  50 mg/l .  This indicates that the effect of using different Mo values 
on contaminant concentration was less as compared to Mmax and Ks where big contaminant 
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F igur 5 . 3 5 :  Contam inant concentrat ion imu lated with d ifferent Mo val ues near source zone. 
Figure 5 .36 hows the effect of using d ifferent B values on contaminant 
concentration near ource zone. It i ery c lear that the contaminant concentrat ion when B 
equal 0 .002 and in the ca e of bacteria ab ent are identical . The rapid bacterial decay rate 
led to xi tence of high contaminant concentration near source zone. The minimum 
contaminant concentration peak of  about 1 00 mg/l was simulated in the base case (B  
qual 0). I ncrea ing the bacterial decay factor led to the detection of highest contaminant 
concentration. The difference between the contaminant concentration peak in the ba e 
ca e and \\ hen B equals 0.00 1 was about 1 25 mg/1 .  This indicates that B affected the 
contaminant concentration near source zone more than Mo. Al 0, most of the imulated B 
values re ulted in  broad peak as compared to that simulated with different Mo values. 
F igure 5 .37  pre ents the effect of different s imulated Ys values on contaminant 
concentration near source zone. Al l  s imulated Ys started their effect on contaminant 
concentration after five years and ceased by the end of thirty years. The minImum 
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Figure 5 . 3 7 :  Contaminant concentration s imulated with d ifferent Ys values near source zone. 
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after fine n ear . On the other hand, the rna imum contam inant concentration peak of 
about 1 45 mg/l wa dete ted when Ys equal 0.004 after eighteen year . This indicate that 
the effect of u ing different Y on c ntaminant concentration were les as compared to B ,  
Pma and Ks. 
Figure 5 .  how the effect of USIng different contaminant rna flux on 
contaminant onc ntrat ion near ource zone. It i ery c lear that u ing contaminant mass 
nux of 2 .3  mg/da re ulted In broad peak with maximum alue of about 1 00 mg/l of 
contaminant concentrat ion. the contaminant rna flux increased, the peak became 
harp \\ ith increa ing in contaminant concentrat ion. The highest contaminant rna flux (60 
mg day) di tTu ed more contaminant near source zone and resulted in more than 750 mg/l 
of contaminant concentration after ten years . 
F igure 5 .39 present the contaminant concentration peaks imulated with di fferent 
value of longitudinal and tran er e di per ivit ie . Al l  the imulated scenario tarted after 
five year and cea ed by the end of thirty year . Al l  imulated scenarios have maximum 
contaminant concentration peaks at fifteen years with mall d ifferences in the max imum 
peak alues. Increasing d ispersivities led to changes in plume dispersion in longitudinal 
and transverse direction which result in  less contaminant concentration as whole. The 
highe t contaminant concentration peak ( l OS mg/l)  was simulated using <XL equal 1 .25 and 
<XT equal 0 . 1 25 .  
The effect of using different /-lmax values on  contaminant concentration at leading 
plume edge ( second point) is presented in F igure 5 .40. Al l  imulated scenarios started after 
thirty five years and most of figures were discontinued after fifty years which i the 
simulation time. The difference between the s imulated values gives indication that the 
contaminant concentration is sensitive to changes in /-lmax values. It is  obvious that when 
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Figure 5 . 38 :  Contam inant concentration imu lated with d ifferent contam inant mass flux value 
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Figure 5 40 :  Contam inant concentration imu lated with d ifferent flma, values at p lume leading 
edge. 
concentrati n left after fift year . In the ba e ca e (0.005 ), the peak was bigger and 
harper " Ith highe t contaminant concentration value equals 65 mg/l after forty five years. 
F igure 5 .4 1 how the effect of different s imulated Ks value on contaminant 
concentratIon. When Ks equals 63 mgll, small contaminant concentration can be observed, 
but the peak was l ittle bet sharper than that s imulated u ing flmax equals 0 .02 .  This is 
becau e that flmax affected contaminant concentration more than Ks. In the case of using Ks 
equal 500 and 1 000 mgll ,  no peak can be observed after fifty years because of the end of 
simulation t ime. Increasing the ba e case two and four fold caused big changes in the 
simulated contaminant concentration at late time a compared to same scenarios near 
source zone. 
Figure 5 .42 shows the effect of Mo parameter on contaminant concentration at 
leading plume edge. A l l  s imulated scenarios started their effect after thirty five years . The 
m inimum contaminant concentration peak was detected when Mo equals 0 .004 mg/l after 
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edge. 
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fort three year . I lowe er, rna imum contaminant concentration peaks in the remaining 
imulated cenario a detected after B rty fi e year with a difference of about 1 0  mg/I 
between fol lO\.",ing two imulated cenario . I t  i c lear that u ing di fferent alue of Mo ha 
Ie ' effect on ontaminant conc ntration a compared to �lma, and Ks. 
Figure 5 .4  how the effect of using di fferent B value on contaminant 
concentration at location farthe t from ource zone. A noticed before near source zone, B 
equal 0.002 ha imi lar effect a the case of bacteria ab ence on contaminant 
concentration. The di fference between the simulated contaminant concentrations in the 
ca e of u ing B equal 0.00 1 and 0.002 decrea ed at late time a compared to the same 
ca e near ource zone. I n  the ca e of u ing B equals 0.0005, di continues in the imulated 
contaminant concentration after fi fty years and no peak was detected as compared to the 
ba e ca e and when B equal 0.000 1 25 .  
F igure 5 .44 how the effect of usmg different Y s  values o n  contaminant 
concentrat ion at p lume leading edge 0 er fi fty years . A l l  s imulated scenario resulted in 
ob erved contaminant concentration peaks. The minimum contaminant concentrat ion peak 
of about 32 mg/l was detected when Ys equals 0 .0025 ,  whi le it was 62 mg/I approximately 
in the ba e ca e .  Increa ing Ys value four t imes the base case led to smal l increment in the 
contaminant concentration which wa 85 mg/l  approximately.  
F igure 5 .45 shows contaminant concentration s imulated with different contaminant 
rna s flux at p lume leading edge. Using contaminant mass flux of 60 mg/day caused 
highest contaminant d iffusion and therefore, highest contaminant concentration as 
expected. The smalle t and latest formed contam inant concentration peak wa simulated 
u ing contaminant mass flux of 2 .3  mg/day. 
Figure 5 .46 shows the effect of longitudinal and transverse dispers ivities on 
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alue led to formation f mal le t c ntarninant concentration irni lar to that ob erved near 
ource lone. Decrea ing the ba e ca e a lue di per i itie by 50%, led to highe t 
contaminant c ncentration with harp peak of  value equal 72 mg/l after forty five year . 
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CHAPTER 6 
ALTERNATIVES F O R  REMED IATION 
OF CONTAM INATI ON IN B U  RASA 
F I ELD 
hapter 6 
A ltern ative fo r Remediation of  ontamin ation in Bu Ha a Field 
The M T ABIOTR m del i used in this chapter to pre ent uitable 
remediati n cenario for groundwater contamination in the Liwa aquifer. The main 
objecti\ e i to minimize the c n entration of the di olved plume, resulted from the free 
pha 'e hydrocarbon c ntamination that reache the ncare t upply wel l  in the camp area. 
In the bi degradation proce , redox reaction is a process in which the oxidation of 
an electron don r i coupled with the reduction of an e lectron acceptor. In remediation 
cenario . we l l  were u ed  to  inject the e lectron acceptor to t imulate redox reaction and 
therefore, enhanc hydrocarbon remediation. everal number of wel l s  were u ed in each 
cenario. Oxygen is selected a e lectron acceptor using olid or s low releasing oxygen 
ource. The e lectron acceptor entered as constant flux and the initial condition is zero. 
Remediation cenarios pre ented in this chapter are divided into four groups and 
ab ence of electron acceptor \I as a sumed. I n  the first group, eight cenarios were 
imulated. Table 6 . 1 ummarizes the d ifference among these scenarios. One wel l  i s  p laced 
at four different distances downstream from the center of source zone in scenarios one, 
three, five and se en. Two additional wel ls were p laced 50 m from the center wel l  and 
perpendicular to the flo\! direction in cenarios two, four six and eight. Wel l locations in 
group one are displayed in Figures 6 . 1 a  and b. The e lectron acceptor flux is assumed 50 
mg/day/wel l  for al l  cases as i l lustrated in Table 6 . 1 .  
I n  the second group another eight scenarios were imulated. Table 6 .2 i l lustrates 
the difference between scenarios of this group. These scenarios were built ba ed on 
different combination of scenarios from group one to attain a maximum remediation (Table 
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Figure 6. 1 (a) Wel l  locat ions in  scenarios one, three, five and seven in  group one 
(b) Wel ls  locat ions in  scenarios two, four, six and eight in  group one 
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F igure 6 .2 :  E lectron acceptor contour l ines (we l l  at y distance 0[ 200 m) i n  the absence of 
e lectron donor and bacteria. 
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mg/day/wel l  in the e cenano . Fi e wel l s  were used in each of the remammg two 
cenari s. In the last scenario a l l  fi e wel l s  were located near the source zone to maxim ize 
the intersected o lume of e lectron acceptor by electron donor plume. The locations of 
wel l  in cenario ixteen ar di p layed in Figure 6 . 1 c. Figure 6 .2  shows the e lectron 
accept r contour of cenario one in the absence of e lectron donor and bacteria. 
The influence of applying different e lectron acceptor fluxes on the contaminant was 
studied in the scenarios of group 3 (Table 6 .3) .  In  the first three scenarios, one wel l  at y 
equal 200 m was used, with different e lectron acceptor fluxes . The next three scenarios 
have three v e l l s  with increased flux. F ive wel l s  were used in the last two scenarios with 
d ifferent electron acceptor fluxes of 1 00 and 200 mg/day/wel l .  These five wel l s  were 25 m 
apart normal to the flow direction with the center wel l  located at y equals 200 m .  
Table 6. 1 Remediation scenarios of group one 
Scenario 
No. of wel l s  
Location of wel l s  in Flux/wel l  Total flux 
No. y-axis (m) img/day) (mg/d� 
1 1 200 50 50 
2 3 200 50 1 50 
3 1 300 50 50 
4 3 300 50 1 50 
5 1 400 50 50 
6 3 400 50 1 50 
7 I 500 50 50 
8 3 500 50 1 50 
Table 6 .2  Remediation scenarios of group two 
Scenario No. of Combined Location of wel ls in F lux/we l l  Total flux 
No. wel l s  scenanos y-axis (m)  (mg/day) (mg/day) 
9 4 1 & 4 I at 200 & 3 at 300 50 200 
1 0  4 1 & 8 l at 200 & 3 at 500 50 200 
1 1  4 2 & 3  3 at 200 & 1 at 300 50 200 
1 2  4 3 & 8  1 at 300 & 3 at 500 50 200 
1 3  4 2 & 7  3 at 200 & 1 at 500 50 200 
1 4  4 4 & 7  3 at 300 & 1 at 500 50 200 
1 5  5 
2 & 4  (2 
3 at 200 & 2 at 300 50 250 
wel ls)  
1 6  5 1 & 2 + 1  wel l  5 at 200 50 250 
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The eight scenario in the la t group were selected based on the experience gained in the 
previous three groups with the ultimate objective of achieving maximum biodegradation 
(Table 6 .4) . In the first four cenarios wel l s  at y equal to 200 m and 400 m were used to 
treat the leading and the lateral fringes of the expected plume. However, it was found that 
more we l l  are needed to treat the leading edge of the p lume and hence wel l s  at y equal to 
200 m, 300 m, 400m and 500 m were placed in the last four scenarios. 
Table 6 . 3 :  Remediation scenarios of group three 
cenano o. of wel l s  Location of wel ls in  F lux/wel l  Total flux 
o. y-axis (m) (mg/day) (mg/day) 
1 7  1 200 50 50 
1 8  1 200 1 00 1 00 
1 9  1 200 400 400 
20 3 200 1 00 300 
2 1  3 200 1 50 450 
22  3 200 200 600 
23 5 200 1 00 500 
24 5 200 200 1 000 
Table 6 .4 :  Remediation scenarios of group four 
Scenario 
No. of wel l s  
Location of wel l s  in  Flux/wel l  Total flux 
o. y-axis (m)  (mg/day) (mg/day) 
26 1 0  5 at 200 & 5 at 400 1 50& 1 00 1 250 
27 1 0  5 at 200 & 5 at 400 1 50& 200 1 750 
28 1 4  7 at 200 & 7 at 400 1 50& 1 00 1 750 
29 1 4  7 at 200 & 7 at 400 1 50& 200 2450 
30 1 5  
7 at 200 & 5 at 300 & 3 at 200& 200 
3000 
400 & 200 
1 5  
7 at 200 & 3 at 300 & 5 at 300& 300 
4200 3 1  400 & 200 
1 7  7 at 200 & 5 at 300 & 5 at 
200& 200 
3400 32 
400 & 200 
1 7  
7 at 200 & 7 at 400 & 3 at 1 50& 200 2900 33 
500 & 1 50 
1 4 1  
6. 1 Remediation Scenarios of G ro u p  One 
Result of the remediation scenarios of group one assured that the locations of the 
wel l  played a vital role in contaminant degradation. One wel l  was used in scenarios one, 
three, five and se en, while three wel l s  were used in scenarios two, four six and eight. In  
the fir t cenario, the we l l  was located a t  a d istance of 200 m along the y-axis 90 m away 
from the center of the ource zone . 
Scenario one (Figure 6 .3 )  shows that most of the contaminant plume core 
experienced high biodegradation rate for a distance of approximately 300 m. A l l  the 
contaminant contour l ines were displayed only after forty years . Using one wel l  enhanced 
the biodegradation in the center of the expected plume, but did not affect the lateral fringes 
of the p lume.  The leading edge of the plume reached a distance of 700 m along the y-axis 
approximatei y. 
In the econd scenano, the number of wel l s  was increased to three wel ls at a 
d istance of 200 m along the y-axis maintaining the same flux for each wel l .  Therefore, the 
total flux increased three t imes of that of the first scenario. The effect of the electron 
acceptor could be observed more c learly in  the plume core and fringes. However, 
increasing the number of wel l s  did not enhance the biodegradation at the leading edge. The 
outer contour l ine ( 1 0) reached to the same distance along the y-axis in both scenarios as 
shown in F igure 6 . 3 .  The leading edge was not exposed to enough biodegradation because 
there was no contact between electron acceptor and e lectron donor at this edge in both 
scenarios; one and two. 
One wel l  was located at a d istance of 300 m along the y-axis in scenario three. Less 
amount of contaminant was biodegraded in the plume core as compared to scenario one. 
This i s  mainly because the contact volume between the electron acceptor and the e lectron 
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mai ler than that in cenano ne \ hich mean that the lateral fringes were e po ed to 
lower biodegradation rate in cenario three. Leading edge howed minor change when 
compared to cenario one, Figure 6 .3 .  Increa ing number of wel l s  in cenario four at the 
arne di tance along -aXl howed minor effect on biodegradation a compared to 
cenario three. The right fringe of the e pected plume exposed to higher biodegradation 
rate than the left fringe, but Ie than that in scenario three. This may be due to the element 
iLe (SxS)  that a f ected the ymmetry of the expected plume a that the left and the right 
wel l '  \vere n t placed a t  exactl the arne distance from the central wel l .  This is becau e 
the neare t nod to the propo ed location of the left and right \ e l ls were not placed at 
arne di tance from the central wel l .  Becau e element ize is SxS,  then the di fference 
between th right and left distance i expected to be within ±2 .S  m. This affected the 
ymm try of the imulated plume. The leading edge reached a d istance of 700 m along the 
\"-� 1 imi lar to the previou cenano. 
It i c lear that u ing \ e l l  far from the ource zone wi l l  not led to better results. 
cenario five and even proves thi (F igure 6 .3 ), when one wel l  was used at a di tance of 
400 m and SOO m along the y-axi . The plume core showed a minor change in scenario 
five, whi le in cenario seven this change almost nul l .  The leading edges in scenarios five 
and even reached to the same distance. The lateral fringes did not experience 
biodegradation in both scenario . 
Adding two more wel l s  in cenario six caused minor changes in lateral fri nges. The 
three wel ls at a d istance of SOO m along y-axis in scenario eight had less effect on lateral 
fringes of the expected plume (Figure 6 .3) .  I ncreasing number of wel l s  in  scenarios ix and 
eight did not enhance biodegradation at the leading edges. 
At earl ier t imes, the electron acceptor contour l ines for scenario one extended in the 
center than edges giving the chance for the interception of the contaminants (F igure 6 .4) .  
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F igure 64: The electron acceptor concentration in cenano I .  
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Figure 6 . 5 :  The b iomass growth in  cenario 1 .  
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The c ncentration of  the lectron acceptor in the center of the plume wa higher 
than it, fringe . Ther [ore, the contact bet\! een the e lectron acceptor and the contaminant 
wa highe t in the center. fter ft rty year , the electr n acceptor contours escaped the 
ontaminant ource zone to the front edge of the electron acceptor plume. Mo t of the 
plume core ha been biodegraded, \ hi le the bi degradation at the leading edge of the 
plume \va Ie . Thi i becau e that the inter ect ion between electron acceptor, e lectron 
don r and the bacteria at the Ie ding edge wa les a compared to the source zone . 
The re ult of bioma contours upported the pre iou re ults as c lari fied in Figure 
6. 5 .  t the earl ier t ime, the bacteria growth wa c ncentrated near the wel l  location. After 
twent) year , the rate of bacteria growth increa ed in the area of electron acceptor 
injection. Le concentration of bacteria could be noticed in the right s ide of wel l  location. 
fter fort) year , the bacteria accumulation near the wel l  led to more contaminant 
biodegradation. Ho\ e er, orne of the contaminant escaped to the plume leading edge 
\\ hich resulted in low bacteria concentration. The hape of the biomass color contours 
matched the biodegraded area in  the contaminant contour l ines. Us ing wel l  near the source 
zone caused bacteria to grow and react with the hydrocarbon contaminant causing 
r duction in the contaminant concentration. 
The effect of the electron acceptor on the contaminant mass of the different 
cenano IS hown in (F igure 6 .6) .  Scenario two showed the greatest contaminant 
biodegradation as more than half of the contaminant mass is reduced by the end of fifty 
years. Less than 50% of the contaminant mass was reduced in scenario one. On the other 
hand, cenario seven and e ight showed the least reduction in contamination. Le s than 1 0% 
of the contaminant were biodegraded after fifty years in scenarios seven and eight (Table 
6 .5 ) .  Scenario four resulted in contaminant mass reduction of 0.43 of the base case. 
The biodegraded contaminant mass in  scenario five was almost half  of that in 
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Figure 6.6: The ratio of contaminant ma s imu lated in cenario of group one to the 
contam inant mass of base case 
cenario thre , F igure 6.6 .  The slope of the reduced rna of cenarios one and two wa 
teep between 25-35 year , hi le it was mi ld at the earl ier t ime. At late times, the lope 
tabi l ized t i l l  50 years . 
The bioremediation efficiency can be calculated u ing the fol lowing equation: 
11 = [ 1 - (m/mo) ] *  1 00 (6. 1 )  
where m i the contaminant rna 1 0  a pecific scenario and mo is contaminant mass in the 
ba e ca e .  
Table 6 .5 :  B ioremediation efficiency of group one . 











6.2 Remediation cena rio of G ro u p  Two 
rhe remediation cenario in group t\, 0 are combination of scenarios from group 
one. cenario nine wa the combinat i n of cenario one and four (Table 6 .2) .  The plume 
core biodegraded for approximatel 250 m as c lari fied in Figure 6 .8 .  The biodegraded area 
in cenario nine wa Ie than that in cenario one. The right lateral fringe expo ed to 
higher biodegradation rate than the left fringe due l ight un ymmetry explained earlier. 
The leading edge reached a di tance of about 700 m along the y-ax is. 
In  cenario ten, Figure 6.7, the wel l  a t  a di tance of 300 m along the y-axis were 
replaced b} wel l  at a d i  tance of 500 m along the same axi . I t  was o b  erved that cenario 
ten ha a imi lar effect a of cenario nine on the plume core biodegradation, but no 
change in lateral fringe were ob erved. Thi means that the injected electron acceptor in 
the wel l  at a distance of 200 m along the y-axi played a vital role in enhanc ing the 
biodegradation proces . The wel l  at a distance of 300 m enhanced biodegradation more 
than the wel l  at a distance of  500 m along the same axi . In cenario nine,  small changes 
could be noted in the leading edge as compared to scenario ten. 
Increa ing the number of wel ls  at y equals 200 m in cenario eleven re ulted in a 
contaminant plume simi lar to that in cenario two (Figure 6 .7). This indicate that adding 
one wel l  at y equal 300 m did not enhance biodegradation. In scenario twelve, 
improvement in the b iodegradation process near the plume core were observed as 
compared to scenario e ight . This is mainly because of the added wel l  of scenario three. On 
the other hand, the lateral fringes and the leading edge were not affected (Figure 6.7) .  
cenario thirteen resulted in almost the same changes in the plume of scenario 
eleven (F igure 6 .7) .  However, the biodegraded area in the plume core in scenario thirteen 
wa somehow less than that in scenario e leven. The intersection between the electron 
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Thi increa ed the biodegradation rate in the plume core.  The wel l  at a di tance 
of 200 m along the -a i enhanced the biodegradation in the lateral fringes e pec ial ly at 
the right ' ide. 
The ob er ation in enario Ii L1rteen (Figure 6 .7), upported the previous finding ; 
['he \\cl l  addcd at equal 500 m did not enhance the biodegradation as compared with 
'ccnario fOLlr. Th biodegraded area in the plume core ere almo t s imi lar. Adding one 
we ll at J equal 500 m did not increa e the biodegradation at the leading edge of the 
plume. 
Th ob ervat ion in the la t two scenario of group two indicated that using we l l  at 
a di tance of _00 m along the y-axis is the key to increase the biodegradation rate. cenario 
ixteen h wed better re ults than scenario fifteen. F igure 6 .7  shows that most of the plume 
core di appeared and further more the leading edge of the plume experienced a 
biodegradation. 
Th concentration of the electron acceptor in  cenario nine are higher compared to 
tho e in cenario one. However, in cenario nine,  three more wel l s  at a distance of 300 m 
a long y-axi were used (Figure 6 .8 ), there was no improvement in the p lume core. 
The biomass concentration at the earl ier t ime are imi lar to that in scenario one as 
hown in F igure 6.9. In  the fir t twenty years, high bacterial concentration i s  noted near the 
location of the wel l  at a ertical distance of 200 m, but less biomass concentration was 
ob erved near the location of wel l s  at a distance of 300 m. After forty years, the bacteria 
concentrat ion near the locations of the wel l s  at 300 m increased. However, no noticeable 
change were observed in the contaminant contours . More biomass was accumulated in the 
plume core and led to high biodegradation rate as compared to its fringes. 
In  the first ten years, the reduction of the contaminant mass of a l l  scenarios was 
almo t zero. The s lope of the reduced mass in most of the scenario increased after twenty 
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F igure 6. 1 0 : The rat io of contaminant rna imu lated in cenario of group two to the 
contam inant ma of ba e case 
year (Figure 6 . 1 0) .  The effect of the electron acceptor on the contaminant rna of 
cenano nme imi lar to that of cenano one (Figure 6. 1 0) .  About 53% of the 
contaminant rna I S  biodegraded after fifty years . cenanos ten and fourteen caused a 
contaminant mas reduction of about 40% (Table 6 .6) .  Scenario s ixteen resulted in a 
contaminant rna reduction of 7 1  %, whi le 26% of the contaminant mass is removed in 
cenario twelve by the end of fi fty years . I t  was also observed that scenario eleven, thirteen 
and fifteen \. ere s imi lar; matching previous finding discussed in Figure 6 .7 .  
Table 6 .6 :  B ioremediation efficiency of group two. 
Scenario B ioremediation efficiency (11)  
No. (%) 
9 53 
1 0  42 
1 1 66 
1 2  26 
1 3  67 
1 4  43 
1 5  65 
1 6  7 1  
1 52 
6.3 R mediation cena rio of G roup Th ree 
roup three of the remediation cenario tudied the effect of applying di fferent 
ele tron acceptor flu e on the enhancement of contaminant biodegradation. Al l  wel l  
\-\erc put a t  y equal 200 m.  In the fi r t three enano one wel l  was u ed. The resultant 
contam inant contour indicat d that the higher the appl ied electron flux, the more 
contaminant bi degradation wi l l  re ult e pecial l  in the plume core as observed in Figure 
6 . 1 1 . The width of  the biodegraded area in scenario nineteen increased compared with 
cenario e enteen becau e of u ing high electron flux (400 mg/day), however the length 
of the biodegraded area v a almo t the ame. Iso, the idth of  the biodegraded area in 
cenario e ighteen wa l ittle bet Ie than that in scenario nineteen because the electron 
acceptor flux in scenario nineteen i four times the electron acceptor flux in scenario 
eighteen. 
The leading edge of the contaminant plume in a l l  these cenarios were the same; 
no critical change among them could be obser ed. The fringes of the expected plume 
wer not affected and the leading edges reached to a di tance of 700 m along the y-axis .  
In the cenarios twenty, twenty one and twenty two, three wel ls  were set. It seems 
that the center wel l  i s  the mo t effective one as c larified in F igure 6 . 1 1 .  I t  was responsible 
for the biodegradation in the p lume core, whi le the remaining two wel l s  affected the plume 
fringe . The outer contour l ine ( 1 0  ppm) of the plume reached to a d istance of 700 m along 
the y-axi in al l three scenarios. The highest flux appl ied in scenario twenty two led to the 
highest biodegradation rate. 
In the last two scenarios in group three, five wel l s  were set at y equals 200 m. The 
re ult of these scenarios indicated that increasing the number of lateral wel l s  do not 
enhance the biodegradation process even when applying a high electron acceptor flux 
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in the center wel l .  The width f the bi degraded area in all the e cenano wa almo t the 
arne. fhe e b ervat ion v ere contrar to that in the fir t three cenario in group three a 
the width of the biodegraded area increa ed in the fir t three cenario . Thi s  i may be due 
to the locat ion of the v e l l  near the ource zone. Howe er, the inner contour l ine at plume 
leading edge (90 ppm) decrea ed in cenario twenty four compared to cenario twenty 
three. The outer contour l ine ( 1 0  ppm) of the expected plume in the last three cenario of 
group three reached to a di tance of 700 m along the y-a is. 
rhe re ult of the electron acceptor contour of scenario e ighteen confirmed that 
increa ing the tlLLX wi l l  acti ate the bacteria growth and therefore enhance the 
biodegradation proce (F igure 6 . 1 2) .  It is not iceable that high concentration of the 
electr n a ceptor near the v e l l  location has led to the disappearance of most plume core 
contaminant. The electron acceptor in the front edge of the plume did not affect the 
contaminant becau e concentration of electron acceptor and electron donor were not high 
enough to stimulate bacteria 
H igher bioma s concentration was ob erved in scenano eighteen after the first 
twenty year compared to scenario one (Figure 6. 1 3) .  Al 0, after forty years the maximum 
concentration of the bioma s in  cenario e ighteen exceeded that in scenario one due to high 
e lectron a ceptor flux. This  re ul ted in increasing the width of the biodegraded area in 
scenario eighteen, whi le no changes were observed at the front edge of the plume (Figure 
6 . 1 3 ) .  
The s lope of a l l  scenarios in  group three a t  the earl ier time was mi ld and i t  started 
to increase obviously after twenty years. It i obvious from F igure 6 . 1 4  that the 
contaminant mass reduced to about 50% by the end of fifty years in scenarios eighteen and 
nineteen. Table 6 .7 shows that scenario seventeen produced least remediation in group 
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Figure 6. 1 4 : The ratio of contam inant mass s imu lated in scenario of group three to the 
contaminant mass of base case. 
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acceptor on the contaminant rna reduction wa the highe t in cenario twenty three and 
twenty four, 29% of the contaminant rna v a left at late times (Table 6 . 7) .  The effect of 
increa ing the flux alue could al 0 be ob erved in cenarios twenty two between 30-40 
year . while the re ult of cenario twenty and twenty one were almo t ident ical .  Al l  
cenario' re ult in a reduction of almo t 45%-7 1 % of the contaminant rna s after fifty year 
(Figure 6 . 1 4) .  The e re ult upp rt the previou one regarding the contaminant 
concentrat ion contour (Figure 6. 1 1 ) . 
Table 6 .7 :  B ioremediation effic iency of group three. 
cenano B ioremediation effic iency 
o. ( TJ )  
(%) 
1 7  45 
1 8  54 
1 9  56  
20 64 
2 1  63 
22 63 
23 7 1  
24 7 1  
6,4 Remediation Scenario of  G ro u p  Fou r  
The last group consists o f  eight scenarios i n  which high numbers o f  wel ls  was 
considered. cenario twenty six showed noticeable improvements in  the biodegradation 
process as compared to the previous groups (Figure 6 . 1 5 ). Most of the contaminant in the 
p lume core and the plume fringes of both s ides experienced high biodegradation rate. 
When the electron acceptor flux of the wel ls  set at a "y" distance of 400 m, was increased 
to 200 mg/day as in scenario twenty seven, the inner contour in the leading plume zone 
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Figure 6. 1 5 : The contam inant concentrat ion for remediation scenarios of  group 4 after 40 
years . 
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Incrca ing the number [ wel l  a in cenario tv ent eight, Figure 6. t 4 led to a 
pl itting in the contaminant plume, but did not affect the leading plume zone a compared 
to ccnario twent i .  The leading edge in the e cenario reached to a ''y' di tance of 
700 tTI . 
[n  cenario tv ent nine, the flu of v el l , et at the atTIe di  tance along the y­
direction, wa increa d a In cenario twenty seven.  The entire contour of the plume zone 
c. pericnced biodegradation, but the outer contaminant contour l ines reached a distance of 
700 m in the } -direction (F igure 6 . 1 5 ) .  I t  i obvious that increa ing the number of wel l s  at 
200 m and 400 m along the -axi caused spl itting in the plume. 
I ncrea ing the total number of wel l s  a in cenario thirty did not reduce the plume 
a compared to the previou four scenarios (Figure 6 . 1 5 ) .  This indicated that adding we l ls  
at  a d i  tance of 300 m along the y-direction did not act ivate the biodegradation proce s in 
the p lum core. The leading plume edge as almo t imi lar to that in scenario twenty 
eight. I t  reached a di tance of 700 m along the y-axi . However the pl i tting area 
decrea ed l ightly. 
In cenario thirty one, the e lectron acceptor fluxes were increased whi le keeping 
the total number of wel l  a s  fi fteen. The result was not better than that of  scenario thirty 
(Figure 6. 1 5 ) .  The biodegradation proce occurred in the plume core, whi le no spl i tt ing 
occurred in  the fringes. I ncreasing the total fluxes did not cause retardation of the leading 
edge; it again reached a distance of 700 m along the y-direction after forty years. 
I n  cenario thirty two, the flux per wel l  was kept a 200 mg/day, but the total 
number of wel l s  was increased. The resultant contaminant p lume was s imi lar to that in 
cenario thirty; therefore increasing the number of wel l s  at a distance of 400 m along the y­
axis did not enhance the biodegradation process in the plume core. The spl i tting occurred 
in the fringes due to the increase of the number of wel ls at a distance of 300 m in the y-
1 60 
dirccti n a c mpared to cenario thirt one. The leading plume edge reached a di tance of 
700 m along the -direction and no change were ob erved in the inner leading plume zone 
(F igure 6. 1 5 ) .  
The rc u l t  of cenari thirt three were imi lar to that of scenario twenty nine.  
Three \-.. e l l  were L I  ed at equal 500 m but the did not acti ate the biodegradation 
pr ce . The \-'ve l l  at 200 m and 400 m were uffici nt to cause the biodegradation in the 
plume core and the pl itting in it fringes. In  al l  pre ious cenarios, the outer contaminant 
contour l ine f 1 0  ppm reached a di tance of 700 m (Figure 6 . 1 5 ) .  
[he high concentration of the electron acceptor contours in scenario twenty I X  
e. plained th rea on of the reduction in the contaminant contour since early time in both 
the plume core and its front fringe. Two separated electron acceptor plumes could be 
ob erved: one for each et of wel ls  ( Figure 6. 1 6) .  After twenty years, the plume of the 
wel l  et at y equal 200 m reached the plume of the other et ,  whi le at the late t ime it 
appeared a one contour. The reason behind this is that mo t of the electron acceptor was 
con umed in the core of the electron donor plume (Figure 6 . 1 6) .  
The biomass contour in Figure 6. 1 7  c lari fies the idea that the bacteria growth at the 
centre wel l  was the highe t s ince the earl ier t ime. However, bacterial concentration at 
other wel l  increa ed  after twenty years, but were sti l l  less than that of the center wel l .  I t  i s  
obvious that the bacteria growth near the wel l s  at y equals 200 m (where the electron 
acceptor flux was 1 50 mg/day/wel l )  wa higher than that at y equals 400 m (where the flux 
wa 1 00 mg/day/wel l ) .  The wel ls  at y equals 200 m led to the biodegradation of most of 
the plume core while the wel ls at y equals  400 m enhanced the biodegradation rate at the 
front fringe. 
The effect of the electron acceptor on the contaminant mass of the scenarios of 
group four showed no difference in the mass reduction among the eight scenarios as 
1 6 1  
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Figure 6 . 1 7 : The b iomass concentrat ion i n  scenario 26.  
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F igure 6. 1 8 : The ratio of contam inant mas imu lated in  scenarios of group four  to the 
contami nant ma o f ba e case. 
c lari fied in F igure 6 . l 8 . The s lope of reduced mass increased after ten years and then 
decrea d b the end of forty years. A l l  the scenarios cau ed contaminant mas reduction 
between 73% and 76% after fifty year (Table 6 .8 ) .  The high values of contaminant mass 
reduction compared to group three is because that the last group of scenarios resulted in 
contam inant b iodegradation in both areas; p lume core and p lume leading zone. 
From the previous re ult i t  i concluded that the location of the wel l  in the center 
of the plume plays an effective role in the biodegradation process at the plume core, 
where a the wel ls  on the sides have less effect. Also, the locations of the wel ls are very 
important; the nearest wel l  to  source zone showed better results, whi le the farthe t wel l s  
were not as  effective as  the central one. P lume pl itting was observed only when the 
number of wel l s  was increased to seven at y equals 200 m. increasing the flux may result in 
more reduction in the leading plume zone. 
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fable 6 .  : Bi remediati n efficienc f group four. 















The etTect of elected remediation cenano on contaminant concentration was 
examined at the ame two point mentioned in chapter 5 .  
Figure 6 . 1 9  shows the effect of selected remediation scenarios from group one on 
ontaminant concentrat ion near ource zone. In the base ca e which represents no 
injection, minimum contaminant concentration peak was detected. This is because 
abundant of e lectron acceptor v as assumed. cenario one has the second minimum 
contaminant concentration peak. The contaminant concentration simulated with scenario 
two did not show big difference as compared to cenario one. The contaminant 
concentration imulated with scenario three resulted in highe t broad bandwidth peak with 
rna imum value of 240 mg/I . Placing wel l  at position farthest from source zone did not 
show decreasing in contaminant concentration as in scenario five which was identical to 
the ca e of bacteria absent. 
Figure 6.20 presented contaminant concentration s imulated with selected scenarios 
form group one, two and three. Scenario seven did not cau e decreasing in contaminant 
concentration compared to the case of bacteria absent. cenario s ixteen showed maximum 
contaminant concentration value of 1 1 2 mg/ l  approximately. The max imum contaminant 
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F igure 6 .20:  Contam i nant concentration s imu lated with se lected cenarios of groups one, two 
and three near source zone. 
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than cenano i teen by Ie than 1 0  mg/l . Increa ing electron acceptor flux of one wel l  
placed at  200 m re ulted in decrea ing contaminant concentration a In cenarios eighteen 
and nineteen when com pared to cenario one. The maximum contaminant concentration 
peak imulated in cenario eighteen and nineteen ha a alue of 90 mg/I while it was in 
cenario one 1 40 mg/l . IIowe er, the contam inant concentration s imulated with cenarios 
e ighteen and ninet en \ ere almo t imi lar to the ba e case, small d ifference in maximum 
contam inant concentrat ion value is ob erved. 
Figure 6.� 1 how contaminant concentration imulated with selected scenanos 
from gr up three and II ur. Increa ing electron acceptor flux of more than two wel l s  did not 
enhance the biodegradation a in scenarios twenty and twenty two. The simulated 
contaminant concentration in cenarios twenty and twenty two were almost s imi lar, wide 
peak can be ob erved. The m inimum contaminant concentrat ion peak of value 1 1 0 mg/l 
wa imulated in cenario tv enty ix with small difference with that in the base ca e .  
F igure 6.22 pre ents contaminant concentrat ion imulated with selected cenario 
from group four near ource zone . The contaminant concentration peaks s imulated with 
cenarios twenty even, twenty eight and twenty nine were identical, and no improvement 
in biodegradation resulted from increasing number of wel l s  or increasing e lectron acceptor 
flux. 
Figure 6.23 shows the d ifferences in  contaminant concentration imulated with 
elected cenarios of group one at p lume leading edge. Al l  imulated scenarios started their 
effect after thirty five years and maximum contaminant concentration peaks were detected 
after forty five years . The m inimum contaminant concentration peak with a value of 60 
mg/l s imulated with the base case where abundant of electron acceptor wa assumed. 
However, the maximum contaminant concentration peak with a value of 95 mg/l was 
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F igure 6.23 : Contami nant concentrat ion imu lated with selected cenarios of group one at 
p lume leading edge. 
Figure 6.24 pre ents contaminant concentration imulated with selected scenarios 
from group one, two and three at location farthe t from source zone. The simulated 
contaminant concentration peaks imulated with cenario eighteen and nineteen were 
almost identical and ha a value of 80 mg/I . scenario even did not show improvement in 
the contaminant concentration at plume leading edge. 
F igure 6.25 shows contaminant concentration simulated with selected scenanos 
from group three and four at location farthest from source zone. Scenario twenty ix hows 
les contaminant concentration than other two scenarios, because there are only three wel ls 
at 200 m simulated in scenario twenty and twenty two with different electron acceptor flux 
in each scenario. The effect of these cenarios was obviou near source zone than at plume 
leading edge however, scenario twenty six has more five wel l s  placed at 400 m. 
F igure 6.26 presents contaminant concentration simulated with selected scenarios 
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Figure 6.26: Contaminant concentrat ion imulated with e lected cenano of group four at 
p lume leadi ng edge.  
cenano twent even, t\ enty eight and twenty nine were identical . 
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CHAPTER 7 
S UM MARY, CONCL U S ION S  AND 
RECOMM ENDATION S  
h a pter 7 
u m mary, ondu ion and Recom mendations 
7. 1 u m ma ry 
Bu l Ia a Liquid Rec ver Plant receive a oc iated ga from Abu Dhabi ompany 
for n hore Oi l  Operat ion ( 0) through pipel ine . The a soc iated gas undergoes 
c cral proce e t produce natural ga l iquid (NGL). The waste l iquid; mixture of water 
and h drocarbons \i hich re ult from this process i knocked out .  The hydrocarbon is 
recovered a a natural ga l iquid. " hi le the re idual water i treated and/or di po ed off 
on ite v.hich may con ti tute a ource of groundwater contamination. 
The groundwater re ervoir in Bu Hasa field i composed of number of aquifers that 
extend to depth of 1 .640 m below the ground surface. The unconfined Liwa aqui fer is the 
hallO\ve t one and i u ed a the main ource of camp water supply in the area. This 
aqui fer i the main focu of thi the i . 
ince 1 999. Abu Dhabi Indu trie Ltd. (Gasco) engaged companie to as ess the 
extent of the hydrocarbon migration in the subsurface near the former warm blowdown 
area at Bu Ha a LRP. Matrix Solutions Inc .  concluded that free and dis olved 
hydrocarbons are present in the ub urface. I n  2005, U RS Corporation signed a contract 
with Gasco to undertake groundwater remediation at the site. I n  this area, UR e timated 
the olume of free phase hydrocarbon as 1 0,225 m3 . The presence of free phase 
hydrocarbon on the top of the water table is a source of groundwater contam ination. The 
partial di olution of the d issolved constituents has re ulted in the formation of the 
dis 01 ed hydrocarbon plume. Matrix olut ions I nc.  reported the presence of dissolved 
benzene in at least one monitoring wel l .  
In  this thesi s, a study i s  conducted to  evaluate the potential of various remediation 
scenarios to reduce the concentration of the dissolved hydrocarbon reaching the production 
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\ e l l  in the camp area f Bu Ha a LRP. The tud wa conducted u ing the 3-D finite 
element rn d I ( M  T B I  TRA ). 
hapter one i an intr duction and presents the tran port equations that explain the 
di tTcrcnt ph)' icaL chem ical and biological contam inant tran port proces e in the 
ub urfacc .  The e procc e inc lude d iffusion, advection, dispers ion, adsorption, 
volat i l izati n and bi degradation . .  Di fferent phy ical chemical and biological remediation 
tcchnologie of APL c ntaminant are discLl sed in thi chapter. In chapter two, a 
l i terature revic\\ of orne late t tudie on remediation of groundwater contaminanted with 
PL' i pre ent d .  d cript ion of Bu H asa field and the product ion proce s of natural 
ga are pre ented in chapter three. A di cussion of NAPLs contamination inc ident in the 
ub urface f Liwa aquifer i also presented in this chapter. Chapter four gives a 
de cripti n and l im itation of METAB IOTRA S model inc luding the governing equations 
oIved b} the model .  The geological and chemical information o f  the L iwa aquifer are 
pre ented in  chapter four. This chapter presents model domain descrit ization as wel l  as the 
hydrogeological and biological parameters. Init ial and boundary condition are also 
defined in thi chapter. A sensitivi ty analysis study of the dissolved contaminant p lume 
migration to changes in several phy ical chemical and biological parameters is presented 
in chapter five. Chapter six presents the potential of di fferent remediation scenarios in 
minimizi ng the contaminant concentration that reaches the nearest production wel l  in the 
camp area of Bu H asa field.  
7.2 Conclu ions 
A ensiti i ty analysis study was performed to investigate the sensitivity of the 
di solved plume m igration to changes in several parameters in chapter five. The microbial 
growth rate and substrate half saturation constant have the dominate effects on the 
contaminant plume m igration. The m icrobial decay rate and the initial biorna s 
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concentrati n are Ie effecti e on the contaminant plume migrat ion. The effect of 
microbial ield factor, di per i itic and the contam inant mass flux-within the a umed 
rang - are the lowe t. 
1 he highe t alue of Ilma'\ (0 .02 day" l ) re ult in the highest bacterial growth and 
con equentl more biodegradat ion. bout 98% of the contam inant mass is reduced after 
fifty year . Howe er, when Ilma'\ wa et equal to 0.00 1 25 day" l , less than 40% of the 
contaminant rna s i reduced by the end of fifty years . 
I I  imulation u ing d ifferent values of the initial biomass concentrat ion (Mo) 
\ ulue re ulted in 940/0-96% contaminant mass reduction after fifty years · howing that 
biodegradation i Ie en iti e to this parameter in the a sumed range of values. 
U' ing d ifferent alues of m icrobial decay rate ( B )  resulted in noticeable changes in 
contaminant rna reduct ion than Mo. The result of the contaminant mass reduction when 
B wa equal to 0.002 ho ed that the biodegradation contaminant mass is the same as in 
the ba e ase: which means that no biodegradation occurred. However, when B was equal 
to 0.002 the produced bioma s concentration after forty years was much less than that of 
the ba e ca e. 
The effect of the half saturat ion constant ( Ks) was evident even at earl ier times. The 
lowest alue of Ks (63 mg/l)  showed high biodegradation rate espec ial ly in the source zone 
and hence less contaminant e caped to the leading edge of the plume. It resulted in a 98% 
reduction of contaminant mass by the end of fifty years while the highest Ks value ( 1 000 
mg/l) resulted in only 60% contaminant mass reduction. 
The microbial yield factor ( Ys) did not show noticeable changes on the biomass 
concentration at earlier times for all used values. A l l  the simulated Ys values re ulted in 
94%-96% reduction of contaminant mass at late times; showing that biodegradation 
difference among simulated scenarios decreased after twenty years. 
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Incrca ing contaminant rna flux cau ed more contaminant to be introduced to the 
plume. l he uter contour l ine ( t o  ppm ) of the contaminant plume in almo t al l imulated 
fl u ccnario reached 700 m along y-a i after forty years in the pre ence of bacteria. 
1 10\ e\er. con idering biodegradati n re ult d in lower contaminant concentration that 
e caped to the leading edge of the plume than the imulated ca es in the ab ence of 
bacteria. Thi indicate that p lume migration is less en itive to the contaminant mas flux 
parameter. 
lncrea Lng or decrea ing the plume disper ivity cau ed the least effect on the 
natural attenuat ion of the contaminant. I I  imulated re ult of contaminant rna s reduction 
u ing di tTerent di per i i t ie value how 96-97% of biodegraded contaminant mas by the 
end of tI ft year indicating that the biodegradation i much less sensitive to the 
di per ivity parameter. 
nother tudy wa performed in this the i to enhance biodegradation of the 
contaminant. everal remediation cenarios were performed. E lectron acceptor injected 
from different wel ls at different locations were examined. The effect of number and 
location of wel ls  as wel l  a the electron acceptor injection rate on the bioremediation is 
studied in chapter s ix .  Results of the remediation cenario as ured that the location of the 
wel l  i an important factor in the biodegradation process. The highest biodegradation rate 
occur always at the central wel l  where the highest contaminant concentrations exi t. The 
neare t wel l  to the source zone helps to stimulate bacterial growth for longer time and 
therefore, increa es the bioma s concentration. I ncreasing the number of lateral wel ls 
enhances the biodegradation at the lateral fringes. 
Remediation scenarios in this study were separated into four groups. In  group one 
scenario , one wel l was placed at different distances from the center of the source, namely; 
200 m ,  300 m, 400 m and 500 m, whi le the injected electron acceptor flux per wel l  wa 
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�ept a 50 mg/da . Then, the number f lateral wel l  wa increased to three we l l  and the 
electron accept r flux wa 50 mg/dayl e l l .  In gr up two, the fir t six cenario have four 
wel l  placed at di fferent location with re pect to -axi . Total e lectron acceptor flux for 
the e cenario wa 200 mg/da . The la t two cenario in group two have five lateral 
\" I I  \ ith e lectron acceptor flu of 50 mg/da Iwel l .  In cenario s ixteen, al l  five lateral 
wel l  were placed at 700 m along -axi . I n  group three eight scenarios were imulated; 
the fol lowing cenario have the arne number of wel l  , but they were d ifferent in the 
injected electron acceptor nux per we l l .  The remediation cenarios in group four were 
elected ba ed on the result gained from the previou groups. More wel l  were imulated 
w ith total ele tron acceptor flu e ranged bet\ een 1 250 and 4200 mg/day. 
The re ults of the contaminant mass reduction of group one show that when three 
\\el l  were used at equal 200 m i the be t remediation cenario· 66% of the mass is 
reduced by the end of fi fty year . The location of the e l ls  near the source zone helps in 
t imulating the bacterial growth. 
[he results of group two c larify that adding wel l s  at farthest d istance from the 
source zone may enhance the biodegradation at the leading edge, but wi l l  not cau e much 
contaminant mass reduction. Among the cenarios of group two scenario ixteen in which 
five wel l  were used at y equal 200 m resulted in 7 1  % contaminant mas reduction at a 
late t ime, both the core plume and the leading edge experienced biodegradation. Scenarios 
thirteen and fi fteen achieved abo e 60% of contaminant mass reduction by the end of fifty 
year . In cenario thirteen, four wel l s  were used; three of them located at y equals 200 m, 
whi le  one " e l l  located at y equals  500 m .  F ive wel l s  were used in scenario fifteen, three 
wel ls  located at y equals 200 m and two at 300 m .  
A lthough increasing wel l  flux o f  electron acceptor i s  expected to enhance the 
biodegradation; scenarios of group three show no signi ficant improvement in the 
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kept as 50 mg/da). Then, the number of lateral wel l  wa increa ed  to  three wel l  and the 
electron accept r flu v a 50 mg/day/\! e l l .  I n  group two, the fir t ix scenario ha e four 
wel l  placed at d ifferent 10 ation with re pect to y-a i . Total e lectron acceptor flu for 
the e 'cenario v a 200 mg/da . The la t two scenario in group two have five lateral 
wel l  \\ ith electron acceptor flu. of 50 mg/da /v e l l .  In cenario sixteen, a l l  five lateral 
wel l  were placed a t  700 m along y-axi . I n  group three, eight cenarios were simulated; 
the fol lowing cenario have the arne number of wel ls, but they were d ifferent in the 
injected electron acceptor flux per wel l .  The remediation scenarios in group four were 
elected ba ed on the re ult gained from the previou groups. More wel ls were imulated 
with total e lectron acceptor fluxes ranged between 1 250 and 4200 mg/day. 
The re ult of the contam inant mass reduction of group one show that when three 
wel l  \\ ere u ed at y equal 200 m i the best remediation cenario ;  66% of the rna s is 
reduced by the end of fi fty years . The location of the v ei ls  near the source zone helps in 
t imulating the bacterial growth. 
The re ults of group two c lari fy that adding wel l s  at farthest distance from the 
ource zone may enhance the biodegradation at the leading edge, but wi l l  not cau e much 
contaminant rna reduction. Among the scenarios of group two scenario sixteen in ',: hich 
five wel l  were used at y equal 200 m resulted in 7 1  % contaminant mass reduction at a 
late time, both the core plume and the leading edge experienced biodegradation. Scenario 
thirteen and fi fteen achieved above 60% of contaminant mass reduction by the end of fifty 
year . I n  cenario thirteen, four wel ls  were used; three of them located at y equals 200 m,  
whi le one wel l  located a t  y equals 500 m .  Five wel l s  were used in scenario fifteen, three 
wel l  located a t  y equals 200 m and two a t  300 m .  
A lthough increasing wel l  flux o f  electron acceptor i s  expected to enhance the 
biodegradation' scenarios of group three show no significant improvement in the 
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F igure 6. 1 5 : The contam inant concentrat ion for remediation scenarios of  group 4 after 40 
years. 
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Increa ing the number of wel ls as in cenario twenty eight F igure 6 . 1 4  led to a 
pl itting in the contaminant plume but did not affect the leading plume zone as compared 
to cenario t enty six .  The leading edges in these scenarios reached to a 'y" distance of 
700 m. 
In  cenario twenty nine, the flux of we l ls ,  set at the same distance along the y­
direction, wa increased a in scenario twenty seven. The entire contour of the plume zone 
experienced biodegradation, but the outer contaminant contour l ines reached a distance of 
700 m in the y-direction (F igure 6. 1 5 ) .  It is obvious that increasing the number of wel ls at 
200 m and 400 m along the y-a is caused spl itting in the plume. 
Increasing the total number of  we l l s  as in scenario thirty did not reduce the plume 
as compared to the previous four scenarios ( F igure 6 . 1 5 ). This indicated that adding wel ls  
at  a di tance of 300 m along the y-direction did not activate the biodegradation process in 
the plume core.  The leading plume  edge was almost s imi lar to that in scenario twenty 
eight. It reached a distance of 700 m a long the y-axis .  However, the spl itting area 
decreased s l ightly. 
In scenario thirty one, the e lectron acceptor fluxes were increased whi le keeping 
the total number of wel l s  as fifteen. The result was not better than that of scenario thirty 
(F igure 6 . 1 5 ). The biodegradation process occurred in the plume core while no spl itt ing 
occurred in  the fringes . I ncreasing the total fl uxes did not cause retardation of the leading 
edge; i t  again reached a d istance of 700 m along the y-direction after forty years. 
In scenario thirty two the flux per wel l  was kept as 200 mg/day, but the total 
number of wel l s  was increased. The resultant contaminant plume was simi lar to that in 
scenario thirty; therefore increasing the number of wel l s  at a distance of 400 m along the y­
axis did not enhance the biodegradation process in the plume core. The spl itting occurred 
in the fringes due to the increase of the number of wel l s  at a distance of 300 m in the y-
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direction a compared to cenario thirty one. The leading plume edge reached a distance of 
700 m along the y-direction and no changes were ob erved in the inner leading plwne zone 
(Figure 6. 1 5 ) .  
The re u l t  of cenario thirty three were sim i lar to  that of scenario twenty nine. 
Three wel ls were u ed at y equals 500 m but they did not activate the biodegradation 
proce . The wel ls at 200 m and 400 m were sufficient to cause the biodegradation in the 
plume core and the pl itting in it fringes. In al l  previous scenarios, the outer contam inant 
contour l ine of 1 0  ppm reached a distance of 700 m (F igure 6. 1 5 ) .  
The high concentration of the e lectron acceptor contours in scenario twenty six 
explained the reason of the reduction in the contaminant contour since early t ime in both 
the p lume core and its front fringe. Two separated e lectron acceptor p lumes could be 
observed; one for each set of we l l s  (Figure 6 . 1 6) .  After twenty years, the plume of the 
wel ls  et at y equals 200 m reached the plume of the other set, while at the late time i t  
appeared as one contour. The reason behind this is  that most of the e lectron acceptor was 
consumed in the core of the electron donor plume (F igure 6 . 1 6) .  
The biomass contour in F igure 6 . 1 7  c larifies the idea that the bacteria growth at the 
centre wel l  was the highest since the earlier t ime. However, bacterial concentrations at 
other wel ls increased after twenty years, but were sti l l  less than that of the center wel l .  It is  
obvious that the bacteria growth near the wel l s  at y equals 200 m (where the electron 
acceptor flux was 1 50 mg/day/wel l )  was higher than that at y equals 400 m (where the flux 
was 1 00 mg/day/wel l ) .  The wel ls at y equals 200 m led to the biodegradation of most of 
the plume core, whi le the wel l s  at y equals 400 m enhanced the biodegradation rate at the 
front fringe. 
The effect of the electron acceptor on the contaminant mass of the scenarios of 
group four showed no di fferences in the mass reduction among the eight scenarios as 
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F igure 6 . 1 6 : The electron acceptor concentration in scenario 26. 
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F igure 6. 1 8 : The rat io of contam inant mass s imu lated in  scenarios of group fOUf to the 
contaminant mass of ba e case. 
c larified in Figure 6 . 1 8 . The s lope of reduced mass i ncreased after ten years and then 
decreased by the end of forty years. A l l  the scenarios caused contaminant mass reduction 
between 73% and 76% after fifty years (Table 6 .8 ) .  The high values of contaminant mass 
reduct ion compared to group three is because that the last group of scenarios resulted in 
contaminant b iodegradation in both areas; p lume core and plume leading zone. 
From the previous results, it is concluded that the location of the wel l  in  the center 
of the plume plays an effective role in the biodegradat ion process at the plume core, 
whereas the wel l s  on the s ides have less effect. A lso, the locations of the wel l s  are very 
important; the nearest wel l s  to source zone showed better results, while the farthest wel ls 
were not as effective as the central one. P lume spl itt ing was observed only when the 
number of wel l s  was increased to seven at y equals 200 m. increasing the flux may result in 
more reduction in the leading p lume zone. 
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Table 6 . 8 :  Bioremediation efficiency of group four. 
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The effect of selected remediation scenanos on contaminant concentration was 
examined at the same two points mentioned in chapter 5 .  
F igure 6 . 1 9  shows the effect of selected remediation scenarios from group one on 
contaminant concentration near source zone. In the base case which represents no 
injection, minimum contaminant concentration peak was detected. This is because 
abundant of electron acceptor was assumed. Scenario one has the second minimum 
contaminant concentration peak. The contaminant concentration simulated with scenario 
two did not show big d ifference as compared to scenario one .  The contaminant 
concentrat ion simulated with scenario three resulted in highest broad bandwidth peak with 
maximum value of 240 mg/I . P lac ing wel l  at position farthest from source zone did not 
show decreasing in contaminant concentration as in scenario five which was ident ical to 
the case of bacteria absent. 
Figure 6.20 presented contaminant concentration simulated with selected scenarios 
form group one, two and three. Scenario seven did not cause decreasing in contam inant 
concentration compared to the case of bacteria absent. Scenario s ixteen showed maximum 
contaminant concentration value of 1 1 2 mgll approximately. The maximum contaminant 
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than cenano i teen b Ie than 1 0  mg/ I .  Increa ing electron acceptor flux of one wel l  
placed a t  200 m resulted in decreasing contaminant concentration as  in scenarios eighteen 
and nineteen when compared to scenario one. The maximum contaminant concentration 
peak imulated in cenarios eighteen and nineteen has a value of 90 mg/l, while it was in 
cenario one 1 40 mg/1 . Howe er the contam inant concentrat ion simulated with scenarios 
eighteen and nineteen were almost s imi lar to the base case, small di fference in max imum 
contaminant concentration value i observed. 
F igure 6.2 1 show contaminant concentration simulated with selected scenanos 
from group three and four. Increasing e lectron acceptor flux of more than two wel ls did not 
enhance the biodegradation as in scenarios twenty and twenty two. The simulated 
contaminant concentration in scenarios twenty and twenty two were almost s imi lar, wide 
peak can be observed. The minimum contaminant concentration peak of value 1 1 0 mg/l 
was simulated in  scenario twenty six with small d ifference with that in the base case. 
F igure 6.22 presents contaminant concentration s imulated with selected scenarios 
from group four near source zone. The contaminant concentration peaks simulated with 
scenarios twenty seven, twenty eight and twenty nine were identical and no improvement 
in biodegradation resulted from increasing number of wel l s  or increasing e lectron acceptor 
flux. 
F igure 6.23 shows the d ifferences in  contaminant concentration simulated with 
selected scenarios of group one at p lume leading edge. A l l  simulated scenarios started their 
effect after thirty five years and maximum contaminant concentration peaks were detected 
after forty five years . The m inimum contaminant concentration peak with a value of 60 
mg/I s imulated with the base case where abundant of electron acceptor was assumed. 
However, the maximum contaminant concentrat ion peak with a value of 95 mg/l was 
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F igure 6.23 : Contaminant concentrat ion s imu lated w ith e lected scenarios of group one at 
p lume leading edge .  
Figure 6 .24 presents contaminant concentrat ion simulated with selected scenarios 
from group one, two and three at location farthest from source zone. The simulated 
contaminant concentration peaks simulated with scenarios e ighteen and nineteen were 
almost identical and has a value of 80 mg/l . scenario seven did not show improvement in 
the contaminant concentrat ion at plume leading edge. 
F igure 6 .25 shows contaminant concentration simulated with selected scenanos 
from group three and four at location farthest from source zone. Scenario twenty six shows 
less contaminant concentration than other two scenarios, because there are only three wel l s  
a t  200 m simulated in  scenario twenty and twenty two with different electron acceptor flux 
in each scenario. The effect of these scenarios was obvious near source zone than at plume 
leading edge however, scenario twenty six has more five wel l s  placed at 400 m .  
Figure 6.26 presents contaminant concentration simulated with selected scenarios 
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Figure 6 .24:  Contaminant concentration s imulated with selected scenarios of groups one, two 
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Figure 6 .25 :  Contaminant concentration s imulated with selected scenarios of groups three and 
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F igure 6.26: Contam inant concentration s imu lated with selected scenarios of group four at 
pL ume leading edge. 
scenarios twenty seven, twenty eight and twenty nine were identical .  
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C HAPTER 7 
S UM MARY, CONC L U S IONS AND 
RECOMM ENDATION S  
Chapter 7 
u m m a ry,  Conclu ion and Reco m mendations 
7. 1 Summa ry 
Bu Hasa Liquid Recovery Plant receives assoc iated gas from Abu Dhabi Company 
for On hore Oi l  Operat ions ( DCO) through pipel ines. The associated gas undergoes 
everal proce e to produce natural gas l iquid (N L) .  The waste l iquid; mixture of water 
and h drocarbons which result from this process is knocked out. The hydrocarbon is 
reco ered as a natural gas l iquid, whi le the residual water is treated and/or disposed off 
on ite which may const itute a ource of groundwater contamination. 
The groundwater re ervoir in Bu Hasa field is composed of number of aquifers that 
e tend to depth of 1 ,640 m below the grOlmd surface .  The unconfined Liwa aqui fer is the 
shal lowe t one and is used as the main source of camp water supply in the area. This 
aquifer is the main focus of this thesis. 
ince 1 999 Abu Dhabi I ndustries Ltd. (Gas co ) engaged companies to assess the 
extent of the hydrocarbons migration in the subsur face near the former wann blowdown 
area at Bu Hasa LRP.  Matrix Solutions I nc .  conc luded that free and dissolved 
hydrocarbons are present in the subsurface. I n  2005, URS Corporation signed a contract 
with Gasco to undertake groundwater remediation at the site. In this area, URS estimated 
the volume of free phase hydrocarbon as 1 0,225 m3 . The presence of free phase 
hydrocarbons on the top of the water table is a source of groundwater contamination. The 
partial dissolution of the dissolved constituents has resulted in the fonnation of the 
dissolved hydrocarbon plume. Matrix Solut ions Inc .  reported the presence of dissolved 
benzene in at least one monitoring wel l .  
In  this thesis, a study is conducted to  evaluate the potential of  various remediation 
scenarios to reduce the concentration of the dissolved hydrocarbon reaching the product ion 
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w 1 \  in the camp area of Bu Hasa LRP. The study was conducted using the 3 -D finite 
element model (MET ABIOTRA S) .  
hapter one is an introduction and present the transport equations that explain the 
d ifferent ph ical, chemical and biological contaminant transport processes in the 
ubsurface .  These processes inc lude d iffusion advection, dispersion, adsorption 
olati l ization and biodegradation . .  Different physical, chemical and biological remediation 
technologie of NAPLs contaminant are discussed in this chapter. In chapter two, a 
l i terature re iew of some latest studies on remediat ion of groundwater contaminanted with 
APL i presented. A description of Bu H asa field and the production process of natural 
gas are presented in chapter three. A discussion of NAPLs contamination inc ident in the 
sub urface of Liwa aquifer is also presented in this chapter. Chapter four gives a 
description and l imitation of MET ABIOTRANS model inc luding the governing equations 
solved by the model .  The geological and chemical information of the L iwa aquifer are 
presented in  chapter four. This chapter presents mode l domain descritization as wel l  as the 
hydrogeological and biological parameters . Init ial and boundary conditions are also 
detined in this chapter. A sensitivity analysis study of  the dissolved contam inant p lume 
migration to changes in several physical, chemical and biological parameters is presented 
in chapter five. Chapter six presents the potential of d ifferent remediation scenarios in  
minimizing the contaminant concentration that reaches the nearest production wel l  in the 
camp area of Bu Rasa field. 
7.2 Conclusions 
A sensitivity analysis study was performed to investigate the sensitivi ty of the 
dissolved plume m igration to changes in several parameters in chapter five. The microbial 
growth rate and substrate half saturation constant have the dominate effects on the 
contaminant p lume m igration. The m icrobial decay rate and the initial biomass 
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concentration are Je s e tIective on the contaminant p lume migration. The effects of 
m icrobial yie ld factor dispersivities and the contaminant mass flux-within the assLUned 
range- are the lowe t .  
The highest value of �lrna;'( (0 .02 day" ' ) results in the highest bacterial growth and 
con equentl more biodegradation. About 98% of the contaminant mass is reduced after 
fifty years . HOv ever, when �rnax was set equal to 0.00 1 25 day" ' , less than 40% of the 
contam inant mass is reduced by the end of fifty years . 
A I I  simulat ions using d ifferent values of the initial biomass concentration ( Mo) 
values resulted in 94%-96% contaminant mass reduction after fifty years; showing that 
biodegradation is less ensit ive to this parameter in the assumed range of values. 
Using different values of  m icrobial decay rate (B )  resulted in noticeable changes in 
contaminant mass reduction than Mo. The result of the contami nant mass reduction when 
B was equal to 0.002 showed that the biodegradation contaminant mass is the same as in 
the base case; which means that no biodegradation occurred. However, when B was equal 
to 0.002 the produced b iomass concentration after forty years was much less than that of 
the base case. 
The effect of the half saturation constant (Ks) was evident even at earl ier times. The 
lowest value of Ks (63 mg/l) showed high biodegradation rate especial ly in the source zone 
and hence less contaminant escaped to the leading edge of the plume. It resulted in a 98% 
reduction of contaminant mass by the end of fifty years, whi le the highest Ks value ( I  000 
mg/I) resulted in only 60% contaminant mass reduction. 
The m icrobial yield factor (Ys) did not show noticeable changes on the biomass 
concentration at earl ier t imes for all used values. A l l  the simulated Ys values resulted in 
94%-96% reduction of contaminant mass at late times; showing that biodegradation 
difference among simulated scenarios decreased after twenty years. 
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Increasing contaminant mas flux cau ed more contaminant to be introduced to the 
plume. The outer contour l ine ( 1 0  ppm) of the contam inant p lume in almost all simulated 
nux cenarios reached 700 m along y-ax is after forty years in the presence of bacteria. 
I Iowe er, considering biodegradation resulted in lower contam inant concentration that 
caped to the leading edge of the plume than the imulated cases in the absence of 
bacteria. Thi indicates that plume migration is less sensitive to the contaminant mass flux 
paramet r. 
Increasing or decreasing the plume dispersivity caused the least effect on the 
natural attenuat ion of the contaminant. A l l  simulated results of contaminant mass reduction 
u ing d ifferent dispersivit ies values show 96-97% of biodegraded contaminant mass by the 
end of fifty years indicating that the biodegradation is much less sensitive to the 
dispersivity parameter. 
Another study was performed in this thesis to enhance biodegradation of the 
contaminant. Several remediation scenarios were perfonned. Electron acceptors injected 
from different wel ls at d ifferent locations were examined. The effect of number and 
location of wel ls  as wel l  as the electron acceptor injection rate on the bioremediation is 
studied in  chapter s ix .  Results of the remediation scenarios assured that the location of the 
wel l  is an important factor in the biodegradation process. The highest biodegradation rate 
occurs always at the central wel l  where the highest contaminant concentrations exist .  The 
nearest wel l  to the source zone helps to stimulate bacterial growth for longer t ime and 
therefore, increases the biomass concentration. I ncreasing the number of lateral wel ls 
enhances the biodegradation at the lateral fringes .  
Remediation scenarios in  this study were separated into four groups. I n  group one 
scenarios, one wel l  was placed at different distances from the center of the source, namely; 
200 Ill , 300 m, 400 m and 500 m,  whi le the injected electron acceptor flux per wel l  was 
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k pt a 50 mg/day. Then, the number of lateral wel l  was increased to three wel ls  and the 
electron acceptor flux a 50 mg/day/wel l .  In group two, the first six scenarios have four 
wel ls  placed at d ifferent locations with respect to y-axis .  Total electron acceptor flux for 
the e cenario wa 200 mg/day. The last two scenarios in group two have five lateral 
we l l  with electron acceptor flux of 50 mg/day/wel l .  In cenario s ixteen, al l five lateral 
wel ls  were placed at 700 m along y-ax is .  In group three, eight scenarios were simulated; 
the fol lowing cenarios have the same number of we l ls, but they were different in the 
injected electron acceptor nux per wel l .  The remediation scenarios in group four were 
elected based on the results gained from the previous groups. More wel ls were simulated 
\ ith total e lectron acceptor fluxes ranged between 1 250 and 4200 mg/day. 
The re ults of  the contaminant mass reduction of group one show that when three 
wel l s  were used at y equals 200 m is the best remediation scenario; 66% of the mass is 
reduced by the end of tlfty years . The location of the wel l s  near the source zone helps in 
stimulating the bacterial growth. 
The results of group two c larify that adding wel ls  at farthest distance from the 
source zone may enhance the biodegradation at the leading edge, but wi l l  not cause much 
contaminant mass reduction. Among the scenarios of group two, scenario sixteen in which 
five wel l s  were used at y equals 200 m resulted in 7 1  % contaminant mass reduction at a 
late time. both the core plume and the leading edge experienced biodegradation. Scenarios 
thirteen and fi fteen achieved above 60% of contaminant mass reduction by the end of fifty 
years. In  scenario thirteen four wel ls were used; three of them located at y equals 200 m, 
while one wel l  located at y equals 500 m.  F ive wel l s  were used in scenario fifteen, three 
wel l s  located at y equals 200 m and two at 300 m.  
Although increasing wel l  flux of electron acceptor is expected to  enhance the 
biodegradation; scenarios of group three show no signi ficant improvement in the 
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contaminant mas reduction v hen compared to the previous groups. The reduction in the 
contaminant mass of group three scenarios ranged between 45%-7 1 % after fi fty years. 
A pl itting of the contaminant plume was observed only when seven wel ls were 
located lateral ly near the somce zone. The results of the scenarios of group four show 
almost imi lar contaminant mass reduction by the end of fifty years; about 73%-76% of 
contaminant mass i reduced. This indicates that increasing total number of we l ls  and 
therefore, increasing total electron acceptor flux does not increase the biodegradation rate. 
Therefore scenario twenty six in which has less number of wel l s  ( 1 0  wel ls) is suggested. 
7.3 Recommendations 
This study presented a s imulat ion of dissolved benzene plume migration in the 
subsurface of L iwa aquifer in Bu Hasa LRP .  The results of sensit ivity analysis of natmal 
attenuation to changes in m icrobial growth rate indicated that increasing jJ.max value led to 
h ighest contami nant mass reduction (98%). Therefore, monitoring the natural attenuation 
in the field is not enough for contaminant degradation. It is  recommended to enhance 
bioremediation possibly by adding certain m icrobial culture as it results in less hazardous 
products as compared to other chemical remediation techniques. Remediation scenarios in 
the saturated zone were suggested to reduce the r isk of reaching high benzene 
concentration in the nearest supply wel l  in the camp area of Bu Rasa field. The results of 
the remediation scenarios show that scenario twenty six in  which ten wel ls were used; five 
wel l s  located at y equals 200 m and the other five at 400 m has the greatest contaminant 
mass reduction. It results in the biodegradation of 73% of benzene mass after fifty years 
with less total number of wel l s  and low electron acceptor flux as compared to scenarios 
twenty nine in which fourteen wel l s  were used, seven wel l s  located at y equals 200 m and 
the rest at 400 m, and thirty three in which seventeen wel l s  were used, seven wel ls at y 
equals 200 m, and other seven wel l s  at 400 m, and the remaining three wel ls located at y 
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equal 500 m. Also, it i conc luded that placing wel l  near the source zone (at 200 m along 
y-axi ) help in increasing the biomass concentration and therefore high biodegradation 
rate occurs and less benzene e capes to the leading edge of the plume and low contaminant 
concentration can be detected at neare t supplying wel ls in the camp area of Bu Hasa field. 
Laboratory experiments based on field parameters and conditions besides 
numerical model ing can he lp in understanding the processes and predict the worst scenario 
before the contamination problem e acerbate. It is suggested that the dual efforts of field 
\",ork and numerical simulation can minimize the risks and hel p  in the dec ision making. 
U ing benzene to trace groundwater contaminated with hydrocarbons is common in most 
of the studie a it is part ial ly oluble in water as compared to other NAPLs compounds.  
However, it 1 S  recommended to consider toluene, ethylbenzen and xylene (TEX) 
compounds as they are harmful to human beings. I t  is  also recommended to study the 
effect of the individual component of NAPLs to assess its risk and quantify it maximum 
concentration and compare the result with the permissible standard values. 
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APPENDIX A 
Appen d ix A :  Physical Tec h nologie 
i r  parging a nd  Hydrogen I njection 
This technique is based on the idea of introduc ing bubbles into the groundwater by 
pu hing air into sparge wel l  or trenches tmder pressure, later on the volat i le organics from 
the dissolved contam inant or that adsorbed to soi l  could be flushed out. The forced air 
would enhance the in situ bioremediation by adding oxygen to water or induce the 
movement of the contaminated water toward extraction we l ls .  
When the vapour phase of contaminant reaches the unsaturated zone by the act of 
bubble . vapour extraction sy tern could be helpful in the treatment process as  shown in 
Figure A. I .  I t  is  observed that a ir  sparging technique is more effective in e l iminating the 
d issolved hydrocarbons contaminant p lume than treating the contaminant source. This 
technique is operated at high flow rate to maintain the contact between the groundwater, 
o iL and groundwater strip .  
The chlorinated solvent contamination m groundwater could be treated USlllg 
hydrogen which can be introduced to the subsurface m different ways such as the 
e lectroly is .  the injection of chemicals and dissolved in groundwater pump and reinjection 
process. The hydrogen acts as e lectron donor that controls the dechlorination process of the 
biological m icroorganism (Bedient et a i . ,  1 990). 
B ioslu rping 
Bioslurping is an effective technique for simultaneously LNAPL recovery from 
water table and enhanci ng the bioremediation in the vadose zone. Bioslurping system 
consists of a wel l  in which adj ustable length of s lurp tube is installed to reach LNAPL 
layer, the s lurp tube is connected to vacuum system (Figure A.2) .  When pumping starts to 
remove LNAPL;  the low pressure in the well emphasises the movement of LNAPL toward 
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F igure A . I :  Process diagram for a ir  sparging (Source: Bed ient et a I . ,  1 990). 
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F igure A .2  B ioslurping system (Source: Motsch et a I . ,  2002). 
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Figure A.2 (Motsch et a l .  2002) .  
Th slurp tube i drawn into extract vapour when the depression in  the LNAPL 
layer occurs; the extraction of the vapour enhances the air influx to the vadose zone. 
Hence, the bioremediation of the unsaturated zone is promoted. The recovered 
L APL i then separated from the groundwater and soi l  vapor, LNAPL may be recyc led, 
hi le the groundwater and soi l vapour are discharged after treatment ( P lace et a 1 .  2003) .  
Dyna mic U n dergro u n d  Stripping w ith Hydrous  Pyrolysis Oxidation 
The dynamic lillderground stripping ( DUS) is composed of steam injection, 
e lectrical re istance heating and underground imaging and monitoring techniques to 
mobi l ize and recover the contaminant in the subsurface. It is used in conj ugation with 
hydrous pryrolysis oxidation (HPO) and is used for the destruction process of the 
remaining contaminant by the residual heat and the avai lable oxygen.  
The injection of steam and oxygen simultaneously results ill the formation of 
heated oxygenated zone in the subsurface, when the injection is ceased; the steam 
condenses and the contaminated groundwater returns in the heated zone. The contaminated 
groundwater mixes with the oxygen and the heated condensate leading to the destruction of 
the dissolved contaminant. Thermophi les m icroorgansim are activated and natural 
b iodegradation of certain contaminant wil l  carry out. 
The e lectric current is used to heat the contaminant trapped in the impermeable soi l .  I t  
forces the vapour to the stearn zone for nlrther extraction as c larified in F igure A .3 .  
( Motsch e t  a l .  2002) .  
Skimming 
This technique is based on using floating fi lter that has o leophi l ic/ hydrophobic 
mesh of high affmity to non polar compounds. The cyl inder mesh in the recovery wel l  i s  
positioned floating on the LNAPL layer. The floated LNAPL on the water surface passes 
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Figure A.3 : Dynamic wlderground stripping with hydrous pyrolysis oxidat ion 
( Source:  Motsch et al .  2002). 
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Figure A.4 :  Skimming techn ique ( Source:  Motsch et ai . ,  2002). 
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through the mesh, while water is rejected as shown in Figure AA. The non aqueous phase 
i then co l lected in the central holding tanks on the surface after d ischarging it by air 
pressure. The pressure rate is control led by timer low and high level switches. The shal low 
wel l  that has low rate of recovery can use belt of skimmer which string through LNAPL 
layer and up through pair of compression rol lers. These rol lers enhance the motivation 
force for the belt whi le squeezing out any retained LNAPL into container. The retained 
L APL is then plunped to the holding tank (Motsch et a i . ,  2002) .  
Soi l  Vapor Extraction System (SVE) 
The purpose of this technique IS to get r id of volati le contaminants m the 
unsaturated zone. Most of the organic compounds are characterized by its high volatil ity 
when compared to its solubi l i ty .  The part i tion of these organic compounds into the gas 
pha e could be evaluated using vapor pressure and Henry ' s  law constant. The idea of this 
technique i s  to diffuse air through the contaminated soil and then the extracted gas IS 
either discharged to the atmosphere or entered to emission control device. 
The contaminants that could be treated using S VE technique inc lude gasol ine and 
organic solvents that have volat i le components .  The efficiency of the treatment technique 
increases in  high permeabi l i ty soil within short t ime and can be evaluated by mass transfer 
rate of the contaminant from its aqueous phase into vapor phase. The advantages of SVE 
are the small  disturbance effect on the soil cost effect ive and build up of standard 
equipments. 
Choosing SVE as a remediation technique requires two main impOliant factors to 
be considered; properties of the contaminant such as the volat i l ity, boi l ing point, solubil ity, 
octanol/water partition coefficient; and properties of the s ite such as permeab i l ity, organic 
carbon fract ion and the moisture where air moves easi ly in drier soi l .  
1 9 1  
VE sy tern has one or more extraction wel ls  which should penetrate the 
un aturated zone and extend to the capil lary fringe. However the wel ls are placed lateral ly 
in the case of shal low groundwater or where contam inants are encountered near the soi l  
urface. The system contains one or more air inlet or injection wel ls to control pushing the 
air into d ifferent depths . Vacuum pumps or air blowers are used in the system to decrease 
the gas pressure in the extraction wel ls and increase the airflow to the we l ls .  F low meters 
are used to measure the extracted air volume and the vacuum gauges and indicate the total 
pressure lost in the system. Sampl ing ports are located at the head of each wel l ,  at the 
blower and after vapor treatment. I n  order to measure the concentrations of the soi l  vapor 
and the influenced vacuum radius in the extraction wel ls ;  vapor and pressure probes are 
used. An airflow pattern resulted from simple vapor extraction system is i l lustrated in 
F igue A . S .  
I t  is  found that S VE technique is more effective in  treat ing water contaminated with 
trichloroethen, trichloroethane tetrachloroethene and most of gasol ine compounds. In the 
case of trichlorobenzene, acetone and heavier petroleum fuel,  SVE shows less effic iency in 
removing them.  A coupled techniques of SVE and pump and treat system could be 
effective in treating s ite contaminated with LNAPLs that residue on the water table. Using 
the pump system causes depletion in water table leve l leaving some of the LNAPLs sorbed 
on soil particles in the unsaturated zone which could be treated using SVE (Master, 1 997). 
Pu m p  and Treat Systems  ( PAT) 
Pump and treat system depends on the extraction of the contaminated groundwater 
and then undergoes treatment process on the surface (F igure A .6) .  The treated water could 
be injected into the aqui fer or used for other purposes .  However, the extraction of the 
contaminated groundwater does not mean that the contamination has been removed total ly 
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Figure A . 5 :  S imple vapor extraction system (Source : Bedient et a l . ,  1 990). 
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Figure A .6 :  Pump and treatment system (Source : EPA 542-R-O I -02 1 b, 200 1 ). 
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characterization of the contaminant, the hydrological and the geological condit ions of the 
field, and the efficiency of the pumping and the extraction design ( Figure A.6) .  
Pump and treat systems may be designed to achieve two purposes ;  prevent 
spreading contaminant and restoration of groundwater by removing contaminant mass. The 
system is designed to reduce the spread of the contaminant; the rate of the extraction is 
maintained to a oid contaminant extension. On the other hand, i f  the system is designed to 
remo e the contaminant mass the rate of pumping c lean water is maintained to flush the 
contaminated region which requires increasing its rate . The cost of a system designed for 
control l ing contaminant is usual ly less than that of restoration system. 
In order to design a system for groundwater pump and treat, four steps should be 
fol lowed. The rust step is defining the problem, which requires identifying the geology of 
the field and the hydraul ic parameters and determining the contaminants of interest . The 
second step is screening the options of treatment technologies, which requires evaluat ion 
of the techniques in term of its avai lab i l ity and the total costs including the capital, the 
operation and the maintenance costs. The third step is the treatment system engineering 
which has two phases· process engineering phase and mechanical and electrical 
engineering phase. The first phase starts with the definition of the problem and screening 
the options of the treatment technologies and end with the selection of a specific process 
from a specific supplier. The second phase requires information on the requirement of the 
operation on specific site and the associated difficulties. The fourth step is the permitting 
step regarding the discharge of treated waste and emission to atmosphere (Suthersan, 
1 997). 
Permeable Reactive Su bsu rface B arrier ( PR B )  
The basic concept of using a barrier i s  to  restrict the contaminant plume movement 
in  groundwater. A permeable reactive barrier in  the subsurface is constructed of reactive 
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material to intercept contaminant plume and al low it to flow through the reactive 
material . When the contaminants in water pass through the barrier, it wi l l  be transferred 
into less harmful compounds or stationary spec ies, so that it achieves the goal of 
groundwater remediation without restricting its flow. 
Reactive materials should be suitable for the environment of the subsurface. They 
should not cause harmful chemical reaction or produce byproducts as a result of its 
reaction ',: ith contaminant consti tuents and should not be a source of contamination. I t  
should not be from high soluble or depleted materials .  Low to moderate cost materials are 
preferred .  I n  order to perform a smoothly groundwater flow, react ive materials should not 
have too much small s ize particles or contain  a varied particle sizes which may be b locked. 
I ron metal Fe (0) (zero valent) iron is widely used as react ive material in PRB in 
the case of halogenated hydrocarbons contaminants .  It acts as a reducing agent and 
enhances the dehalogenation process such as transferring trichloroethene i nto ethene. Also 
it is used as a reducing agent in oxyanions compounds and enhances the prec ipitation such 
as convert ing Cr (VI )  oxides into non soluble hydroxide Cr ( I I I ) .  However in the case of 
sulfate and nitrate contaminants, organic materials are used as reactive media to treat these 
contaminants biological ly. 
There are two basic configurations of PRBs; continuous PRBs and funnel and gate 
system. The continuous PRBs (Figure A .7 )  has m inimum effect on groundwater flow 
patterns . In continuous P RB ,  a trench is excavated and backfil led with the react ive 
materia l .  I t  does not need funnels, so that groundwater flow veloc ity is not affected. To 
achieve the goal of the constructed PRB, the cross sectional area of the contaminant p lume 
should be covered by choosing suitable barrier area and its thickness should be sufficient 





Figure A .7 :  P lume capture by continuous PRB trenched system ( Source : PuIs et a I . ,  1 998).  
Reactive Gate 
GW Flow 
Figure A .8 :  P lume capture by a funnel and gate system (Source : Puis et a I . ,  \ 998).  
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groundwater by insuring that the hydraulic conductivity of the aquifer is less than that of 
PRB and PRB ba e should reach the impenneable zone. 
Funnel and gate configuration (F igure A .8 )  require low permeabi l ity funne ls that 
govern groundwater flow into the treatment gate. The funnels are e ither sheet pi l ings, 
l ur  wal l  or other impenneable layer such as c lay and bedrock . In contrast to continuous 
PRB,  funnel and gate systems cause increasing the groundwater flow velocity to increase 
within the gate when compared to the natural gradient velocity as i l lustrated in Figue A .8 .  
The permeable gate must have reactive media that have permeabi l ity equivalent or  higher 
than that of the aquifer and its thickness should be suitable to insure ful ly contaminant 
remediation (Puls et a I . ,  1 998) 
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